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This study is an historical-philosophical analysis of

art education in elementary, secondary, and normal schools

in the United States from 1883 to 1910 as revealed through

the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National

Education Association. Its purposes are to define and des-

cribe the role, practices, and status of art education as

related to or influenced by selected philosophies, psycholo-

gies, theories of learning, and research, along with other

prevalent factors such as the scientific, industrial move-

ments, and mores of the period.

Each volume of the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses

of the National Education Association from 1883 to 1910 was

examined, and data obtained were interpreted from investiga-

tion of philosophical and psychological theories reflected.

Prevailing philosophies defined, according to Carter V. Good's

Dictionary of Education, are Idealism, Realism, Neo-Thomism,

and Experimentalism. Writings were categorized according to

concept, consistency of point of view, and mode of thought,

as outlined in the philosophical systems described by Van



Cleve Morris, R. Freeman Butts, and Lawrence A. Cremin.

They were then related to the role of art in each of six aims

of education generally accepted during the period: character

and moral development, mental discipline, literacy and infor-

mation, vocational and practical, civic and social, and in-

dividual development.

Similar methods were applied to investigation of recom-

mended courses of study and actual practices. They were

analyzed in terms of content and meaning; detailed outlines

of their application are presented. It is revealed that art

practices ranged from their beginning as neat, uniform draw-

ing of type forms and reproduction of historical ornament to

concepts of expression in drawing, painting, and even sculp-

ture, design as creative activity, crafts as practical appli-

cation of art principles, and art appreciation as a sufficient

end in itself. Changes during the period were related to the

philosophies, psychologies, and to the other major factors

mentioned.

Status of art education is developed from the literature

outlining the chief needs identified as public understanding,

national leadership, a systematic course of study, adequately

trained teachers and supervisors, and facilities for imple-

mentation and maintenance.

Art education was found in an admitted state of infancy

as the period began. 1883 marked its initial separation

from the Manual Training Department and first recognition as



an entity. This study of its status traces growth and im-

provement to a point of tentative public acceptance, and

re-attachment of the Art Department to the Manual Training

Department as an equal partner.

Evidence presented seemed to indicate that progress had

been made by art education in several important ways. School

administrators had recognized that art did have a legitimate

role in education, and a national organization had been formed

to act as a forum. A uniform course of study had been pre-

sented, and current research in mental development had been

considered. The scope of art instruction had been broadened

to better serve educational and practical needs. Facilities

had been improved, and there was a growing number of trained

teachers and supervisors.

Recommendations for further study include investigation

of present movements that have seeds in the period studied,

the rise of Experimentalism in art education, whether art

education profited or suffered from its merger with the

Manual Training Department, and why it is again separate.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The years 1883 to 1910 were important in the history of

art education because they marked the first period of recog-

nition and organization of the Art Department as a separate

division of the National Education Association. Prior to

1883 this department was an auxiliary of the Industrial and

Manual Training Department. In its new status, it afforded

a means by which the most advanced thought on the subject of

art education was gathered, developed, and disseminated

throughout the country. Through the organization, progress

was made in both theory and practice of art education; prob-

lems were recognized, argued, and resolved (7, p. 428). In

1910 it again merged and renamed itself the Department of

Manual Training and Art, no longer being a separate entity

(8, p. 144).

The addresses, discussions, and papers recorded in the

Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National Educa-

tion Association are a reflection of the philosophical and

psychological thought represented. This was the basis on

which art education was defined, the curriculum was developed

and assessed, the program implemented, and the status of art

education evaluated.

1
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For the purpose of this study the aims and purposes of

art education were separated from the methods of teaching

and evaluation of problems, in an attempt to explain these

within the context of popular philosophies and psychologies

of the period. This was done in order to show how various

schools of thought affected the entire scope of art educa-

tion. It was indeed unrealistic to make clear-cut, definite

interpretations of some statements by educators, and to neat-

ly file them into an all-inclusive field of philosophical

thought, as most educators crossed philosophic lines on var-

ious issues; only a few might be categorized with only one

branch of thought. Also, it seemed wise to consider that

theories of education were in a process of major change. The

years 1883 to 1910 were dealt with as a unit rather than as

a chronological sequence, because of the overlapping in time

of the various philosophies of the era.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to make an historical-

philosophical analysis of art education in the elementary,

secondary, and normal schools in the United States from 1883

to 1910 as revealed through the Journal of Proceedings and

Addresses of the National Education Association.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were (1) to define the role

of art education in relation to selected philosophies
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prevalent in the period, (2) to study the practices of art

education as revealed from the literature, (3) to describe

the status of art education in elementary, secondary and nor-

mal schools during the period of 1883 to 1910 as revealed

through the literature, and (4) to draw implications and con-

clusions as suggested by the literature.

Questions to which Answers Were Sought

In addressing the problem of this study, several ques-

tions needed to be answered. To accomplish the purposes

described, answers to the following questions were sought:

1. What was the role of art education in relation to

selected philosophies from 1883 to 1910?

2. Was the role of art education in relation to or

defined by the philosophy?

3. What were the practices in art education from 1883

to 1910 as revealed from the literature?

4. What was the status of art education in elementary,

secondary, and normal schools during the period 1883 to 1910?

5. What theories of learning were most influential

during the period 1883 to 1910?

6. What effect did the precursors in the field of art

education have on the period?

7. What influence did the mores of the period have on

art education?
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8. What influence did Hegelian philosophy have on art

education during the period?

9. What influence did the scientific movement have on

art education during the period?

10. What influence did the industrialization of the

nation have on art education in this period?

11. What kinds of empirical research were being conduct-

ed relevant to art education?

12. What effect did these studies have on methods of

teaching art during 1883 to 1910?

Background and Significance of the Study

"The introduction of the teaching of art in the schools

of America was one that was neither routinized nor system-

atic" (5, p. 29). Beginning efforts ". . . were widely

separated phenomena engaged in by people scarcely known to

one another" (8, p. 85). The contributions that various edu-

cators made were often isolated or limited in scope to the

specific geographical area in which they worked.

Historians (1, 5, 8) of art education generally cate-

gorize developments in the teaching of art in public schools

prior to the 1880's as individual accomplishments. In 1749,

Benjamin Franklin advocated the inclusion of art in the cur-

riculum on the basis that such instruction had utilitarian

value. He qualified his statement by saying that art was not
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making pretty pictures and that instruction in art would help

meet the needs of a growing nation (5, p. 29).

As to their studies, it would be well if they
could be taught everything that is ornamental. But
art is long, and their time is short. It is, there-
fore, proposed that they learn those things that are
likely to be most useful and most ornamental; regard
being had to the several professions (5, p. 29).

Art was to be used as a tool for improving skills of the pro-

fessional and enhancing the crafts which were necessary for

life (5, p. 29).

Congruent with Franklin's utilitarian concept of art

education was the Puritanical orientation, which allowed art

to be taught not as "fine arts," but as a means to meet the

practical needs that people confronted in their daily lives

(5, p. 30).

In a nation struggling for survival, early efforts in

art instruction were shortlived. Finding acceptable reasons

for teaching art seemed to dominate the efforts of devising

proper methods for teaching. Among the efforts made in teach-

ing art, those of William Bentley Fowle of Boston, Rembrandt

Peale of Philadelphia, William Minifie of Baltimore, and

William Newton Bartholomew of Boston attracted sufficient

attention to merit mention by historians (1, 5, 8). "Al-

though each of these early experiments met with little success,

taken together they did serve as valuable preparation for the

rapid development of the decade following 1870" (1, p. 15).

William Bentley Fowle's major contribution toward a

systematized instruction in drawing was the editing,
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translating, and revising in 1830, of a textbook in drawing

by M. Louis Francoeur, entitled An Introduction to Linear

Drawing (1, p. 17). Records (1, p. 14) indicate that Fowle

was influenced by Joseph Lancaster's monitorial system of

mutual instruction and by friends who had firsthand knowledge

of Pestalozzi's school in Switzerland. In Boston, Fowle serv-

ing as a substitute master of one of the city's largest boys'

schools, encountered much opposition to his ideas and experi-

ments in teaching and was dismissed from this position.

However, a few citizens were so impressed with the success of

his methods and theories that they built and equipped a school

in which he could practice his ideas (1, p. 16). "Little is

known of the nature of the drawing which Fowle introduced

into the public school during his teaching" (1, p. 17), ex-

cept that it did include linear drawing as well as map drawing

(1, p. 17).

In the Philadelphia High School in 1840, Rembrandt Peale

became the first professional artist to attempt the teaching

of art in a public school. Little is known of his experience

in this endeavor except through his textbook, Graphics: The

Art of Accurate Delineation,written in 1835. The book pre-

sented exercises beginning with the drawing of straight lines

in various directions, drawing angles and simple curves, to a

progression toward depicting objects from nature and some

features of the human figure superimposed over geometric

shapes. About half of this edition of his book was devoted
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to writing the letters of the alphabet, which indicates the

emphasis of the value of drawing in relation to developing

excellence in handwriting (1, pp. 20-21).

William Minifie in Baltimore is credited with the first

clear attempt to teach drawing as a handmaiden to industry.

His instruction, too, was based on geometry. He influenced

the developing art education through the publication of a

textbook in 1852, and through his teaching in the Maryland

Institute of Design (1, p. 22). His book became the adopted

text of the Government School of Design of Great Britain at

South Kensington, where Walter Smith studied. Thus, Minifie's

influence was also felt indirectly, for in 1870 Smith became

the first Director of Art Instruction in Massachusetts (1,

p. 22).

William Newton Bartholomew, who taught drawing and pre-

pared textbooks in Boston between 1851 and 1871, is also

reasonably classified as one of the influential figures in

the early history of art education in this country (1, p. 23).

He, too, was primarily interested in teaching drawing by geo-

metric figures and simple objects. Like others, his system

was progressive from simple to complex. Young children were

to begin their drawings by making dots and straight lines.

Grammar-school-level pupils were to progress to drawing of

solid objects from printed patterns then to actual objects,

and high-school pupils were to draw buildings plans, machin-

ery, and landscape (1, p. 25). Bartholomew ". . . is not
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remembered because . . . of [his] personal contribution to

teaching, but rather because . . . [his work] helped to

create an awareness of the possible value of art instruction

in the public schools to a nation rapidly becoming industri-

alized" (1, p. 25).

From 1848, when the grammar schools of Boston were per-

mitted to include drawing in the course of study, to 1870,

when they were required to include it, there was agreement

among educators as to the desirability and worth of teaching

drawing, though few teachers did teach drawing (1, pp. 27-29,

66). Horace Mann shared the belief with Fowle that drawing

was not only useful in developing excellence in handwriting,

but that it in itself was a beautiful and expressive language

(5, p. 36), and contributed to the development of powers of

communication and observation (1, p. 27). Belshe (1, p. 27)

quotes Mann in the Report of the Secretary of the State Board

of Education of Boston in 1843 in the following statement:

[that drawing would be useful to the development of the]

".e . .inventive genius of our people." Eisner (5) attributes

similar statements to Mann:

. . . there is no department of business or con-
dition of life where the accomplishment [drawing]
would not be of utility.

[the study of drawing] . . . will confer upon
every child the rudiments of a most valuable art--a
source of both pleasure and profit in later life
(5, p. 36).
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With the exception of a few interested teachers, nothing

came of Mann's influence in the teaching of drawing until John

Dudley Philbrick, superintendent of schools in Boston, gave

impetus to the movement favoring art instruction between 1856

and 1874 (1, p. 28). During his tenure, in 1864, drawing be-

came a required subject in the schools under his jurisdiction,

and in 1870, the state of Massachusetts became the first state

to legislate that the art of drawing be taught in all public

schools. The years 1870 to 1882 in the history of art edu-

cation include the approval of this legislation, its exe-

cution, and the influence of Walter Smith as supervisor of

instruction of the art of drawing in the Massachusetts schools

(1, pp. 28-29).

In order to execute this legislation, the services of

Walter Smith of England were engaged, as he was appointed the

first supervisor of the instruction of the art of drawing in

Massachusetts in 1870 (1, p. 31). His duties were to initiate

this instruction in the schools in the commonwealth of

Massachusetts and the city schools of Boston, and to take

charge of the Boston Normal Art School (1, pp. 31-32). Toward

this objective he worked out a system of drawing books and

manuals to be used in the various schools. His work indicat-

ed that he was acquainted with the works of Rousseau, Pesta-

lozzi, and Froebel (1, p. 33). He criticized the American

public schools as being too intellectualized and stressed the

need for more emphasis on the arts (1, p. 34).
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Smith was interested in the products of drawing and

developing the ability to draw more than in developing powers

of observation. "Yet the process of drawing was thought to

be manual and sensual" (1, p. 34), not involving reason, mem-

ory,or intellect. Through this rationale, drawing could

relieve pressures of the intellectualism of schools.

To Smith, the instruction in drawing was significant in

that it would yield benefits to industry, but it was first to

be taught as a medium of expression, then later as an art.

He extended Pestalozzi's "alphabet of form" to drawing, inter-

preting drawing ". . . as a language . . . preliminary to

artistic endeavor" (1, p. 34).

Distinguishing features of Smith's system were (1) the

comprehension of the instruction, (2) the systemization of

the instruction, and (3) the recognition of the best psycho-

logical and educational principles (1, p. 34). The Smith

drawing system was actually little different from earlier

systems. It involved beginning drawing from simple dots and

lines from prescribed exercises. Straight-line exercises

preceded curvilinear drawing. There was little room for orig-

inality or imagination in his system (1, p. 38).

In establishing the Normal Art School, Smith's basic

objective was to elevate public taste in the aesthetic qual-

ity of goods, thereby increasing the value of every branch of

manufacturing. The public would eventually, through the pro-

per training of teachers, be educated to appreciate and
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demand articles of good taste, and also, there would be well-

trained artisans to produce these (1, p. 39). Smith contin-

ued his work with success until about 1880. About this time

his efforts were met with opposition and his ideas were

virtually condemned (1, p. 40).

It was at this time, early 1880's, that emphasis upon

organized movements rather than individual efforts centering

on various personalities became the trend of art education

(1, p. 45). Following 1883, with the organization of the Art

Department of the National Education Association, advances in

art education were allied not with personalities, but with

forces which pervaded various areas of education (1, p. 45).

The Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National

Education Association provides records of the movements which

formed the basis from which present theories of teaching art

developed.

Eisner, in summarizing the change in art education of

this time,says:

The development of art education in the United
States from the period of 1860 to 1915 was one in which
the justification for the teaching of art shifted from
a dominant concern with the development of industrial
drawing skills to a desire to enable children to devel-
op taste and to experience beauty. The curriculum of
the schools expanded from one resembling a systematic
program progressing in neat steps according to presumed
levels of complexity in drawing to one that covered a
wide range of crafts as well as painting and sculpture.
To this productively oriented program was added art
appreciation--a study of the great masterpieces, not
only for the beauty they radiated but for the moral
lessons they provided. The expanding and liberalizing
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conception of the child, and of the processes appro-
priate for his education, was beginning to be felt in
the way in which art was taught (5, pp. 47-48).

This study revealed how the development of art education

occurred during 1883 to 1910 as a reflection of the philosoph-

ical and psychological thought representative of the time.

According to Belshe (1, p. 44), ". . no matter what was left

to be desired in method, it cannot be denied that L. S. Thomp-

son, W. S. Perry, C. M. Carter, and other leading art teachers

used the best procedures and techniques known at that time."

This study attempts to make a significant contribution to

the accumulated knowledge of the history of art education by

organizing in narrative-descriptive form an interpretation of

the records as they reflect philosophical and psychological

thought. It makes relatively obscure information readily

available and usable to anyone concerned with present educa-

tional practices and future directions in art education.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study the following definitions

have been formulated from Carter V. Good's Dictionary of

Education (6):

Experimentalism--is a radically empirical philosophical

position which holds that experience is the sufficient source

of ideals, values, and methods of knowing, that reality is

this world of man's experience, that knowledge is hypothetical,

that the verifiable procedures of scientific inquiry are the
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greatest resource for controlling experience, that values and

morality are empirical and social rather than absolute and

inscrutable.

Hegelianism--is the philosophy of Hegel, which is an at-

tempt to combine in one closely reasoned system the modern

insistence on subjectivism, freedom, nature, and the temporal,

with the classical and medieval emphasis on objectivity,

universality, purposiveness, and the eternal. This philoso-

phy regards spiritual activity as an absolute that is the

ultimate basis of all being and meaning, the reality of which

is an eternal enriching of its own self-knowledge, this en-

richment taking place only as the absolute externalizes itself

in nature and finite minds and thus makes possible its infinite

and eternal process of enriched return to itself. It also re-

gards existence as change, change as evolution, evolution as

history, history as thinking, and thinking as eternal Being.

It regards all logic and all changes as dialectical in nature.

Idealism--is any system of thought or practical view

emphasizing mind or spiritual reality as a pre-eminent princi-

ple of explanation.

Mental discipline--is a theory that the mind has a number

of distinct and general powers or faculties, such as observa-

tion, memory, and will power, which should be strengthened by

exercise. This development is maximally obtained by
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application to selected subject matters which have such a form

that the faculty will be trained by this application and will

thereafter be able to deal with other quite unrelated situa-

tions and subject matters. This theory involves the automatic

transfer of training through the proper exercise of general

powers.

Realism--This philosophy holds that the aim of education

is the acquisition of verified knowledge of the environment

and adjustment to the environment. It recognizes the value

of content as well as of the activities involved in learning,

and takes into account the external determinants of human be-

havior. It advocates freedom of the individual limited by

consideration of the rights and welfare of others.

Limitations

This study was limited to the interpretation of art edu-

cation and art-related addresses, discussions, and papers

recorded in the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the

National Education Association from 1883 to 1910. The inter-

pretation of these was limited to their significance in ful-

filling the purposes previously stated and was accomplished

by investigating selected philosophical and psychological

theories.
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Basic Assumptions

It was assumed that the records of the Journal of Pro-

ceedings and Addresses of the National Education Association

do provide honest statements by educators that represent the

general philosophical and psychological thought of the desig-

nated period. It was also assumed that the records are

indicative of the actual classroom practices of art education

and that through these records the status of art education in

the elementary, secondary, and normal schools can be deter-

mined.

Procedures for Collecting and Analyzing Data

By study and examination of each volume of the Journal

of Proceedings and Addresses of the National Education Asso-

ciation from 1883 to 1910, information was compiled and

organized into that which identified philosophy and psychol-

ogy relevant to the time, that which revealed practices in

teaching art, and that which indicated the status of art edu-

cation. Analysis was accomplished by combining and interpret-

ing data from the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the

National Education Association with that gathered from inves-

tigating philosophical views and psychological theories.

The selected philosophies were determined on the basis

of what the major contributors to art education appeared to

believe as revealed in their writings. An analysis of these

writings revealed that there were basically four identifiable
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categories of thought, which were Idealism, Realism, Neo-

Thomism, and Experimentalism. The philosophical systems des-

cribed by Van Cleve Morris (9), R. Freeman Butts (3, 4), and

Lawrence A. Cremin (4) were used for categorization because

they are among those generally accepted as authorities in the

field of educational philosophy (see Appendix A for biograph-

ical data). The chief source for interpreting psychological

theories was Morris L. Bigge (2) (see Appendix A). Criteria

established for use in categorization of a particular philos-

ophy were (1) concept, (2) consistency of point of view, and

(3) mode of thought.

This study is presented as narrative-descriptive re-

search. Chapter I is an introduction to the problem. Chap-

ter II includes defining the role of art education in relation

to prevailing philosophies and psychologies as related to the

six aims of education accepted at the time: character and

moral development, mental discipline, literacy and information,

vocational and practical, civic and social, and individual

development (3, pp. 488-490).

Presented in Chapter III are the practices of art educa-

tion as revealed through the literature. The course of study

proposed and adopted by the Art Department in 1884 and the

revised course of study of 1902 are presented. Practices of

teaching art in kindergarten, elementary, secondary, and nor-

mal schools according to the courses of study are studied.

A review of the problems in implementing the program
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designated by this course of study is also presented. This

chapter also includes the discussions of art educators in

revising the course of study in relation to current psycho-

logical and philosophical thought. A table is presented to

summarize actual practices in art education and basic curric-

ula structured by the art educators at various times.

Chapter IV is an evaluation of the status of art educa-

tion of this period as revealed through the literature. This

includes the recognition of problems as seen by art educators

of this time, a survey of the status of art education, and

the presentation of new ideas in the field.

Chapter V includes the summary, conclusions, implications,

and recommendations for further study. It summarizes the role

of art education related to selected philosophies and psycho-

logies of the period, along with practices and the status as

it was viewed during the time. Following the summary, con-

clusions and implications are drawn from the data, and

recommendations are made for further avenues of investigation.
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CHAPTER II

DEFINING THE ROLE OF ART EDUCATION

Introduction

Defining the role of art education in public schools

from 1883 to 1910 involves an examination of definitions and

statements of purpose by leading art educators in relation

to prevailing philosophies and aims of education during that

period. The educational aims of this time were (1) charac-

ter and moral development, (2) mental discipline, (3) literacy

and information, (4) vocational and practical, (5) civic and

social, and (6) individual development (2, pp. 488-490).

The aim of character and moral development evolved from the

influence of organized religion on education. Idealism and

Neo-Thomism saw man as a reflection of God; thus, moral train-

ing identified with ideals of Christian character. Mental

discipline was firmly established in idealistic and rational-

istic philosophies. In this, acquisition of knowledge and

information were of lesser concern than the training of men-

tal faculties and the cultivation of intellectual powers.

The aim, literacy and information, changed the emphasis from

the exercise to the information. It was used to justify the

methods of teaching,such as lecturing, memorizing, drill,

recitation, and testing. The vocational and practical aim

19
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had roots in the advances of science, industrialism,and de-

mocracy, while the civic and social aim stemmed from the need

to perpetuate the democratic ideal. The aim of individual

development was supported by a capitalistic individualism

that regarded the individual as most important and society as

a well-developed group of individuals. This aim was rein-

forced by a psychology of individual differences which enabled

a child to develop according to his own needs, interests, and

capacities. Individual development emphasized respect for

the child's personality,--the need for furnishing optimum con-

ditions in which the child's spiritual nature might grow and

unfold (2, pp. 488-490).

According to art educators of that time, Idealism was

the dominant philosophy of the period. Pure Realism was seen

in only a very limited number of publications; however, fre-

quently a realistic method of teaching appeared to achieve

idealistic goals. Neo-Thomism's rationalistic tenets and its

teleological doctrines showed some influence, though the most

significant was its religious influence in public schools as

Protestantism emerged from Roman Catholicism. A brief des-

cription of each philosophy will follow.

Idealism.--The first half of the nineteenth century was

dominated by the intellectual outlook known as Idealism.

This effort of Idealism endeavored to build a complete system

of thought that would reintegrate man and nature and God into

a great unity expressed by the term "Absolute." Idealism
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strove to join mind and matter in a unity that made ideas and

thoughts not only the supreme focus of individual attention

but also the total structure of the universe itself (2, p. 383).

During the latter part of the nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries, the philosophy of Idealism grew to become

the most influential academic point of view taught by profes-

sional philosophers in the colleges and universities of Amer-

ica. The philosophies of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel were

probably the most popular (3, p. 328), largely through influ-

ence of the Journal of Speculative Philosophy founded by

William T. Harris, superintendent of schools in St. Louis

(2, p. 475).

Idealism, with its nonsectarian reliance on spirituality,

actually replaced the powerful influence of many sectarian

orthodoxies.

This was an important intellectual revolution
that had far-reaching effects upon American education.
It meant that the interest in religion in general would
remain strong but that specific sectarian control of
education for doctrinal purposes was greatly weakened.
This trend can be seen in the way that many church-
related colleges and universities which had originated
in denominational effort began to become "nondenomina-
tional" as the nineteenth century drew to a close
(3, p. 329).

The substance of Idealism, despite its many variations,

was an assertion that the essence of the universe was spir-

itual and not material. The whole cosmos is in essence moti-

vated by spirit instead of by mechanical or natural laws.

The name of this spirit could be God, or the Infinite, or the
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Absolute. Reality is spiritual or mental rather than materi-

al or physical substance. Idealism is idea-ism, for it holds

that the enduring and real nature of the universe is an ex-

pression of ideas or mind rather than matter; the physical

world could not exist except as the expression of some mind

or intelligence. This universal mind is usually an equation

of God; thus, the world is simply an expression of God's mind

(3, p. 329).

The essence of man is also spiritual and not material.

"Man is simply a finite spiritual expression of the infinite

spirit and must therefore be treated as such" (3, p. 329).

The theme of the human self as a spiritual entity or as a set

of faculties possessed prior to his social experiences is the

quality that sets man immeasurably above the animals (3, p.

340). By the late nineteenth century, Idealists had worked

out a system professing that the universe is going through an

evolutionary process of growth and movement in time which is

a progressive realization of God's spirit, and man's spiritual

nature is also in an evolutionary process of growth and un-

folding (3, p. 330).

Since the idealists' reality is the Absolute mind inhab-

iting the cosmos, knowing is the approximation of Mind through

the absorption of ideas. Mind is also Absolute Self; it is

the human being extended to the boundaries of perfectibility

in every conceivable way. Therefore, the function of the

artist is to portray the world as the Infinite Person would
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see it; that is in its Perfect Form. The responsibility of

art is to idealize or reproduce the objective reality, and to

commemorate the inherent qualities of what it ultimately is

(32, pp. 250, 273).

The idealist teacher, believing the mind to be constant

companion of feelings in evolving toward "the cultivated

taste," would expose his students to idealistic works of art

to quicken their aesthetic senses (32, pp. 309-310). This

teacher expects understanding of masterpieces and requires

the child to study characteristics and symbolic meaning in

the work of art, the artist's life, his time, and cultural

origin of his style.

Realism.--In opposition to the metaphysical and mysti-

cal compositions of Idealism, the philosophy of Realism was

reasserted with great strength in the nineteenth century.

Departing from the attempt to construct great systems of

ideal perfection and absolute authority, Realism focused it-

self on the discoveries of natural science and the objectiv-

ity of the external world. It minimized the unity of all

things and their dependence upon a supreme moral authority.

"Realism exists not in the ideas and will of a theoretical

spiritual being but in the natural laws of the objective

world" (2, p. 387).

Realism demonstrated an effort to develop a philosophy

of knowledge based on scientific foundations alone. It did

not speak of a self or a soul, rather it explained what is
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distinctively human in terms of an inherited biological sys-

tem, assumed to prevail before the experiences of man and

producing the basic motives and drives that define his behav-

ior (3, p. 340).

The Realists opposed most idealistic theories. They de-

clared that real objects examined by the physical sciences

are not mental objects or mere ideas. These physical objects

are real, and their existence is not dependent upon human

knowledge, and the physical world will exist independent of

this knowledge (3, p. 335).

Realist theory placed emphasis on the external world of

nature and in the description of nature by scientific methods.

"Knowledge of real things of the external world is the most

authorative knowledge" (3, p. 336). Therefore, the process

of education is the acquisition of verified knowledge and the

adaptation of students to the realities of the external world.

Aesthetics, too, is sought within the context of nature.

To the Realist, art should imitate the order and regularity

of nature in the expression of the principles of line, color,

order, balance,and form. It should re-present the rational-

ity of nature as seen in these principles. The artist should

re-create realistically by emphasizing pattern, order, and

design. Art, then, is a presentation of orderliness and

rationality of nature (32, p. 260).

The realist teacher will adopt part or all of the ideal-

ist's approach in teaching art. However, understanding of
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art becomes a more mechanistic and structural study. The

examination of masterpieces is a study of their construction,

for design and order are qualities he intends the learner to

first master. The study of symbolism, content and mystique

in art should follow mastery of structure. The Realist exalts

the expression of the physical and sensuous in human exper-

ience (32, pp. 310-311).

Neo-Thomism.--Neo-Thomism is a teleological doctrine;

for it asserts a process whose destined consummation is Abso-

lute Being. The world is both "Mind" and "Thing" bound to-

gether by Being. Neo-Thomists and Lay Neo-Thomists differ as

to the nature of God and Being, the Neo-Thomist saying that

they are one and the same, and the Lay Neo-Thomist holding

that they are not; that is, one need not worship Being, but

one must worship God. To both avenues of Neo-Thomist thought,

God is accessible through faith and reason (32, p. 85).

Neo-Thomism affirms that the human mind is naturally

conducive to knowing, learning, and acquiring knowledge.

Self-evidence and intuition are the keys to a whole area of

truth unaccessible through science. Intuition is ". . . a

'reaching out' to seize upon a truth already resident in an

independent reality. . ." (32, p. 153), and is, in fact, con-

sidered superior to scientific truth; this "analytical, self-

evident truth is the real article; it is epistemologically

pure because, once taken hold of, it is ours forever!" (32,

p. 150). Truth can also be acquired from an outside source
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by revelation, in which God reveals Himself to the intellect.

Looking to the intellect of man, logic becomes a part of the

knowing process; for logic is a ground of reality and a medi-

um of action. At the cornerstone of Neo-Thomist thought is a

theory of mind or intellect known as faculty psychology,in

which formal discipline means discipline of forms of thought.

It is by this theory that children are educated within the

philosophy of Neo-Thomism (32, p. 192). The school is not

necessarily a social institution; its function is to trans-

cend society by dealing with absolute principles and change-

less values. Social change is irrelevant to the pedagogical

process (32, p. 13). Children should be given an environment

which will exhibit to them the existence of the realm of

Truth. Mental processes must be conditioned before Absolute

Truth comes within a child's grasp. The atmosphere of the

school must awaken the love of Truth and of ultimate cer-

tainty (32, p. 86).

The aesthetics of Neo-Thomism is more difficult to pre-

sent than in other philosophies, since emphasis is placed on

reason and rationality. Aesthetics is most concerned with

creativity and creative intuition, for man naturally tends

toward the creation of beauty. The fine arts are primarily

dependent on the intellect, which through rational percep-

tions is the ultimate originator of art. Neo-Thomism lists

three elements of beauty: (1) integrity, (2) proportion and

consonance, and (3) radiance and clarity (32, pp. 266-267).
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The Neo-Thomist would educate children in the arts by

exposure to Christian art and the training of reason neces-

sary to instruction in the arts (32, p. 312).

Experimentalism.--The philosophy of Experimentalism dif-

fers significantly from the philosophies of Idealism, Neo-

Thomism, and Realism. Whereas Idealism and Neo-Thomism have

found the essence of man to be spiritual, and Realism finds

it biological, Experimentalism focuses on a social conception

of human nature, thinking, and learning. The Experimentalist

finds the distinguishing nature of man in his social relation-

ships with other human beings (3, p. 339).

Within this philosophy, the universe is "becoming."

Reality is a process based on experience; and experience is

a moving, flowing event rather than an absolute thing. Exper-

imentalism has fused the outlooks of evolution and modern

science, and applied them to develop a theory of knowledge

based on empiricism. Emphasis is placed on change, uncertain-

ty, growth, and practicality as real aspects of the world of

nature and man, in contrast to the other philosophies' con-

cern with order (32, 3).

To the Experimentalist, truth and knowledge are fulfill-

ments of human experience; knowledge arises out of the conse-

quences of human experience. All knowledge is temporary and

conditional, for as experiences occur, ideas develop leading

to hunches, hypotheses, and intuitions (32, pp. 158-159).

Knowing has no predictable conclusions; as ideas develop
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they are tested, and truth is determined according to the

evidence of testing (3, p. 342). Truth is what works, for

in the degree that it performs this duty it is said to

be true" (32, p. 164). The proof of the truth of ideas is in

the practical result. Verification is based on the presump-

tion that the true idea will be the one that is eventually

agreed upon by an infinite community of observers (3, p. 342).

To the Experimentalist, it is the obligation of the

school to acquaint the student with change and to take an

active role in social change. The gathering of knowledge for

its own sake is not the purpose of the school. It should

exist to assist students in learning to think and solve prob-

lems. The curriculum should not be a firm set of facts or

ideas; it should be a sequence of experiences in which evolu-

tionary or "becoming" qualities of the world are represented

in microcosm (32, p. 97).

The Experimentalist modifies traditional concepts of

spiritual and rational philosophies of art. Within this

philosophy, a work of art is a special type of entity which

is assigned certain existential qualities to account for the

aesthetic effect it has on the individual. An art object is

the effect that it contributes with and in experience. The

measure of the aesthetic value of a work of art is its opera-

ting and experiential consequences (32, p. 273).

The function of art is to communicate; ". . . the work

of art tells something to those who enjoy it about the nature
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of their own experience of the world: . . . it presents the

world in a new experience which they undergo" (32, p. 273).

The purpose of art is not to perceive ultimate reality, but

to produce new insights, new feelings, new experiences, and

to be proficient in enabling others to experience them. To

the Experimentalist, aesthetic taste is based on an inter-

action of individual and public experiences (32, pp. 273-274).

The experimentalist teacher is anxious to get art into

life and in the school. If children are to develop aesthet-

ically, they must be presented situations in which art ob-

jects are seen to produce aesthetic effects of a higher order

than those which they have previously experienced. This pre-

vious experience of the learner determines the place to begin.

"We get boys and girls to appreciate what we want them to

appreciate by introducing that thing into their lives and

allowing its aesthetic impact to do its own work on their

sensibilities" (32, p. 313). Direct participation and in-

volvement of the total child are emphasized in experimental-

ist thought.

Observations.--It is apparent that in many cases state-

ments by art educators are not true reflections of their

total philosophy of the role of art in education, but are

attempts at accommodation or compromise in order to gain a

place for art in the curriculum on almost any basis.

Another factor in seeming contradiction even in various

statements by the same person is the great difficulty in
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separating to a pure state any of the four philosophies under

consideration. This difficulty is well stated in the follow-

ing paragraph concerning Idealism and Realism in art:

This enables us to decide upon the proper func-
tion of the so-called "ideal" and "real" elements in
art. In strictest sense, a purely realistic, as a
purely idealistic, art is impossible--that is to say,
pure realism would have no meaning to appeal to the
mind, for meaning is a product of idealization, and
would have no interest to appeal to the emotions for
interest is a product of the putting of self into fact.
And pure idealism, if interpreted to mean that sensuous
material shall not be used, is impossible, for an ideal
unembodied, unmanifested, would have no meaning what-
ever. Furthermore, all meaning is meaning of fact, of
reality. It cannot exist in the air. The careful,
minute, and faithful study of actual fact is needed,
therefore, first, that one may know what the value of
an experience really is; and, secondly, that one may
know the concrete sensuous material which shall be
used in presenting it. All art, however, is idealistic
in the sense that it has for its function and apprecia-
tion of the ideal values of experience, and subordinates
the treatment of its material to the conveying of this
material. The material exists for the sake of the
realization of the ideal (11, pp. 312-313).

Character and Moral Development

The struggle for a legitimate place in the curriculum

inspired many art educators of the period to speak and write

their interpretations of the benefits of art education within

the context of character and moral development. Interpreta-

tion of these benefits and purposes varied according to the

influence of the prevalent philosophies upon the art educa-

tors.
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Idealism.--"The great problem of education is to get the

rising generation to know right, to feel right, and to do

right" (51, p. 679).

Character building is the first aim in the new
education, and in our endeavor to erect a perfect
structure, we seek to cultivate a love of the beauti-
ful in music, literature, art and nature. This love
of the beautiful, and for it as an abiding element
is, perhaps, second only to religion, as a protection
against gross living (54, p. 531).

If art has any use in this world,--and we cer-
tainly think it is coordinate with the true and the
good,--it is to express a thought, a feeling, or a wish,
-- that is, art is pre-eminently a means of expression;
it is a language,--a universal language (52, p. 339).

This claim for the moral value of art education, either

as a directly uplifting factor or an expression of it, seems

clearly related to Plato's thesis that beauty inclines men

toward right conduct and true thinking (5, p. 34). Along

this same line, Kant (5, pp. 34, 77) was committed to the doc-

trine that beauty, its creation and appreciation, is always an

expression of a highly developed morality. "'He says that an

esthetic idea can serve as a moral symbol" (18, p. 341).

This became prominent also in Ruskin's ethical treatment of

art. For Ruskin, the love of beauty finally meant the love of

God as the Creator of beauty, with His attributes of infinity,

unity, repose, symmetry, purity, and moderation (18, p. 414).

Discussion among art educators (13, p. 155) claimed for art

and art education a moral value because art offers almost un-

limited possibilities for expression of those attributes.
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Through art is found the power to go outside oneself

and imagine the virtues and failings and needs of others

(13, p. 155). This attitude is congruent with Shelley's

statement that "the great instrument of moral good is the

imagination. . ." (5, p. 39). Schiller (18, p. 367) was also

a possible source of this concept, from such statements as

"There is no other way of making a reasonable being out of a

sensuous man than by making him first esthetic."

Through appreciation of masterly expressions in art, one

learns to cherish the true, the good, and the beautiful.

"Under their spell we grow noble in thought and feeling. The

relations of life seem large and beautiful, the meaner part

of our nature shrinks out of sight" (33, p. 615). These

greatest efforts have been stimulated by religious sentiment,

producing such outstanding contributions as the Parthenon and

the Vatican (33).

Man uses art as a means of expression which is believed

to be necessary for the fullest development of character, the

primal and ultimate end of all education and occupation. Art

in its concern for form and relationship of material things

furnishes a sure foundation for all the ideal conceptions

necessary for this development (53, pp. 599, 601).

Hegel (18, p. 439), in fact, stated that ". . . it is in

art rather than in nature that the Ideal must be found, . .

because art is nature re-created in the imagination of man.

This artistic imagination, for Hegel, involves observation,
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memory, and wide experience. Its source in the imagination

lifts art above the commonplace.

Found in the writings of Henry Turner Bailey (14, p. 611),

is a reflection of Hegel's thought. The educator's goal is

to open the mind to an appreciation of beauty in nature and

art. Hicks (22, p. 489) said that observation of the beauti-

ful and thought induced by it should be the higher and broader

end in view. Collins (9, p. 610) pleads for inclusion of art

in the course of study to foster appreciation of the beauti-

ful. Similarly, Plato (4, p. 17) pointed out that the art of

design is full of such qualities as good style, harmony, grace,

and rhythm. He further stated that these spring naturally

from a truly good and beautiful character of mind.

"Art," for Aristotle (18, p. 63) "then, is human making

in the image of divine making, for art emulates the processes

of nature, and God is the prime mover of nature." Orr (35,

p. 514) speaks of art as man added to nature, art being man's

expression of essential ideas more clearly than nature alone

presents them. Out of the rich range of nature, the artist

must select the elements that best communicate and make vis-

ible universal ideas (18, p. 419). Hegel said that ". . . it

[the Ideal as art yields it] is the animating Spirit of

things manifested to sense" (18, p. 438).

W. T. Harris (21, p. 92), an influential idealist of

the period, made the artist a participator in the divine-

human work of civilization and culture and the perfection of
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man in the image of God. This was accomplished through the

artist's understanding of the true, the beautiful, the good.

The divine element in man--his selfhood--should
be trained to mold material things into new and higher
forms, to beautify them with more exquisite and more
harmonious colors, to decorate them with more attrac-
tive and more suggestive designs, and to transform them
into more ennobling expressions of the highest spiritual
evolution of humanity. But art does not stop here. It
deals with the unseen and attemps [sic] the interpreta-
tion of the infinite. Its grandest work, the highest
work humanity can ever do, is the revelation of the most
transcendent development of spiritual insight, the ex-
pression of progressively unfolding conceptions of God
himself in his personality, his attributes, and his lov-
ing relationships to the universe and to man (21, p. 92).

The power to see increases as the finite mind
grows consciously toward the infinite mind. The best
work of education is to promote the conscious growth
of the finite mind toward the infinite mind. Good art
training does this for most children more effectively
than any other subject on [sic] the school curriculum
(23, p. 584).

Kant (5, p. 38) has summarized the effect of art on

character and moral development by stating that "an artist

in the best sense. . . [in love with beauty] is not likely

to be merely violent or covetous or cruel, not to satisfy

himself with conventional principles and the letter of the

law; we should expect of him tact, tolerance and mercy, and

a sensibility to the actual situation."

Realism.--Little was said by Realists about the role of

art in character and moral development. Only two articles

appeared that could be said to concern this aspect of the

subject. One only inferred a direct relationship between
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art and morals; the other denied the place of art in moral

education altogether.

The denial is found in Payne's (38, p. 119) analysis of

Spencer: education is experience and nature the teacher of

each individual. Knowledge must be re-experienced, and veri-

fied by each succeeding generation of learners. Art, as a

record of past experience, cannot be rediscovered or repro-

duced and will not fit into a scheme of education according

to nature.

The inference of a direct relationship may be found in

O'Shea (36, pp. 708-714): he seems to acknowledge the value

to mankind of goodness, truth, and beauty, and finds them

manifested in the harmony, order, and symmetries of nature.

They may be discovered best by objective science. Art enters

as the willing interpreter. The more thoroughly the artist's

knowledge exists, the more surely he can create that which

will contribute to the uplifting of man.

Neo-Thomism.--Neo-Thomists accepted the basic aspects

of Idealism, such as the elevating effects of beauty and truth

on character and moral development, but they pre-defined beau-

ty and truth according to Christianity.

The essential difference between Greek art and
what American art may be, is that ours has Christian-
ity for its foundation. Christianity, in elevating
and enlarging the life-motive, requires of beauty the
loftiest and purest unity with truth and use. As it
recognizes but one God, so it knows but one perfect
source of inspiration. Education, in its correct
appreciation, is the training which best establishes
that equipoise of power and feeling in man which most
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accords with divinity. Our happiness depends on our

nearness to Him.
The Greek as well as the Christian understood this

truth; but the difference between the character of the

two sprang from their varied obligation to duty, found-

ed upon their respective conceptions of God. All true

art can have but a common aim--through beauty to edu-
cate man to a better understanding and more perfect
love of the Creator. Until art has exhausted God, it
may not complain of wanting a future (28, p. 149).

This seems to be only a subtle difference between art or the

study of it as an approach to unity with God rather than a

likeness or unity in itself.

Laughlin (28) says there is a natural tendency in man

toward beauty in art and in morals. This universal longing

for beauty must be satisfied. Educators must guide toward

healthy growth and development by leading children to use

their own minds, to externalize their own thought, to harmon-

ize thinking and doing, to discover and to create, to recog-

nize in nature the workshop of God.

The cultivation of taste is a moral duty and this fos-

tering of correct taste must be begun in childhood and cared

for under state and civil authorities. "The way to expel

what is wrong is to fill the soul with the beauty of what is

right" (28, p. 146). Real art is the expression by man of

his pleasure in labor (28).

Experimentalism.--Emphasis on development of the whole

child, along with the mention of morality, in a 1902 article

by Kirby (26), indicates interest in character and moral

development through art.
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Drawing has a threefold mission, and it fulfills

this mission to the degree that it develops the whole

child physically, intellectually, aesthetically, and
morally, instead of part of him: First, drawing is an

energizing power in forming a disposition and habit

of work with mind and body; second, drawing is one of

the most valuable instruments for co-ordinating memo-

ries and ideas on all subjects; third, drawing ennobles
and exalts the mind by acquainting one with the myster-

ies of nature, and by enabling one to appreciate beauty,
and thus bring joy into the most sordid life (26, p. 590).

There seemed to be no active drive among art educators

to promote experimentalism in the area of character and

moral development.

Mental Discipline

Support for this role of art in education came from

Idealists. Realism, as represented by recognized art educa-

tors, contributed little or nothing in the area of mental

discipline. Neo-Thomists accepted mental discipline as a

major aim in education, but considered the humanities least

important in developing that capacity (32, p. 96). The Ex-

perimentalists did not acknowledge mental discipline as a

legitimate aim of art activity or contemplation (32).

"Idealists such as William T. Harris publicly stood in

favor of mental discipline and the formal training of the

spiritual powers of the mind" (3, p. 332). Supporting this

view were statements of which the following were typical.

"Art strengthens the mental powers. It cultivates the obser-

vant powers and accurate observation is the fundamental basis

of clear and definite thinking. Seeing is a mental act"
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(24, p. 804). "We recognize most earnestly the value of

drawing as a means of mental development, and we endeavor to

promote its use in every possible way, at the same time sur-

rounding the pupil with those influences from great works of

art which will lead to the cultivation of artistic taste"

(22, p. 489). ". . . We have the instruction in art, in some

respects the most important of all, because its influence

tends to enrich the mind as a whole through the development

and training of its highest faculties" (29, p. 459).

This stand by Harris and his followers, for both mental

discipline and the place of art in it, was inferred from

Hegel's thought. Their views were consistent with Hegel's

idea that beauty is the disclosure of mind or the idea. It

appeals to all the powers, to the senses, to feeling, to per-

ception, and to imagination. The forms of beauty may vary,

but in all cases beauty is the unity of the manifold (27, p. 71).

Aristotle and Kant also laid a basis for art and mental

discipline, hand-in-hand as necessary to education. "Aris-

totle's concern in this analysis was to discover the contri-

bution made by the various mental activities to a good life.

He found that there were five leading habits or conditions of

mind by which the soul comes to the proof of truth: art,

scientific knowledge, practical intelligence, wisdom, and

theoretical intelligence" (43, p. 104). In his curriculum

he lists art, specifically drawing and painting, as one of
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his four basic subjects. He considered drawing useful in

helping to form correct judgments (15, p. 69).

Kant (15, p. 87) considered the mental faculties simply

as another group of skills to be cultivated. "'The general

culture of the mental faculties . . . aims at skill and

perfection, not at informing the child on some matter, but

at strengthening his mental powers" (15, p. 87). Kant does

not give a specific list, as Aristotle does, though he indi-

cates a very similar one, and distinguishes between higher

and lower powers of the mind. Among the higher powers:

reason, understanding, and judgment, he includes aesthetics.

Aesthetic appreciation and creation may be educated (exer-

cised) by practice and example (15, pp. 87, 89).

Judgment is the theme, together with memory and imag-

ination, in the observation by Dimmock (12, p. 284), that art

is an educational power which quickens perception, trains

the sense of touch, and disciplines the faculties of the mind.

Along with the powers of perception, conception, memory, and

imagination, judgment is also mentioned by Godden (19, p. 768).

The aim of public school education should be to
develop the mind and to impart such knowledge as is
useful in any sphere of life, not the knowledge that
prepares for special trades or professions, but that
which gives the best equipment for successful entrance
upon any work. Let us consider the claims of art
instruction as a factor in this result (47, p. 499).

Sullivan (47, 48, 49), in this and following statements,

further points out the parallel between current efforts in

art and the basic needs of education. Art is an unrivaled
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means of developing power to perceive, remember, and imagine,

or the power to appreciate the beautiful. It ". . . alone

gives to the faculties that systematic training that is al-

ways essential to satisfactory mental growth" (47, p. 499).

"A mind capable of broad, intelligent observation sees

variety, individuality, where a less developed faculty finds

sameness only. . . . The fruits of the larger perception

furnish stimulus and material for higher mental action" (47,

p. 499). The study of art enables one to compare, analyze,

and reflect, thus gaining fuller knowledge and enlarging the

sphere of thought. Being capable of acquiring a clear per-

ception of an object is desirable, as is being able to retain

it in the mind (47, p. 500).

It follows, naturally, that Sullivan (48, p. 896) advo-

cates the use of art as a means of expressing thought. "As

a means of expressing the truths of nature and of life, art

offers almost unlimited possibilities. It awakens in us

feelings for inspiration, and quickens imagination" (48,

p. 899). In this she is in agreement with Godden (19, p. 768)

and Fuchs (16, p. 279) that expression is a necessary and

natural end of perception and understanding; that art means

mind training, eye training, and hand training. Their views

are reinforced by Dimmock (12, p. 285),who states simply that

art is a silent but forceful means of expression through form

which must be expressed to be seen, and seen to be expressed,

and by Hughes (24, p. 804):
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Art gives a new form of expression, which may be

developed easily and joyously in self-expression.

Every new form of self-expression strengthens the powers

of self-expression already possessed by the child. All

forms of self-expression are in harmony with each other,

and are mutually developeng [sic] to each other. Each

new power broadens the mind and makes it more fully
conscious of its powers. Each undeveloped power pre-

vents the perfect growth of all other related powers.

The revelation of a new phase of selfhood to the child

is a notable epoch in his growth, and in the awakening

and defining of his powers. Art is the highest form
of self-expression for many children and it may be a
high productive form of self-expression for all child-
ren.

Sullivan's (49, p. 642) basic statement, then, is that

the aesthetic faculties, enhanced by the study of beauty,

present all nature and art as teacher and inspiration. She

is remarkably close to the original thesis (Plato) that beau-

ty of form and grace, especially in nature, inclines men

toward true thinking (5, p. 34).

Literacy and Information

Literacy and information as an aim in education stressed

content of any area of the curriculum as a basic body of in-

formation or knowledge needed by all. Reasons given for this

need vary according to philosophical and psychological influ-

ences.

A stable place for art in education was the primary con-

cern of art educators of this period. Nowhere is this made

more apparent than in their statements relative to literacy

and information as an aim of education. Their views range

from almost pure Idealism to an inferred acceptance of
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Experimentalism. Hannah J. Carter (6, p. 762), in the presi-

dent's opening address in 1891, acknowledges that art education

in this country is in its infancy. Its importance is little

understood by the public, and only vaguely comprehended by

educators, many of whom feel that art is an appendage or an

accessory to scientific, objective methods. She believes one

of the duties of art education is to make clear that art is

more than nature; that it adds to nature the products of the

human mind. Art education must also lead people to see that

art is involved with the most practical affairs of life. Her

statement (6, p. 764) that it is well to look for points of

harmony and unity, rather than disagreement and divergence,

would seem to set a tone of accommodation between the ideal-

istic, scientific, or practical emphasis on the role of art

in education.

Related to the traditionally idealistic point of view

is this statement by Smiley (44, p. 1043):

. . . Therefore, I affirm that the larger part of
all art instruction should have for its object the culti-
vation of taste for what the world has found to be beau-
tiful, not for the purpose of imitative reproduction
with pencil and brush--few will ever attain to skill in

the use of these--but that the attempt at expression of
form and color may give greater knowledge of the laws
of beauty, that the aesthetic revelation of the universe
to the sense of sight may be clearer, and that the pure

joy of such revelation may vastly increase the happiness
of men.

. . . That beauty apart from any conscious alle-
gory or definite moral, is by some secret affinity the
nursing mother of truth and goodness; so that man as-

cends from rung to rung of visible perfection till he

reaches the climax of beatific vision, and rests at
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peace with himself and with his neighbours because in

a clear-eyed harmony with the universe (5, p. 32).

Aristotle (15, p. 69) also includes drawing in his curri-

culum and suggests that it not only helps in the formation of

judgments, but makes one more perceptive of form. In this,

he seems to indicate that recognition or appreciation of phy-

sical beauty is an intrinsically excellent activity. He fur-

ther suggests that in this appreciation one is learning, and

that learning is the greatest pleasure.

Appreciation or enjoyment is central among reasons pre-

sented by Hughes (23) for the need of art. Art training

prepares the student to comprehend and appreciate beauty,

emotion, and thought. He is uplifted by the revelations

recorded in various forms of art. Artistic thought increases

the power of seeing beauty and relationships; houses, church-

es, and public buildings that have been indefinite masses

become filled with an interesting life of design and purpose

in each stone (23, p. 583).

Colby (8, p. 823) admits the generally accepted princi-

ple that art instruction develops useful talent and skill,

but agrees with Hughes (23) that more important is the devel-

opment of ideals and a sense of the beautiful in nature and

in art. Hughes (24, p. 804) bows slightly in the direction

of objective science in a plea for a place of art training

as logical preparation for clear thinking. He attributes a

considerable portion of reasoning to accurate seeing and
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conceptions of size, form, color, and relationship. Perry

(39, p. 695) refers to accurate observation as a fundamental

difference between the capable and incapable man. He goes on

to say that drawing aids greatly in developing powers of at-

tention, observation, and intelligent thought.

The aforementioned reasons for art study are accepted

by Selleck (42, p. 79) and Thompson (53, p. 601) along with

the inferred development of a usable skill (making). Skill

is also mentioned specifically as an aim of art education by

Soldan (14, p. 611). Skill is used to indicate not only a

trained ability in the use of art as expression, but is also

given broader meaning by Bicknell (1, p. 62).

So this study of form is carried forward until
the whole realm of the natural world is studied by
its means. Thus Drawing is now pursued, as much as
a language of description and discovery, as an art.
Resting on these foundations laid in elementary schools,
provision must soon be made for broader instruction in
this study in high schools and in advanced education,
to meet the demands of scientific investigation and of
artistic and industrial creations.

These views are consistent with Bicknell's (1, p. 62) over-

all concept that art education is no longer a mystical and

cloudy subject, but is one with "real" principles.

As a stimulant of observation and a valuable means of

expression, art may be correlated with divergent subject mat-

ter (20, p. 606; 23, p. 581). Studies which are otherwise

elusive ". . . are firmly fastened in the mind thru the hand,

which is really rooted in the brain, and traces there the

fabric of each idea. Thus drawing can make all knowledge
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partake of the nature of experience. How well we remember

our experiences when other learning has flownV" (26, p. 589).

What a short step from experience as an aid to learning

to a source of learning! In all learning, that of art in-

cluded, the most important element is not so much the subject

matter, or its presentation; the real value is in the reac-

tion or response of the pupil, and depends on the individual-

ity of the child (46, p. 592).

Basic to realistic application of idealistic principles

is the reverent, sympathetic study of nature as a promoter

in the effort of knowledge-getting. "This sympathetic study

of nature excites the wonder of the child; wonder leads to

admiration; admiration to a desire to know and understand;

and these are the beginnings of knowledge" (31, p. 935).

Hegel (27, p. 72) says that a work of art is not made

up of only lines, curves, colors, etc.; it is nothing if it

does not disclose mind. His aim in philosophy was to recon-

cile the universal and the particular. ". . . To this end

he held that the artist had to impress the seal of his indi-

vidual being upon external things, and to find represented

in them what was most characteristic of himself" (27, p. 72).

Nature is the basis for art, but art must live and move in

two worlds, the actual and the ideal (27, p. 72).

The art educators quoted, thought of their views of art

education not as a compromise but rather as a solution and

contribution. In this was an underlying spirit of Idealism,
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a confidence that art is truly a thing above and 
therefore

inclusive--able to accept various paths to truth. Schelling

(18, p. 430) represents them: art, ". . . the ocean into

which all streams of intellectual development, philosophy,

science, religion, and political life, are destined to flow."

Schiller (18, p. 365) said that any conflict of actual and

ideal is to be bridged by art. He accepted for his own task:

to educate through art.

Vocational and Practical

No other area in the curriculum has a more important

bearing on future careers than art (8, p. 824). Every impor-

tant industry depends upon art training (47, p. 504); "it is

practically the universal language of industry" (39, p. 694).

All important industry depends on creative minds and hands to

produce blueprints for foundries, patterns for dressmakers,

layouts for pipe, or shapes for tables; each to exist for

utility or beauty (8, p. 824; 39, p. 694).

The relation between these two factors is an important

one, according to Dewey (25, pp. 271-272).

There is no separation of use and beauty, of

useful and fine art, but there is a distinction. Both

kinds of art are ways of expressing an idea and thus

have a common principle. But in the merely useful this

process of expression is simply a means to some product

beyond, It has no free value, but only as leading up

to the article produced. There is a divorce of the

process from its product. So far as the action is

useful not simply to something else, but in itself and

to the whole self, there is beauty.
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Dewey's point is applied to art education by Hughes (23,

p. 587), who saw art as the basis for true manual training.

He said that if the aim of beauty makes an article less use-

ful, it is because the unity between beauty and utility has

been ignored.

Chamberlain (7, p. 627) follows that same thinking by

calling for an end to manual training courses as such, to be

replaced by applied art and design. He advocates the artis-

tic and industrial to be taught as parts of one subject com-

bining elements of beauty and utility. This combination of

training for designer and workman produces goods of greater

value; art reveals itself as the most practical of all sub-

jects (13, p. 156; 20, p. 607; 22, p. 489; 23, p. 581;

48, p. 895).

Akin to the vocational and practical aim, though not as

a strictly utilitarian aspect,is the function of art in in-

dustry as an uplifting factor, one that gives dignity to

labor and adds joy and satisfaction to the life of wage-

earners (29, p. 459; 41, p. 621). Important also is the fact

that art education in the public school prepares the future

consumer to respect and support the designer or craftsman

(20, p. 606; 41, p. 621). The future designer or profession-

al artist is prepared for advanced study (20, p. 606; 33,

p. 614).
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Civic and Social

According to Ruskin (18, p. 421), ". . . the art of any

country is the exponent of its social and political virtues,"

because ability for art cannot be developed or expressed in

isolation. He linked art with the life of the workman and

with social and political good or evil (18, p. 413).

Ideals transform individuals, and ultimately
transform national life. Ideals become vital in our
lives by consciously choosing them. The child who is

trained to choose consciously the most beautiful
things in his environment is being trained in the most
effective way to consciously adopt true ideals in
manhood (23, p. 588).

Art education, as a study of beauty as highest truth in

nature and in human life, should be advocated in the schools

as a potent agency in community improvement (29, p. 460).

Perry (40, p. 556) expressed a supporting thought that art

education, in its training of the eye and hand,is of great

importance in development of the child as an intellectual,

moral, and self-supporting citizen.

The school should provide opportunity for development

of creative activity. The pupil must know nature in her

plans, purposes, and conditions; he must develop feelings

for the welfare of humanity. Only then, creative art may

lose its personal aims and become distinctly social as the

individual expresses his insight for those who follow him

(36, p. 715).

The fostering of correct tastes must be provided for

under state and civil authorities. No civilization can
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survive which does not carry with it the people as a whole;

art education should be for all. Few studies can claim to do

as much toward influencing children for peace, obedience, and

order (28, p. 147). The first duty of America must be to ed-

ucate her children to their fullest capacity for citizenship.

Many nations have done this with limited success because they

have bent education to maintain a fixed form of government.

The aim for American education must be an evolution into a

higher, vigorously growing state of society; the citizens

must be trained for sovereignty. Self-choice, as the essen-

tial element of liberty demands creation, imagination, rea-

son, and skill in expression (37, pp. 509-510; 45, p. 684).

An artist's representation of his own individuality or per-

sonality also represents something of the soul of his country

(30, p. 791).

Individual Development

Idealism. - -

Since the educational value of art is self-

revelation, it follows that man's truest thought, his

highest feelings, and his noblest deeds are fit sub-
jects for artistic treatment, and that their presenta-

tion in beautiful form cannot fail to awaken the desire

for self-realization. Not less clear is the universal-
ity of its message. Art in its various forms. . .
appeals to all. It belongs, then not to the realm of

special, but to general, education. It is not alone
for a favored class, nor does it especially fit one
for a trade. It trains the spirit for free, harmon-
ious living, in conscious accord with the divine order.

As a result the soul becomes sensitive to beauty, re-

ceives it with joy, seeks it, judges it intelligently,
and endeavors to give it expression in its own person
and environment (34, p. 339).
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Self-realization and universality in this statement tie

art in education directly to the aim of individuality. Nichol-

son (34) here finds herself almost paraphrasing one of the

early, still idealist publications of John Dewey (25, p. 274).

Art is, therefore, the attempt to satisfy the
aesthetic side of our nature. As the aesthetic side

of our nature is feeling of the ideal as such, it
follows that art can completely satisfy admiration,
only when it completely manifests the ideal--whatever
that may be. And as we have seen that this ideal is

the completely developed self, we may say that the
end of art is to create that in which the human soul

may find itself perfectly reflected. Or as the essen-
tial factor in beauty is harmony--harmony with self--
we may say that the end of art is to produce a per-
fectly harmonized self. The various fine arts,
architecture, sculpture, painting, music, and poetry,
are the successive attempts of the mind adequately to
express its own ideal nature, or more correctly
stated, adequately to produce that which will satisfy
its own demands for the love of a perfectly harmonious
nature, something in which admiration may rest.

Art is of the greatest importance to education as a

means of developing individuality. It is practically the

only means the public school has available for bringing out

this vital, idealizing faculty in the individual (39, p. 697).

True art is an expression of highest revelations in harmony

with the individuality of its creator. Through this harmony,

art molds material things into expressions of the highest

spiritual evolution and deals with the interpretation of the

infinite (24, p. 804). "The selfhood or individuality of the

child is his element of divinity. The development of this

element of power is developed, by calling it into self-

activity" (23, p. 525). Self-expression is the desired goal
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of education. The school offers no work more universally

attractive than art for the revelation and expression of

self (23, p. 585).

As such a perfect form of self-expression, art becomes

the best agent for developing imagination (24, p. 804).

Several factors are involved in the development of self, but

more than any other, imagination breaks down limitations and

enables one to realize all of his possibilities including ex-

pression. Through imagination one reaches out into other

lives (13, p. 150). He is able to reveal in concrete form

the vague expressions repressed in most human beings, until

they find themselves somehow reflected in his work (25, pp.

273, 279). MacAlister (29, p. 461) speaks of art education

as a stimulant in the creation of beautiful things that will

minister to the needs and pleasures of man; this not so much

for selfish and individual desire as for giving the joy of

beauty and truth to others.

Art serves one of its major callings if it merely gives

pleasure, or as Pericles puts it, chases away sadness (35,

p. 514). An appreciation of art may open up new pleasure to

offset and supplement the routine of daily labor, regard-

less of its nature; art puts the mind into a state of re-

flection and restores harmony (10, 13). Pleasure as a pur-

pose of art stands on the firm ground of Aristotle's (18,

pp. 74, 80) thought: "Art achieves its purpose, then, when

it gives pleasure. .................................

. . . ...................... ............. ..........
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Only those who know the pleasures that accompany pure thought

and the listening to music and the viewing of sculpture know

pleasure at its best and in its essence. For pleasure is

carried along by the nisus of nature toward the good. . .

Realism.--Elements that may be termed Realistic are al-

luded to by O'Shea (36, pp. 712-713) when he mentions that

few great truths come out of the mind unless the ingredients

have been put in through the experience of sense. The order

is from science to art, rarely the reverse. Different minds

may interpret the same data from varied points of view; all

are scientific, but each is individual. Science, then,

serves only to multiply opportunities for the expression of

personal thought, feeling, and revelation of self.

Experimentalism.--One of the chief aims of education

should be to provide the whole being, the individual, with

opportunities for expression and thereby, development. Art

is the highest form of self-expression (50, pp. 581-582).

No two artists will treat the same subject in exactly the

same way. One will see and react to certain truths, the

other may find separate truths; and each expresses according

to his own experience. Artists do not work by role, implying

limitations and uniformity. "Uniformity and art are directly

opposed, for art is individuality" (50, p. 945). Craig (10,

p. 524) used Tolstoi's concept of art as a language through

which one expresses experiences in such a way that others

may feel them. He follows that art may be appreciated
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without consideration of rules for beauty since its sole

purpose is expression of the individual. Beauty, in Craig's

view, takes care of itself from Plato's "beauty is that

which pleases" (10, p. 525). Craig felt, however, that if

the feeling expressed is true to experience, beauty will in-

evitably result (10). Here, he joins Schelling (27, p. 66),

who said art is not bound to precedent, but creates new

ideals. It sets rules aside, not because it is lawless, but

because art is self-derived and becomes its own authority

(27, p. 66). The proper meaning of freedom in art was fur-

ther defined by John Dewey (25, p. 270):

The freedom of art does not mean that it can deal
capriciously with these actual relations or with fact.
But it does mean that fact can be found to have an
aspect in which it is not a constraint upon self or
an external limit to self. Art is free because it can
thus handle the fact as one with self instead of as a
material foreign to it. Its freedom does not lie in
emancipation from law, but in the fact that the laws
which it follows are laws of the self.
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CHAPTER III

PRACTICES OF ART EDUCATION

REVEALED IN THE LITERATURE

Introduction

In 1883 practices in art education were diverse, and al-

though reports at a national conference may not be thoroughly

comprehensive, they did clearly indicate the need for order

and direction. Art educators recognized this need, and ap-

pointed a committee to report in 1884 a suggested Course of

Study for art in the public schools. Although the new Course

of Study served as a somewhat stabilizing influence on art

education, it did not prove to be a panacea. It was official-

ly amended and rewritten in 1902 by the Committee of Ten in

an effort to incorporate the developing philosophies and psy-

chologies. Throughout the entire period of 1883 to 1902,

practices in teaching art seemed to range from a slavish con-

formity to a total disregard of the suggested Course of Study.

Practices, 1883-1884

Two leaders in art education are in basic agreement and

present a rather comprehensive outline of the practices they

considered most effective in 1883 and 1884. They begin with

the idea that drawing is a language and should be taught as

such (38, 53). It has only two kinds of execution, freehand

60
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or with instrument. Freehand includes drawing from copy,

model and object drawing in outline, shading and application

of color with the brush, and sketching original designs. In-

strumental drawing includes the geometric, orthographic pro-

jections, isometric projections, descriptive geometry, linear

perspective, projection of shadows, machine and architectural

drawing (53, p. 337).

Perry (38, p. 58) presents three divisions of applica-

tion; they are form, representation, and decoration of the

object. He considers form basic and prerequisite to the oth-

er two. Thompson (53, p. 338) also presents three divisions

under the two kinds of execution, and lists them as industrial

art, painting, and sculpture, but still agrees with Perry that

in common they stress form, the thread through all of art edu-

cation (53, p. 338). He who has a mastery of form, its com-

binations, light, shade, and color, has a comprehensive art

education (53, p. 339). At this point they part slightly in

approach to the same practical end. Perry begins teaching

form, or construction, or ". . . facts of a solid" (38, p. 63).

His attitude may be inferred as one of decided Realism.

Construction.--

A cylinder, a square prism, a double cone, and

a piece of paper oblong in shape, and in size about

equal to the upright view of the cylinder or block,

are taken into the school-room. It is explained to
the pupils that they are to learn to make just such
drawings of the first three objects as a carpenter
would require if the objects were to be constructed
from drawings; and after a much fuller explanation
than can here be given, a drawing is made on the
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board to represent the side or upright view of the

cylinder, and at the same time, the pupils are ques-
tioned in regard to the various lines necessary for
its construction. An upright view of the square
prism is then made in the same manner, and afterward

one of the paper. The three drawings are yet all
alike; they are oblongs, though made from different
objects. If now the pupils are requested to observe
the thickness of the objects, they see the necessity
of other representations to fully describe and to
distinguish them. If they are asked to state what

should be drawn to represent the other view gained
in looking directly at the end of the cylinder,--the

other fact of the solid,--the true shape of the end
is perceived, and the answer is "A circle." Now by
continuing the vertical lines of the oblong upward,
by dotted lines or lines of projection, and drawing
the circle to touch these lines, all the facts of the

form of the cylinder are expressed. This much being
done pupils will see at once what is necessary to ex-

press the facts of the square prism and piece of pa-
per,--the adding of a square and a straight line. By
proper questioning the pupils are led to see that
something more is needed, that the length and breadth
are to be shown in feet and inches, and the manner of
indicating feet and inches by the signs in use may be
explained (38, pp. 61-62).

By the same methods two or more views or facts of a sol-

id can be introduced in the fifth year. Then in the sixth

and seventh year, Perry (38, p. 63) advocates a more thorough-

ly geometric-mechanical application to the construction of

plans, elevations, or sections of solid objects drawn to scale.

Representation.--Representative drawing of a form should

be attempted only after its facts of construction are under-

stood by the pupil. This should begin with circular objects,

but results are usually very unsatisfactory if pupils attempt

to draw directly from the object. A more workable method

follows:

If the space is to be filled with a cylindrical
object, a cylinder, double cone, or vase may be used,
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and either the proportionate lengths of the various
construction lines be given, or some one or more pupils
may be required to work them out directly from the ob-

ject. When these are sketched by all of the members of
the class in their books, of one pupil may be asked what
should be drawn at the top and bottom, and center if
required, to represent the object, as he sees it; the
width of one ellipse compared with another, and similar

questions. Of another may be asked, what should be

drawn, supposing the top to be on a level with the eye;
of another, the center; and in this way each pupil in

the room may be questioned about some one position, and
then all be required to make a drawing of the object in

one of these positions, which should be named by the
teacher, that all may do the same. Their imagination
is brought into play, and they learn to exercise their

reasoning faculties. Mentally they all draw from the

object; uniform and accurate work is the result. In a
similar manner might be explained how rectangular ob-

jects, rings, square frames, and other objects in dif-
ferent imaginary positions are drawn by pupils; but
this would lead to too much detail just now (38, p. 65).

Decoration.--Construction not only is the basis for

representative drawing but also is closely connected to dec-

orative drawing. Pupils must be led from simple and familiar

forms to the more complex. Along with representational draw-

ing, construction or design should be begun by discussion

about examples presented by the teacher on the blackboard.

Students should be required to make a drawing similar to the

example, not an exact reproduction, but incorporating the

same principles (38, pp. 66-67).

Children should learn to design in a similar way simple

ornamental figures symmetrical upon an axis. These may be

combined later; then pupils will be prepared to conventional-

ize for purposes of design, first from copies, then from na-

ture (38, p. 67).
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Thompson (53) has attempted to define three divisions

and show their relation to each other to discover a logical

order for teaching them. He believes there must be some or-

der, arrangement, or development but does not present a step-

by-step procedure quite as rigid as Perry's (38). Thompson

(53) seems to recognize more overlapping within theoretical

or arbitrary divisions. He, in fact, says a Course of Study

must not follow a straight line, but must be a series of spi-

ral circles, each in the series geared to the age level (53,

p. 339).

The first step in Thompson's (53, p. 341) procedure is

outlined in his words:

After an explanation of the words "top," "bottom,"
"right," "left,'" "middle," and "centre," ask the child
to place a dot at the centre of its slate. This very
first step involves position, it involves direction be-
tween opposite corners, and it involves equal distances
from the sides. The child has gone right so far if it
never takes another drawing lesson; but if it wishes to
pursue art study any further, either industrial or fine
art, it is still right, because it has exercised its
powers in the same way that any artisan or artist must
and does use his.

Now ask the child to place a dot at any convenient
distance above the central dot, and then another the
same distance below it. It has a motive in its own mind
for making this last dot,--that is, it has a thought or
a feeling to express,--it feels that a dot is necessary
below the centre to balance the one above it. Now let
it place a dot at the same distance to the left of the
centre and it can scarcely wait for permission to place
a dot at the right side of the slate also, because it
feels that there is something lacking, and it wishes to
express this feeling by putting a dot in a certain
position.

Again ask the child to place a dot half way be-
tween the upper dot and the centre one. It now wishes
to put a dot below, left, and right in the same rela-
tive position. The artistic idea of symmetry begins
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to dawn on the young mind, and it feels that if there
is a dot at the left there should be one at the right
also. In short, it is now using drawing--that is, the
placing of dots in certain relative positions--as a
language to express its own thoughts and feelings.

Gradually, subsequent steps introduce vertical, horizon-

tal, and oblique lines from one dot to another. Later, curves

are presented on the same plan, that is, on regular and sym-

metrical figures. In connection with this will develop angles,

circles, ovals and ellipses (53, pp. 341-342). "Any one, then,

who can place the alphabet of drawing--such as points, lines,

light, shade, and color--in their desired positions, having

their desired directions, and at their desired distances, is

master of the art of drawing, and he may use it as a language

if he have [sic] any ideas to express" (53, p. 340).

Thompson (53, p. 340) cautions, however, that the alpha-

bet (points, lines, dots, etc.) must not be mistaken for the

language which consists of the thoughts, feelings or wishes

that are expressed. This thought seems to underlie all of

Thompson's teaching method and lend it an unmistakable touch

of Idealism, though his procedures are coldly practical and

realistic in application.

Included in Thompson's (53, p. 342) plan is one lesson

per week in dictation drawing in which the teacher describes

in words what the pupils are to do, but provides no illustra-

tion for them. He feels that any drawing from copy should be

from historical ornament. Two or three times each month an

important figure, drawn previously, should be selected and
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reproduced from memory. Model and object drawing should be

taken up in the fifth and sixth year, and as suggested, by

Perry (38), should begin with outline drawing of geometric ob-

jects, such as the cylinder, cone, prism, and pyramid. The

objects which are round in section should be attempted first

and expanded to include vases, cups, flower pots and other

similar shapes; then the same procedure should be applied to

cubes, boxes, and buildings. Outline drawing should be fol-

lowed with shading in various media and color (53, p. 343).

Also in the fifth or sixth year, working with problems

in practical geometry may be undertaken, including orthograph-

ic projections and working drawings such as plans or eleva-

tions. Ruler and compass should be used to insure neatness

and accuracy (53, p. 343).

Early in this elementary course, I would introduce

simple exercises in inventive drawing. This can be very
easily done, if there is no attempt to make brick with-

out straw, as is often the case. Furnish the children
with the proper materials and give them suggestive ideas
to express and the results will be satisfactory.

To make a beginning, give each child two sticks
(pieces of wire, match sticks, or pins will do), and
suggest that these sticks may be arranged in several
ways on the desk, as crossing each other, touching at

the ends, etc. When they have made an arrangement let
them draw it on their slates, using the sticks as rulers

by which to draw the lines. At another time give each
pupil three sticks, and allow him to arrange and draw
them in as many different ways as he can. Then give out

four sticks, five sticks, etc. The figures that they
can now invent will be very great in number.

As another step, cut out pieces of paper, or card-
board, one inch square, and give them to the children
in twos, threes, fours, and so on, as in the case of the

sticks. The figures that may be formed with these
squares will be many and very interesting. Right-angled
triangles, oblongs, circles, semi-circles, and other
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geometrical figures may be treated in the same manner.

Since invention, or arrangement, is the chief aim in

the lessons we are now describing, there will be no

objection to the children's laying the cards on their

slates and marking around them with their pencils.

As a still further step, various curved line fig-
ures, as conventionalized buds, flowers, and leaves may

be cut out of card-board and used in making designs.
After these elementary exercises have been used as

suggested, in which the material for designs are fur-
nished ready made, the children should be taught how to

take a leaf, a flower, or a plant, and conventionalize
it, that is, make it symmetrical and thus prepare it

for ornamental purposes. In all exercises in invention
and design, the children should be taught to use all

possible mechanical aids in repeating similar parts of

a design (53, pp. 342-343).

With his outline of inventive drawing, Thompson (53)

closely parallels principles presented by his colleague,

Perry (38), under the title, decorative drawing. Regardless

of the title, each is attempting to teach form or construct-

ion as the leading idea running through the whole subject of

art education.

Course of Study, 1884

Accepted and passed in July, 1884 by the second conven-

tion of the Art Department of the National Educational Associ-

ation, this committee report was the result of a year's study

undertaken as the organization's first order of business. The

committee was made up of James MacAlister, Superintendent of

Public Schools, Philadelphia, Josephine C. Locke, Secretary,

Supervisor of Drawing, St. Louis, W. L. Goodnough, Superinten-

dent of Drawing, Public Schools, and Director of Art, Columbus,

Ohio, Herm. Haustein, Special Teacher, Chicago High Schools,
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and Otto Fuchs, Principal, Maryland Institute, Baltimore

(39, p. 358).

The committee prefaced the Course of Study with views as

to the educational character of drawing and what they consid-

ered sound methods of instruction. Three successive stages

were recognized in mental development: perception, thought

or absorption, then expression and creation (39, p. 346).

Children should be led to perceive forms through the senses

of sight and touch, first the simplest geometric forms of ob-

jects and how to represent them, second the appearance and

its representation, third the enrichment or decoration of ob-

jects. There should be a progression from simple to complex

objects with drawing done both freehand and with instruments

(39, p. 346).

One and a half to two hours per week should be devoted

to the subject under proper supervision and with suitable

objects supplied. The Course of Study (39, pp. 359-361),

which follows is broken into four-year blocks beginning with

the primary grades, and was intended to be consecutive and

progressive.

PRIMARY COURSE--4 YEARS.

PERCEPTION OF FORM THE BASIS.

Form Lessons to be given from geometric solids
and objects; the same not only to be seen, but also
to be examined and made.

Development of the creative faculties. See de-
tails under Practical Work in Normal Schools.
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Pupils trained to correct position of body, hand
and pencil; freedom of movement in drawing straight
and curved lines.

Drawing on slate, blackboard, and paper, from
objects, copies, dictation, and memory.

Drawing of facts of simple solids, and geometric
forms of surfaces; pictorial views of objects in two
dimensions; arrangements of single forms or units
ornamentally.

GRAMMAR COURSE--4 YEARS.

ACQUISITION OF PRINCIPLES, THE OBJECT.

The development of the instruction of the Primary
Grade in the subjects of Construction, Representation,
and Decoration.

I. CONSTRUCTION.
Relates to the delineation of geometric and sim-

ple objects by two or more views, as top, front, end
view, etc.; sections, developments, simple working
drawings of common objects in wood, metal, or any ma-
terial. Working to scale and geometric problems with
instruments. Execution both free-hand and instrumental.

II. REPRESENTATION.
Relates to pictorial rendering of objects in out-

line, such as cylindrical, conical, and rectangular
solids, and familiar objects placed on a level with,
above, and below the eye; also at different angles
and at different inclinations, singly and in groups.

Instruction in this subject mainly from objects.
Execution entirely free-hand.

III. DECORATION.
Relates to symmetry and proportion in design;

arrangement of units along a line, as borders; about
a centre, as rosettes; in all directions, as surface
decoration.

Geometric design; conventionalization in design;
Historic forms in design. Original arrangements illus-
trating principles. Execution both free-hand and with
instruments.
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE-4 YEARS.

TECHNICAL APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES THE OBJECT.

This course may be elective as to subjects, tend-
ing either in the direction of Construction, Represen-
tation or Decoration.

CONSTRUCTION.
Problems in Advanced Geometry, Problems in Ortho-

graphic Projection. Working Drawings. Elements of
Building and Machine Construction.

REPRESENTATION.
Perspective theory and practice with instruments.

Objects and Natural Forms in Light and Shade and Color.
Sketching from nature.

DECORATION.
Study of the Historic Styles of Ornament from the

Flat and the Round Modelling in clay. Analysis of
Plant Forms from Nature and Conventionalization of the
same. Applied Designs in Pencil, Ink, and Color or any
other medium.

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

TRAINED TEACHERS NECESSARY. SUITABLE OBJECTS FOR
INSTRUCTION REQUIRED.

I--PRACTICAL WORK.

1. Elementary ideas of the facts of geometric forms
developed by handling the objects, making them
of clay, card-board, etc., and deriving from them
the plane geometric figures.

2. Proper position of the pencil and body, and culti-
vation of free movement, for slate, paper, or
blackboard work.

3. Different elementary methods of presentation.
(a) From objects.
(b) From blackboard.
(c) From copies.
(d) From dictation.
(e) Memory drawing.
(f) Invention or original arrangement.

4. Construction.
(a) Making the simple geometric plane figures and

solids of paper or any material.
(b) Top, front, or end views, sections, develop-

ments, and details of geometric solids and of
common objects.
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(c) Working drawings of common objects, furni-
ture, etc.

**(d) Architectural drawing.
*'(e) Machine drawing.

5. Representation.
*(a) Placing sticks to make geometric forms.
*(b) Cutting geometric forms from paper.
(c) Drawing objects showing but two dimensions.
(d) Drawing singly, objects in three dimensions;

cylindrical, conical, rectangular, etc.
(e) Groups of objects in outline, with practice

in composition.
**(f) Perspective with instruments.

(g) Leaves or plants from nature in outline.
**(h) Models in light and shade.
**(i) Casts in light and shade.
**(j) Flowers or plants from nature in color or

pencil.
6. Decoration.

*(a) Simple arrangement with sticks.
(b) Original combinations of units.

[sic]
(d) Designs to fill geometric forms, foliage

used.
*(e) Historic ornament, ancient, medieval, and

modern styles.
(f) Botanic analysis for design.

*(g) Applied design in any medium, for textile
fabrics, floor and wall coverings, pottery,
wood, metal or stone work, etc.

NOTE

Harmony of Color and Historic Ornament may be
taught largely by means of lectures properly illus-
trated. If, for any reason, it is impossible to take
all of the above course, those subjects marked with *
may be condensed or treated briefly. Those marked *
may be touched upon briefly or omitted entirely.

NORMAL INSTRUCTION.

II--THEORETICAL WORK.

To be given mainly by talks and lectures:

1. Development of ideas concerning the educational
use of drawing in the three stages of mental
growth, perception, reception, expression. Also
of its practical value in the industrial world.

2. How to develop ideas of form from objects.
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3. Value and purpose of the different modes of
presentation.

4. Materials necessary in drawing, when and how used;
slates, paper, blackboard, clay, pencil eraser,
rule, compass, triangle, T-square, drawing board.

5. Three parallel lines of instruction--Representa-
tion, Construction, Decoration--necessary in a
fully developed course as considered from an edu-
cational and practical standpoint.

6. Order of presentation:
1st. Through the senses.
2d. Through formulated principles.
3d. Through technical application.

7. Definitions of each:
(a) Construction--Teaching the facts as to dimen-

sions and real shape of objects, and how to
make working drawings for the construction
of things.

(b) Representation--Teaching how to render objects
and things pictorially, or as they appear.

(c) Decoration- -Teaching the principles of design,
and how to decorate objects.

8. Lectures on the practical application of--
(a) Construction--Illustrated by actual working

drawings from the factory or shop and by
objects or portions of them.

(b) Representation--Illustrated by good examples
in original pictures or reproductions, and
by the draughtsman's preparatory sketches
for a piece of cabinet work or other struc-
ture.

(c) Decoration--Illustrated by pottery forms,
wall papers, textiles, etc.

9. Model lessons given by the teacher in the different
subjects illustrating the manner of presentation.

10. Model lessons given by the pupils subject to the
criticism of the teacher.

11. How to mark or grade examinations in Drawing and
practice in marking them.

12. How to prepare, pass, collect, and take care of
drawing materials.

13. How to handle classes in Drawing in the various
subjects and in the various grades.

14. Distribution of the course of study in Drawing
throughout the several grades of schools.

15. Necessary appliances for teaching Drawing in the
various grades.

NOTE.
The instruction in theory should accompany the

practice, being given in connection with the same.
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Actual Practices, 1884-1902

Apparently the 1884 Course of Study became the standard

for art instruction during the years 1884-1902 (5, 10, 11, 21,

27, 35, 42, 52). General acceptance of the Course of Study

was based upon several factors. At its inception, content

and approach were strongly influenced by the sweeping atten-

tion to manual training or industrial application, a practical

need in a growing, expanding society (9, 23, 32, 35, 39, 48).

Drawing is educational and should be pursued not
only for the possibilities it offers for culture, but
also for its intellectual discipline and sense train-
ing. It is in the line of enthusiasm for manual train-
ing, now attracting so much interest in our country,
indeed it is its elementary essential and its vitality.

There is a practical side of drawing which touches

the masses; is understood by very few, and forms the
basis of the common industries. I refer to the ability
to make and read diagrams delineating the fact of con-
struction by geometric outlines (11, p. 284).

Art educators, regardless of their personal philosophy,

felt fortunate to find a place for art on any basis.

The argument of the pioneers of industrial draw-
ing was the utilitarian argument. Drawing is the
language of the arts, and so must be understood by in-

telligent workmen. Those trained in foreign countries
have a knowledge of drawing that our workmen do not

possess. Therefore we must teach drawing to keep up
in the industrial procession.

Such was the practical argument which served as
the entering wedge for public-school art instruction.
Tho of a mechanical and lifeless character, the begin-
ning was made (19, p. 606).

The new Course of Study seized upon this opening wedge and

helped to give it an educational basis.
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Idealists, among the art educators, felt that mere ex-

posure to the beautiful, refined or aesthetic, would have its

proper effect (4, 14, 17, 21, 33, 54). They considered the

outlined procedures at least an adequate platform from which

to reach for a higher, more creative understanding of life

and self. Kant (16, pp. 89-90) holds that artistic creation

and the development of aesthetic taste are innate, and cannot

be taught; they can be developed in education through example

and practice but not by instruction. "But how shall we teach

the embodiment of spirit? We haven't to teach it. We can't.

Our business is to perfect the means for such embodiment as

soon as possible, . . ." (1, p. 461).

If this principle be conceded, the question arises,
What are the typical forms that the study of nature for
art purposes reveals as the supreme content of nature?
They are very few and they are very simple forms, name-
ly--the sphere, the cube, the cylinder, the ellipsoid,
the ovoid, the prism, the cone, and the pyramid. The
wonderful variety of forms which are observed in nature
are but modifications of, or are derived from, these
typical forms. These types, therefore, should be re-
garded as truths of form in nature just as distinctly
as gravity is regarded as a truth of power in nature.

But the study of beauty in nature is only one
phase of art education. The study of the beautiful in
the creative works of man is quite as important a fea-
ture. The study of beauty of form in man's art work
reveals the fact that it also is based upon the same
typical forms that are found to be the embodiment of
the highest beauty of form in nature, and it's the
manner in which man has utilized these types with his
creative imagination in the production of works for use
and enjoyment that gives to his art works their highest
character and significance. Thus we are brought to the
final conclusion that for art training, which is to in-
clude the study of the beautiful in nature and the beau-
tiful in art, we must adopt the type forms of the sphere.
the cube, the cylinder, the ellipsoid, the ovoid, the
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prism, the cone, the pyramid, as the abstract represen-
tatives of all beauty, whether in nature or in art,
growing out of the truths of form. The eternal power
that speaks through nature's work, invests these forms
with life and gives to them their highest beauty. In
art, man's imagination invests these forms with human-
ity, which is the very culmination of beauty in art.
Beauty in nature and beauty in art are therefore in
their ultimate analysis one, and rest upon the same
unchanging truths of form (27, pp. 463-464).

Realists were rather at home in the atmosphere of pract-

icality embodied in the Course of Study. O'Shea (34, pp. 808-

809) advocates the proper use of the type form as a standard

to follow in the use of natural forms rather than to replace

them. He sees the drawing of realities, which includes to

him the realities of imagination, as primary to the cultiva-

tion of the power to draw. Drawing is concerned with the

portrayal of thoughts which must first appear in visual sym-

bols and be put in appropriate motor expressions (34, pp.

806-807).

A growing body of thought and influence, indeed, a grow-

ing number of art educators, took a position which seems to

have aspects of both Idealism and Realism. They, in fact,

expanded Realism to the extent that reality must be "real" to

each individual, not through others, but through one's own ex-

perience; they, in fact, expanded Idealism to the extent that

the higher levels of beauty and truth must be attained by

each individual through his own experience. Experimentalists

called for an end to automatic drill in geometric or conven-

tional forms, insisting that all expression must grow out of

the child's own experience (31, pp. 933-934).
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Application by these major groups of the 1884 Course of

Study varied; but certainly, it served as a yardstick to mea-

sure that variation, adherence, or departure.

Kindergarten.--Evidence presented by Comings (10), Hail-

man (18), and a committee for the National Educational Associ-

ation (40) reveals that practices in kindergarten, at least

in the early years of this period, incorporated the same basic

framework: construction, representation and decoration, re-

lated closely to perception, thought, and expression. Specif-

ic methods were simply adapted to the capabilities of the very

young with more attention and time devoted to the exploration

of form through the senses of sight and touch, with some at-

tention to expression or representation, but of course, lit-

tle or no mention of technical application. This agrees with

Thompson's (53, p. 339) statement that teaching for each age

level must form a small cycle presenting a full range of all

three categories, but simply omitting those points that re-

quire complex presentation or mature understanding.

The 1884 exhibit included specimens of work in form,

color and design, work in folding and modeling, clay and pa-

per, and forms which were imitated and invented with sticks,

wires, and peas (40).

The 1885 exhibit evidenced drawing centering on geomet-

rical considerations; that is, the aim to lead the learner to

a thoughtful analysis of certain simple figures such as the

square, equilateral triangle and circle. Also, there was
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evidence of teaching familiarity with the elements obtained

in simple synthetic efforts of geometrical ornamentation and

design. The exhibit displayed children's designs in clay,

wood, paper, and cardboard (18, p. 546).

A statement by Comings (10, p. 209) indicates a method

of instruction used in kindergarten during this period. "In

the kindergarten the slates and tables are ruled in squares

so that the child, when building with his blocks, laying his

forms, or drawing, is able to present regular and symmetrical

work (10, p. 209).

William Mason (31, p. 936-937) points out that child-

ren's early drawings are largely imaginative even when they

draw from the objects before them. He believes that this

spontaneity of expression should be cultivated as it often

was cultivated in the kindergarten of the period. Interest-

ingly, Lukens (26, p. 947) recognizes at this early point in

history the principle of keying activity requirements to nat-

ural stages of development in the child:

.-- 4.about the fourth or fifth year the child'sinterest is greatest in the objects themselves, or infinished drawings by others. For he can produce noth-ing himself but scribble. Gradually, however, the
scribble is eliminated, the drawing reduced to itslowest terms, and then feature after feature added--
first eyebrows, hair, ears; then buttons, flounces,
feathers, shoes, parasol, etc. As soon, now, as thechild begins to care more for the delight of drawing
than for the picture afterward, he has reached the
Second period.

Elementary. -- Much of the literature is devoted to calls

for change, shifts of emphasis, or other adjustments in



elementary practice. The nature of such criticism, as well
as more direct evidence, seems to indicate that the 1884
Course of Study was the most prevalent guide for actual prac-
tices. Typical of the more direct evidence is an outline of
form-study by Jesse H. Brown (5, pp. 655-661):

First and Second years of school--Both solid models and
tablet illustrations of simple geometric shapes are furnished
to train sight and touch. The main object being development
of perception and appreciation of form [this agrees with the
first objective of the 1884 Course of Study]. The objects
are used in systematic graded exercises. Lessons are given
in clay modeling, drawing on slates, blackboard, and paper,
along with paper cutting. Supplementary work includes drill
exercises in body and hand Positions and copying from a col-
lection of simple pictures.

Third and Fourth years--Work of the first two years is
reviewed and continued. Drawing books are used in the addi-
tion of dictation and memory drawing. All work is freehand.
Lessons are presented in elementary design principles with
study of historic ornament. Modeling is continued and extend-
ed to forms of nature (apples, gourds, etc.), and the making
of relief tablets using leaves or flowers. Envelopes, paper
sacks, pocket-books and the like are made from patterns.

Fifth and Sixth years--All drawing is freehand and of
three kinds; construction, representation, and ornamentation
are presented with careful attention to the different lines
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and conventions of machine and mechanical drawings. Model-

ing is continued.

Seventh and Eighth years--All earlier features of work

are continued with more advanced exercises. Instruments are
used, but confined to geometrical problems and working draw-
ings. Decorative drawing follows more elaborate styles of

historical ornament. Foliage and flowers are studied in

drawing and modeling.

Color is not mentioned in Brown's (5) outline. Other
evidence indicates that art educators felt it desirable to
teach color, at least in conjuction with historical ornament,

but found it rarely feasible due to lack of time, funds, and
sufficiently trained teachers. The use of colored papers was
mentioned as the best means available (35, p. 700; 12, p. 560).

Idealists advocated much the same framework, or at least,
adapted to it; but stressed the elusive, underlying meaning

of each exercise (27). They surrounded the student with what
was considered beauty (3, 14, 22, 54). Picture copying was
not for surface likeness or technique, but for spirit or mean-
ing of the original (3, 14, 21, 43). Type forms were only a
formalized expression of nature's essence (14, 27). All ex-
posure, drill, and exercise was aimed more at appreciation and
personal understanding than at product or the development of
skill (4, 14, 21, 54). Nature study was expanded to include
elements of all the other factors, such as design, apprecia-

tion, form, and decoration (49).
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Advocates of Experimentalism (self-expression, self-

realization, or the child-centered approach) did away with

prescribed drill exercises. Substituted were free, spontane-

ous drawing, and illustrative or pictorial drawing. Subjects

or sources were entirely from nature and included landscapes,

animals, and people; in fact, anything that interested the
child at any age was considered fit to draw at that age. No
copying of other's work was acceptable, and all drawing was
freehand. Analysis of natural forms in terms of convention-
alized or geometric shapes was not of value, unless introduced

later as preparation for industrial application,--even then
not as a primary goal of art education. Painting in color
was introduced early as was modeling or building in clay, pa-
per and other materials; again, without prescribed subjects,

shapes, or patterns (14, 23, 26, 31, 47, 50, 51).

High schools.--In 1885, Walter S. Perry (36) set forth
his idea of teaching drawing in the high schools. He no long-
er felt duty bound to teach instrumental perspective, ortho-
graphic projection or theoretical delineations since the
Course of Study had been adopted. His interpretation of the
Course of Study was that construction related to facts of
form, representation related to appearance of form, and deco-
ration related to the decoration of form (36, p. 288).

Perry's outline of the curriculum follows (36, p. 293):
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DECORATION.
1st year.

(None)
2d year.

HARMONY OF COLOR.
Historic Ornament.
Original Design:

Geometric Units and Plant Form.
3d year.

HARMONY OF COLOR.
Original Design:

Plant Form from Nature.
REPRESENTATION.

1st year.
LIGHT AND SHADE.--Crayon.

From Models.
From Objects.
From Plaster Casts.

2d year.
LIGHT AND SHADE.--Color.

Plant Form from Copy.
Plant Form from Nature.

3d year.
LIGHT AND SHADE.--Harmony of Color.

Plant Form from Nature.
Fruits, Vegetables and Groups of Colored

Objects, with background.
CONSTRUCTION.

1st year.
WORKING DRAWINGS.

From Models in Woods.
From Castings of Bearings, etc.

2d year.
WORKING DRAWINGS.

From Valves and Machine Details.
Development of Surfaces for Pattern

Making.
3d year.

ARCHITECTURAL AND MACHINE DRAWINGS.
Building Construction and Original Plans

for Houses.
Free-hand Sketches and Working Drawings

of Machinery.

This outline seems to have been the most comprehensive

statement made in the literature reviewed. Supporting state-

ments concerning various sections of the outline were made by

several educators (2, 6, 37, 44), although the volume of
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material was not great, perhaps, because as expressed by

Riley (42, p. 861), "the work in the high school has not been

mentioned, for if the work of the grades is properly done,

there will be very little question as to the proper methods

in the high school."

Normal schools.--Actual practices in the normal schools

of this period appeared to have remained constant to a some-

what conservative, thoughtful, application of the 1884 Course

of Study as the basis of practical, studio, and theoretical

training (7, 15, 24, 28, 29, 45).

Course of Study, 1902

"If it were not for the flexible nature of the subject

of art education, the amount of experimentation which it has

undergone would not have been tolerated" (31, p. 933). Snow

(47) comments that old courses of study have been neglected

because of new ideas. She speaks highly of the new elements,

but questions the lack of balance in practice and calls for a

new course of study: ". . . it remains with the planner of

the course of study to see that the proper means of expres-

sion and the proper exercises are presented at the proper

time. We are looking for such a course" (47, p. 523).

To the careful and philosophical observer, then,
it must be evident that the true method of teaching
drawing and form-study to little children, has not yet
been evolved or methodically arranged; or if so, that
it has not been presented to the public. It is just
as evident, however, that we are about ready for it
(52, p. 645).
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Answering his own call, Thompson (41, pp. 601-610), as chair-

man of the Committee of Ten on Elementary Art Education, pre-

sented the following suggested course of study (see Appendix B).

Suggested Outline of Course of Instruction in

Elementary Art Education for Graded Schools

Introductory

For the last few years elementary art courses have
been passing thru a transition period, and at the pre-
sent time there is still such confusion in the minds of
even the most thoughtful educators. The old unifying
principles have been somewhat discounted and the new are
not yet well established. In such an unsettled condi-
tion there are those who, having seen the abuses in the
almost exclusive use of geometrical solids and mechani-
cal methods in vogue some ten or fifteen years ago, are
now inclined to go to the other extreme and throw out
these so-called type solids altogether, and so much has
been said in a plausible manner against the abuses of
such solids that some teachers in high places have been
tempted to discard even their proper use.

Again, the rapid growth of the fascinating exer-
cises called "nature study," in general education, and
the pleasing and advantageous use of drawing in connec-
tion therewith, have tempted many to say that such work
should be the basis of the course of study in drawing.

Again, others have looked with confident hope to
child study and the investigation of children's spontan-
eous drawings for assistance in making out a natural
course of exercises in drawing and elementary art.

One or two members of the committee have taken a
prominent part in the investigation and study of child-
ren's drawings, and its members are all familiar with
what has been done in this line. While the results are
sometimes very interesting as knowledge or information,
which is very valuable in individual cases, it is perhaps
unfortunate that the professional investigator is very
seldom in a position to put into practice what he thinks
he has discovered, in a system of schools where the
classes are large, the teachers inexperienced, and where
practical, visible results are demanded by school author-
ities. Again, in this connection it must be noted that
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professional investigators are no more agreed among
themselves as to the best methods of procedure than

those who have approached the subject thru actual ex-

perience in the schoolroom. In view of these consider-

ations, perhaps none but the most enthusiastic devotees

of child study thru the spontaneous drawings of child-

ren would claim that we have received any revolutionary
ideas as yet from this source.

The committee, however, is inclined to be conser-
vative in suggesting a moderate use of the type solids,
while acknowledging the value of nature study as a prac-

tical application of object drawing and as furnishing
indispensable material for ornamental design, and giving

due credit to child study for emphasizing the importance

of conceptual and imaginative drawing at the beginning
of the course.

In general, then, the committee wishes to say that
it has tried to conserve the good of the past and to
welcome the aid of the present and the future, believ-

ing that those who discard the type solids now will call

them back again later on, and those who now depend on

nature study so confidently will yet see their need of
more regular and definite forms from which to derive
general principles, and, still further, that the child-

study adherents will yet see that it is too soon to
throw aside what has already been successfully done in
elementary art education for many years in the past.

The committee is not so presumptuous as to expect
the entire approval of all who read their report, and
they only suggest this general outline, hoping it will

afford diversified and verified topics and material from

which selections can be made conforming to any circum-

stances likely to be met in our public or private schools.
A proper course of instruction in elementary art

education for graded schools should provide for the de-
velopment of the self-activity, the spontaneity of the
pupils on the one side, and for the restraint, the guid-
ance, or the discipline of this self-activity on the

other side. Unrestrained spontaneity is one-sided and

in the end self-destructive by exhaustion. Too much
guidance or restraint is also one-sided and self-

destructive by repression. The true educator understands
and acts on the principle that both self-activity and

guidance are necessary elements in the education of self-
determining human beings, and that a well-balanced course

of instruction must provide for the harmonious combina-
tion of these elements.

In accordance with this principle it would seem

that a model course of instruction in elementary art

should provide in some degree such exercises as the fol-
lowing for developing self-activity: (a) A series of
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free hand and arm movement exercises; (b) exercises in
invention and composition; (c) exercises in free-hand
brush and color drawing; (d) illustrative sketching in
connection with nature study, geography, and history,
stories read or heard, and literature; (e) exercises in
clay-modeling and free paper cutting with scissors; (f)
exercises in drawing animals and the human figure in
various attitudes of activity.

For developing the guidance of self-activity, so as
to prevent waste and dissipation of energy, there must
be exercises of definite form, size, and position by
which the children shall learn the conventionalities of
form expression as established by the best usage. Such
exercises as the following will be found useful for this
purpose: (a) Exercises in drawing from well-executed
copy, conventional forms, and historical ornament; (b)
drawing from memory and dictation; (c) drawing from type
solids and other regular objects, as well as the careful
drawing of natural objects based on them; (d) mechanical
or working drawing; (e) decorative design.

With these principles and general exercises in view,
the following details are suggested by grades or years.
It is not meant that every school shall be required to
carry out every detail here laid down. Something, per-
haps much, must always be left to the judgment of teach-
ers, their qualifications in drawing and other art work,
the environment of the school, and to the apparatus and
materials at hand. Care, however, should be taken to
select work from the two series of general exercises pre-
sented above, so as to keep about an even balance between
the two, neither emphasizing nor slighting too much the
self-active spontaneity or the conservative force of con-
straint or guidance.

In carrying out this or any other course of art in-
struction, the order of procedure at each step, lesson,
or topic should be "observe, think, then express." Again
after this first expression, compare the results with the
previous and with renewed observations and additional
thinking, so as to be able to correct errors. Compare
again, and again.

Time devoted to drawing.--In some schools not more
than one hour per week is given to drawing. The commit-
tee thinks this is too little time in which to do satis-
factory work, but one hour per week faithfully given to
this subject is much better than none. In other schools
as much as three hours or more per week for drawing and
manual training are allowed. This is none too much time
for the best results in both subjects. The committee,
however, believes that two hours per week for drawing
alone ought to produce excellent results. The average
time thruout the United States is not more than one hour
and a half per week, which is not fully satisfactory.
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Outline by School Years or Grades

First Year

Form study and modeling.--Study and model in clay

The sphere, the cube, and the isometric cylinder (a cyl-

inder of equal dimensions), and some natural objects

based on them, as cherries, grapes, peaches, oranges,

nuts, apples, etc. Study the shapes, the directions,

and the relations of the edges and the faces of the cube

with one another. If preferred, the natural objects may

be modeled before taking up the geomtrical forms.

iEsthetic study and drawing.--Lay leaves, seeds,

sticks, and circular and square tablets for borders, il-

lustrating the idea of simple repetition. Place dots in

symmetrical positions and draw simple symmetrical figures.

Use the brush and ink, or brush and color, in free-hand

work in border making. Study pictures, such as the "Pet

Bird," by Meyer von Bremen, "Pony and Dogs," by Barber,

or "An Interesting Family," by Carter.
Distinguish and name the six standard leading type

or positive colors, as standard red (or positive red),

standard orange, standard yellow, standard green, stand-

ard blue, standard violet. Ornament with color or by

drawing the faces of the cube made under the head of

Working drawings.
Pictorial drawing. -- In all kinds of drawing thruout

the course, give special attention to the shape and size

and color of the paper and to the arrangement of draw-

ings upon it, so as to produce a well-balanced and pleas-

ing effect.
(a) Imaginative drawing.--Draw imaginative land and

water views, representing simple visual appearances of

the land, trees, water, and sky; as a hill with a house,

a road, a pathway, or trees; a boat on the water, as a

lake or the ocean; a rainstorm, a snowstorm, or a snow

scene; the sun rising over the water or the hills; what

can be seen thru a window; etc. Illustrate fables, sim-

ple stories, or myths, one scene at a time, told or read
by the teacher.

(b) Sight drawing.--Draw with the brush or pencil

the appearances or direct views of a cake, a cookie, a

coin, a plate, the sun, moon, ball, soap bubbles, bal-

loon, fruits, grasses, grains, leaves, and other natural

objects based on the sphere, cube, or isometrical cylin-

der. Use drawing freely in all nature-study work. Use

very freely large and small free hand and arm movement

exercises based on circles, squares, and long, straight

lines. Frequently draw appearances from memory. Many

of the above drawings may be executed in mass treatment.
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Working or structural drawing.--Learn definite dis-
tances from one inch up to four inches, by measurement
first, and the unaided eye later. Draw a pattern for a
two-inch cube, by measurement and ruler, and construct
it in cardboard. In designing, draw around the sticks,
seeds, or tablets used as units. Cut free-hand, with
scissors from paper, the faces of the sphere, the cube,
and the isometric cylinder mentioned under Form study
and modeling, and also the forms of weather signals,
toys, lanterns, boats, birds, other animals, and persons
in interesting attitudes.

Second Year

Form study and modeling.--Review the solids of the
first year. Study and model in clay the hemisphere, the
prolate spheroid, the oblong-square prism, and the ob-
long cylinder (a cylinder whose axis is longer than its
diameter), and some natural objects based on them, as
bowls, hats, lemons, plums, melons, pecans, potatoes,
peanuts, birds, other animals, drums, spools, etc. Study
the shapes, the directions, and the relations to one an-
other of the edges and the faces of the oblong-square
prism and the oblong cylinder. If preferred, take up
the natural objects before the artificial ones.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Lay leaves, seeds,
and circular, square, and elliptical tablets for borders
and rosette forms, to illustrate the ideas of alternate
and radiate repetition. Continue the drawing of symmet-
rical figures. Use the brush in free-hand border making
Study pictures, such as "A Fascinating Tale," by Madame
Ronner, "Pussy and Family," by Reichert, "Angels'Heads,"
by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and "Dignity and Impudence," by
Landseer.

Review previous color study and distinguish and
name six intermediate spectrum hues, as orange-red, red-
orange, yellow-orange, orange-yellow, green-yellow, and
yellow-green, with their tints and shades. Ornament with
color or by suitable drawings the faces of the square
prisms constructed under the head of Working drawing.
For this purpose practice the division of squares by
spots, lines, or bands, so as to produce pleasing effects.

Pictorial drawing. (a) Imaginative drawing.--This
will be similar to that described in the preceding grade.
Only the simplest elements of natural scenery are to be
attempted. The different seasons of the year may be
illustrated. Also, calendars may be drawn illustrating
the different months.

(b) Sight drawing.--Draw with the brush, in ink or
color, the pencil, the pen, or crayon, hedges, grasses,
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leaves, and objects based on the circle, sphere,
hemisphere, prolate spheroid, the oblong-square prism,
and the oblong cylinder, as clock face, jockey cap, um-
brella. Use drawing in all nature study, whether of
animals or plants, and for illustrating fables, simple
stories, as "Jack and Jill," myths, or fairy tales of
not more than two scenes, read or told by the teacher.
Use very freely large and small free hand and arm move-
ment exercises based on squares, oblongs, and circles.
Draw appearances frequently from memory.

Working drawing. --Learn the distances one-half and
one-quarter inch, and from one to twelve inches from a
scale or ruler. Draw by ruler and measurement the shapes
of the faces of the solids studied, and also the shapes
of common objects having no appreciable thickness, based
on these faces. Draw a pattern mechanically for the
square previously studied and construct it in cardboard.
Draw around the tablets or other units used in designing
borders, rosettes, or all-over patterns. Cut with scis-
sors, free-hand, from paper, the faces of the prolate
spheroid, the oblong square prism, and the oblong cylin-
der mentioned under the head of Form study and modeling,
also umbrellas, boxes, toys, wagons, wheelbarrows, veg-
etables, fruits, and animals.

Third Year

Form study and modeling. -- Review rapidly the solids
of the first and the second years. Study and model in
clay the oblate spheroid, the square plinth, and the cir-
cular plinth, and some natural and artificial objects
based on them, as lemons, potatoes, turnips, tomatoes,
pumpkins, squashes, melons, onions, square and circular
boxes, toys, etc. Study the shapes, the directions, and
the relations to one another of the edges and the faces
of the square plinth and the circular plinth. As usual,
natural objects may be taken up first if so desired.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Lay tablet forms for
borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns, to illustrate
repetition in a line, around a center, and in all direc-
tions. Continue the drawing of symmetrical figures, as
rosettes and shields, from copy. Use the brush in free-
hand ornamental work and in the drawing of plants or an-
imals in circles, so as to result in pleasing space
divisions. Study pictures, such as "Can't You Talk,"
by Holmes, "School's Out, by Geoffroy, "Baby Stuart,"
by Van Dyke, or "Lending a Hand," by Renouf.

Review rapidly all previous color study and distin-
guish and name six more intermediate spectrum hues, as
violet-red, red-violet, blue-violet, violet-blue,
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green-blue, blue-green, with their tints and shades.
Ornament with brush and color, or by suitable drawings,
the faces of the square plinth and the circular plinth
constructed under the head of Working drawing. Use
the method of radiation from a center for the pleasing
division of squares, circles, and oblongs.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the brush, the pencil
the pen, or the crayon, grasses, leaves, shells, and
other objects based on the lens, the equilateral triangle,
and the ellipse. Use sight drawing in all nature study,
whether of animals or plants, and imaginative drawing for
illustrating sports and pastimes of the seasons, the sea-
shore, or the country where the pupil has been, autumn
and winter pastimes, as fishing, hunting, nutting, coast-
ing, skating, a sunset scene, fables, simple stories,
myths, or fairy tales of not more than three scenes, read
or told by the teacher. Use very freely large and small
free hand and arm movement exercises based on circles,
squares, oblongs, and ellipses. Draw appearances fre-
quently from memory, also in mass, from some child posed
before the class in interesting attitudes.

Working drawing.--Learn large distances, as foot,
yard, etc., and use them in drawing the shape of a door,
a window, or the schoolroom. Draw mechanically the shapes
of the faces of the plinths studied and the shapes of
common objects based on their faces; draw the circle, the
square, the oblong, and also the lens, Draw around the
tablets used as units in decorative design. Cut from
paper the faces of the solids studied under the head of
Form study and modeling: also cut out fruits, animals,
etc.

Fourth Year

Form study and modeling.--Review very rapidly the
solids of the first three years. Study and model in
clay the ovoid, the square pyramid, and the cone, and
the common objects, natural and artificial, based on
them. Study the shapes, the directions, and the rela-
tions to one another of the edges and the faces of the
square pyramid and the cone.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Lay more complicated
conventional tablet forms for borders, rosettes, and all-
over patterns, reviewing the ideas of simple repetition,
alternate repetition, radiate repetition, and all over
repetition. Continue to draw symmetrical curved-line
figures, as rosettes and conventional forms, more diffi-
cult of execution. Use the brush with color in orna-
mental work. Study pictures, such as "The Song of the
Lark," by Breton, "Lions at Home," by Rosa Bonheur,
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"The Balloon," by Dupre, or "The Sower," by Millet.
Review rapidly all previous color study and learn to lay
with colored tablets or draw with brush and color, or
colored pencils, a "scale of hues" and a "scale of tones."
Make simple designs for a paling, or an iron fence, gate,
grating, or grille, plaids, napkins, tablecloths, to
illustrate the pleasing division of spaces by lines,
bars, or bands. Ornament with brush and color or by
drawings the faces of the square pyramid and the cone
mentioned under the head of Working drawing.

Pictorial Drawing.--Draw with the brush and color,
the pencil, the pen, or the crayon, grasses, leaves,
flowers, shells, fruit, and objects, natural and artifi-
cial, based on the ovoid, the cone, the oval, the tri-
angle, the spiral, and the reversed curves. Use drawing
in all nature study, whether of animals or plants, and
for illustrating simple stories from literature and his-
tory read or told by the teacher. Use very freely large
and small free hand and arm movement exercises, based on
lenses, ovals, triangles, spirals, and reversed curves.
Draw appearances frequently from memory, and draw in
mass from children posed in interesting attitudes before
the class. Continue imaginative drawing as in previous
grades.

Working drawing.--Review the study of distances and
measurements, and draw mechanically the shapes of the
faces of the solids studied and the shapes of some com-
mon objects based on them. In the same way draw the
shape or plan of a school yard, a garden, a field, a
town, a part of a city. Draw around the tablets used as
units in designing. Cut with scissors free-hand, from
paper, the faces of the solids studied, as well as
fruits, animals, and artificial objects of interest.

Fifth Year

Form study and modeling.--Review the study of the
previous solids and planes, especially circles, ellipses,
spheres, spheroids, hemispheres, cylinders, cones, and
ovoids. Construct the cylinders and cones in cardboard.
Model such natural objects under nature study as may be
convenient. Model geometrical and conventional forms in
relief, as simple crosses, etc., on tiles. Model simple,
regular, curved-line conventional objects in relief, as
trefoils, quatrefoils, cinquefoils, etc., also natural
leaves and fruits on tiles.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Continue the design-
ing of borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns in color,
using the brush where needed. Give attention to asthet-
ic form composition and the pleasing division of surface
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areas applied to decorative arrangements for school pro-
grams, title pages, tailpieces, and book covers. Con-
ventionalize some of the natural forms studied under the
head of nature study, and use them for units in design.
Study pictures, such as "The Shepherdess" and "By the
Riverside," by Lerolle; "Queen Louise and her Sons," by
Steffeck; "Washington Crossing the Delaware," by Leutze.
Review previous color study and take up the broken
colors and use them in design, such as the neutrals and
the colored grays, as the russets, the citrons, and the
olives. Study Egyptian ornament.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the brush and color,
the pencil, the pen and ink, or the crayon (occasionally
blocking in the outlines), flowers, sprays, plants, or
animals, used in nature study, and objects, natural or
artificial, based on objects circular in action, as
spheres, spheroids, hemispheres, cylinders, cones, and
ovoids, singly and in groups of two or three. Treat in-
ductively, that is derive principles from observation
and experiment. If circumstances favor, some systematic
shading may be introduced. Use drawing freely to illus-
trate simple stories, geography, history, literature, and
imaginative compositions. Use very freely free hand and
arm movement exercises based on circles and ellipses.
Draw frequently from memory, and draw in mass from
children posed before the class in interesting attitudes.

Working drawing.--Draw mechanically common objects
having but two dimensions and no appreciable thickness.
The use of compasses or dividers may be introduced where
needed. Draw and cut from cardboard patterns for cylin-
ders and cones, and all units used in designing, and mark
around them, instead of drawing the separate units free-
hand. Draw diagrams to illustrate other studies, as
comparative weights and measures and fractional opera-
tions in arithmetic.

Sixth Year

Form study and modeling.--Review the study of pre-
vious solids, especially of objects bounded by straight
edges and plane surfaces, as square planes, cubes, oblong
squares, and triangular prisms, square pyramids, and
hexagonal prisms and pyramids. Construct some of the
above in cardboard. Model conventional leaf forms in
relief on tiles.

PEsthetic study and drawing.--Design and draw more
elaborate borders and all-over patterns, divide definite
surfaces ornamentally, and give some attention to land-
scape composition. Conventionalize natural forms for
spots or units in design, and use units derived from
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historical ornament. Study pictures, as the "Horse
Fair," by Rosa Bonheur; "Christ and the Doctors," by
Hoffman; "Lost," by Schenck; and "Moses, Joshua, Eli-
jah," by Sargent. Review rapidly previous color study
and take up the complementary colors by the use of
colored papers and pigments, or water colors, and use
them in designing. Study Greek ornament.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen
and ink, the crayon, or the brush and color, flowers,
sprays, whole plants and animals, used in nature study,
and objects, natural or artificial, based on objects
bounded by straight edges and plane surfaces, as square
planes, cubes, oblong, square, and triangular prisms,
square pyramids, and hexagonal prisms and pyramids,
singly and in groups of two or three. If circumstances
permit, bring in more shading. Draw frequently from
memory and from some one posed before the class inter-
estingly costumed. Use very freely large and small free
hand and arm movement exercises based on the square, the
oblong, the triangle, and the hexagon. Treat inductively.

Working drawing.--Continue the mechanical drawing
of objects of two dimensions. Use compasses and draw
from scales preparatory to the solution of geometrical
problems. Cut out units for design in cardboard, and
draw diagrams to illustrate other studies, as in history
and geography. Draw patterns for the construction of
the solids mentioned under the head of Form study and
modeling.

Seventh Year

Form study and modeling.--Model historical ornament
in relief, especially the Egyptian, the Greek, and the
Roman elements. Model natural objects when convenient.
Model the human hand and the foot.

PEsthetic study and drawing.--Design and draw
patterns for book covers, grilles, gratings, or screens.
Review the elements of Egyptian and Greek ornament, and
study and draw the elements of Roman ornament, using the
brush where needed. Conventionalize natural forms for
spots or units of design. Continue the use of water
colors, illustrating the three analogous harmonies, that
is, harmonies of tones, harmony of hues, and harmony of
grays. Study pictures, such as "Aurora," by Guido Reni;
"Columbus at the Court of Spain," by Von Brozik; and "'The
Edge of the Woods," by Rousseau. Practice pleasing space
division, illustrating the analytical and the synthetical
methods of designing. Design or select several spots
as units and use them in surface patterns.
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Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen,
the brush, the crayon, or charcoal, flowers on sprigs
or branches, fruit-pods, seed-cases, or whole plants, and
animals, as birds, used in nature study, and objects,
natural or artificial, based on objects circular in
section, and those bounded by straight edges and plane
surfaces, as cylinders, cones, frustrums, square frames,
and crosses, singly and in groups, using shading where
possible. Give special attention to balance in arrange-
ment and balance of a house, a hill, a tree, or several
trees, and a pond, in an oblong inclosing form. Draw
occasionally from memory, dictations, and from someone
posed before the class. Use very freely large and small
free hand and arm movement exercises based on curved and
straight lined forms. Use drawing and painting freely
in nature study and to illustrate stories, geography,
history, and literature.

Working drawing.--Draw patterns for the construc-
tion of some of the frames and the crosses mentioned under
the head of Form study and modeling. Cut out units for
design and draw diagrams to illustrate other studies, as
mensuration, square and cube root in arithmetic, inven-
tional geometry, etc. Make a special study of the
solution of geometrical problems by means of compasses
and ruler, and use drawing board, T-square and triangles,
preparatory to orthographic problems in the next grade.

Eighth Year

Form study and modeling.--Model historical ornament
in relief, especially the elements of Byzantine, the
Saracenic, the Gothic, and the Renaissance styles. Model
natural objects if convenient. Model a medallion of the
human face in profile in relief, and of the head and
face in the round.

1Esthetic study and drawing.--Conventionalize
natural forms for units of design. Make ornamental
designs for grilles, iron gates, a screen, or stained-
glass windows. Study and draw the elements of historical
ornament, as Byzantine, Saracenic, Gothic, and Renaissance
ornament. Continue the use of water colors illustrating
the three contrasted harmonies of tones, hues, and grays.
Review all the harmonies. Study pictures, such as "The
Gleaners," "The Angelus," by Millet, and "Oxen Going to
Labor," by Troyon. Continue the practice of pleasing
space division, and the composition of spots, of line,
and mass.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen,
the crayon, the charcoal, or the brush, flowers, insects,
butterflies, groups of beautiful objects, as vases,
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interiors of rooms, historic houses, as Washington's
various headquarters, or the cottage of Edgar Allan Poe,
trees or landscapes. Compose landscapes with pencil or

brush. Draw Byzantine, Saracenic, Gothic, and Renais-

sance ornament from the cast. Study pictures that
clearly illustrate the convergence of lines. Use drawing
and painting freely in nature study, and to illustrate
stories, geography, history, and literature. Use very
freely large and small free hand and arm movement
exercises based on ornamental forms.

Working drawing.--Make a special study of the
solution of simple problems in orthographic projection;
that is, the drawing of plans, elevations, sections, and
developments of simple geometrical solids and their
applications to the working drawing of the mechanic's

shop, using ruler, ruling pen, compass, drawing board,
T-square, and triangle.

Suggested Outline of Course of Instruction In

Elementary Art Education For Ungraded Schools

(One-Teacher, Common or Rural)

In drawing for the ungraded schools, the aim has
been to construct a course of study that is practical
and flexible, one that the ordinary teacher can teach
and the ordinary pupil can comprehend. In ungraded
schools, or one-teacher schools, it is impractical to
have a grade or division in drawing for each school year.
The youngest pupils just beginning to read and to spell
may make simple, imaginative drawings on their slates,
some symmetrical drawings and free arm and hand movement
exercises, without much special instruction. All the
pupils above these should be divided into two groups,
corresponding somewhat to the ordinary primary and gram-
mar divisions. Both of these groups, altho doing differ-
ent kinds of work, may be taught simultaneously, or at
the same recitation period of time, by the aid of some
suitable published system of drawing. If, however, time
can be spared for a drawing period every school day, it
would be better to take the two groups separately on
alternate days. The order of treatment of subjects in
each of the above groups and the amount of work that can
be done must depend upon the conditions. What is entire-
ly practical and convenient in one school may be almost
impossible in another. In some cases more can be done

than is here suggested, while in many other cases not so
much can be accomplished. Much of the detail must be
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left to the intelligent teacher or to the particular
system of drawing that may be selected.

In all parts of the course of study in elementary
art, care should be taken to cultivate an appreciation
of the simple elements of beauty and to develop a love
of the beauties of nature and in art. To this end the
schoolroom should be furnished with some examples of
good art reproductions, and artistic drawing books should
be placed in the hands of the pupils, since such pupils
have but little other opportunity of seeing art products
worthy of careful study.

There should be at least three lesson periods for
drawing per week of twenty minutes each in Group I, and
at least two periods of thirty minutes each in Group II.

Color.--Teach the spectrum colors from the prism
and from the colored-paper spectrum. Teach standard
colors, hues, tints, and shades, and apply them in
nature-study drawing, in map drawing, in designing
borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns, in the division
of surfaces into spaces having pleasing relations to
each other, and in the drawing of natural objects, as
fruits, animals, imaginative stories, etc.

A Suggested General Outline

For Group I

The pupils in Group I, which corresponds somewhat
to the higher primary grades, should draw very simple,
familiar, and natural forms of beauty and interest, as
grasses, grains, leaves, fruits, nuts, shells, etc.,
according to the season. Where it is practicable, color
should be used in drawing leaves, apples, peaches, plums,
lemons, oranges, and other convenient objects.

There should be some drawing from copy, as from
such conventional forms as squares, oblongs, circles,
ellipses, reversed curves, spirals, etc., combined in
pleasing symmetrical figures, and so taught as to
exercise the invention and cultivate the taste of the
children.

The bisection, the trisection, and the quadrisection
of lines should be taught in connection with the drawing
of interesting figures.

Memory drawing, dictation drawing, and sketching
from imagination are interesting and important methods
of teaching drawing not to be neglected in primary
grades or Group I in ungraded schools.

Inventive drawing, that is, the arrangement and the
drawing of tablets and other conventional units so as to
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form borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns, is
delightful as well as cultivating to the taste of pupils
in this first group, and should not be omitted.

Much use should be made of free hand and arm move-
ment exercises, based on circles, squares, oblongs,
triangles, ellipses, etc. No other means will so
quickly give strength and certainty to the movements of
the muscles and steadiness to the nerves of the hand and
the arm.

Well-directed picture study is a powerful means for
the cultivation of the crude tastes of children, and it
should be the subject of at least an occasional lesson
all thru the period of Group I.

A Suggested General Outline

For Group II

Form study.--Study such geometrical planes as
squares, triangles, oblongs, circles, ellipses, ovals,
and such solids as spheres, spheroids, cylinders, cones,
ovoids, cubes, prisms, and pyramids. Study the shapes,
the directions, and the relations to each other of the
edges and the faces of the above. Construct some of
them in cardboard, especially those having straight
edges.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Design borders,
rosettes, and all-over patterns illustrating the differ-
ent kinds of repetition, as simple, alternate, in a line,
radiate, or around a center, and all-over. Squares,
triangles, oblongs, circles, ellipses, any geometrical
figures and conventional forms derived from natural ones
may be used for units of design.

Draw simple and more complicated symmetrical figures
than those used in the first group, using both straight
lines and curved lines, and copy approved elements in
historical ornament. Use the brush freely with ink or
color in free-hand work, in designing, and in the division
of surface areas, so as to produce pleasing space re-
lations.

Study pictures, such as the "Pet Bird," by Meyer von
Bremen; "A Fascinating Tale," by Madam Ronner; "Angels'
Heads," by Sir Joshua Reynolds; "Can't You Talk?" by G.
A. Holmes; and "The Song of the Lark," by Jules Breton.

Distinguish and name the six standard spectrum
colors and the principal intermediate spectrum hues, with
their tints, shades, scales, and harmonies, and use them
in decorative design.
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Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the brush,
with ink or color or the crayon, the appearances of
grasses, grains, leaves, flowers, and other objects,
natural or artificial, based on the circle, ellipse, oval,
triangle, square, spheroid, cylinder, cone, ovoid, cube,
prism, and pyramid.

Use drawing freely in all nature study, whether of
animals or plants, and for illustrating stories, real or
imaginary, geography, history, or literature. Use very
freely large and small free hand and arm movement exer-
cises based on circles, ellipses, reversed curves,
spirals, squares, oblongs, triangles, and conventional
forms. Frequently draw appearances from memory, also
from poses of children or animals.

Working drawing.--Learn definite distances from
eighth, quarter, half-inch to inch, inches, foot, feet,
yard, and rod by measurement and by the unaided eye.
Draw mechanically, by scale and ruler, patterns for
making cubes, prisms, pyramids, cylinders, and cones in
thin cardboard. Draw mechanically the shapes of the
faces of some of the solids studied under the head of
Form study, and cut them from paper with scissors.

Draw mechanically the shapes of windows, doors,
blackboards, wall-divisions, schoolroom floor, school
yard, a township, a county, or a state. These last
will of course be known as "maps," and they may be
colored.

Actual Practices, 1902-1910

Art education in the years immediately following the new

Course of Study was evidently far more influenced by growing

(or resurgent) strength of manual training departments than

by the new outline (46, 48). It may be seen that the 1902

suggested Course of Study was deliberately broad. It was an

attempt to please everyone by allowing room for choice between

conflicting methods (41, pp. 595-602). The result was that

each school system or teacher did as he had always done; thus,

no real direction was set. Three variations illustrate:
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Snow (46, pp. 670-676) based her course on landscape

(or nature) beginning in the very first years. Work should

progress gradually from the imaginative, illustrative, intui-

tive, to consideration of form, construction, etc.; from

introduction of design elements such as naturally felt rhythm,

to application in making baskets, rugs, or other handicrafts.

Lowd (25, pp. 843-848) makes the statement that serious study

of object and construction drawing should be left entirely to

grade nine and above.

The third path, presented by Mason (30, p. 681), is the

correlation of pictorial and construction drawing from the

beginning. They should not be separated, but taught

together.

Influence of the manual training area is evident in the

proportion of literature devoted to applied design. The term

was mentioned specifically as different from "pure" design,

considered of no use--so of no value (20). These factors

seem to have had an almost uniform effect from kindergarten

through the normal schools. Each area came forth with an

array of projects relating to applied design, geometry, crafts,

historical ornament, and other "useful" aspects of art (8, 20,

22, 25, 46). The statements of Haney (20) and Higgons (22)

seem to typify the effect: design should be for application

to some useful article in the school or some part of the

everyday surroundings (20, p. 623). To be significant, design

must be the working out of a real problem having some need.
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It should be for some definite purpose such as the actual

design and decoration of pottery, basketry-weaving, bookbind-

ing, etc. (22, p. 529).

A summary of the prevailing practices from 1883 to 1910,

as well as the 1884 and 1902 recommended courses of study,

is presented in Table I.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATING THE STATUS OF ART EDUCATION

The status of art education in the early years of the

period was revealed in the literature to be that of infancy

(2, p. 764); its importance was little understood by the gen-

eral public and only vaguely recognized by professional

educators (1, p. 62).

Statements by art educators of the period identified

several problems that effected the status. The need for

strong national leadership was felt by Perry (16, pp. 56-57),

who pointed out that many art teachers labored independently

of one another for recognition and support with little or no

opportunity for exchange of ideas. A related need was sys-

tematic direction from a workable course of study. This

thought is expressed in Thompson's (20, p. 645) statement

that the true method of teaching drawing and form-study has

evidently not been discovered; or at least, it has not been

presented.

Repeated (1884 and 1902) attempts were made to determine

appropriate course contents and optimum methods of presenta-

tion. Serious formal research was undertaken by at least two

prominent members of the Art Department of the National Edu-

cation Association. Hicks (11) placed the first report of
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empirical research in records of the Art Department of that

organization. Her report concerns the perception and res-

ponse of children to color. She relates this information to

the place of color in art education; Appendix C summarizes

that research (11, pp. 906-915). Another research project,

outlined in Appendix C, investigates relationships between

expression in drawing and the child's mental development (15,

pp. 1015-1023). Although it seems obvious that such research

contributed to the general body of knowledge and would grad-

ually effect the status of art education, Thompson (18), as

chairman of the Committee of Ten, observes that while the in-

formation is interesting, the investigator is seldom in a

position to put it into practice. He also notes that profes-

sional investigators are not agreed among themselves as to

methods of procedure, and further states that for such reasons

few would claim research has produced any revolutionary ideas

(18, p. 602).

The scarcity of adequately trained supervisors and teach-

ers was a definite factor in the slow growth and acceptance

of art education (9, p. 497). Even some very large cities

had individual drawing teachers serving several schools (16,

p. 57).

Facilities for art teaching were rarely adequate (4,

p. 845; 16, p. 65). In fact, it is stated in recommendations

and conclusions to the 1884 Report of the Committee on the

Course of Study in Public Schools that two of the three great
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needs of the public schools are intelligent supervision and

suitable objects [models and casts] for instruction. The re-

port makes clear that no system or course of study will work

without trained teachers and necessary facilities (17, p. 338).

Rural, ungraded schools represented some two-thirds of

the school population (7, p. 561). The very nature of the

rural school with its usual twenty or thirty students of

mixed grades to one teacher for all subjects was not conducive

to a sound program of art. Such schools were not easily con-

nected within any over-all system of supervision; their needs

and problems in art education were not usually different, but

were intensified (7, p. 563; 12, p. 570).

The initial separation from the Manual Training Depart-

ment in 1883 did at least bring to focus the needs, problems,

and possible solutions,--some workable, some not--and gave

art education status as an entity. Although needs and prob-

lems were very real, there was also very real improvement;

small steps forward giving rise to a noticeable optimism in

statements by educators (14, 19). Two statements may illus-

trate this change in tone:

The leaders in the study [of art] at the beginning
were artists who looked at the technique to be mastered
as the chief aim. There has been an evolution since
those days, not only of the study as an important and
essential part of popular education, but also of a high-
ly efficient body of supervisors and leaders. They are
now teachers as well as artists, and the needs and in-
terests of childhood receive the consideration today
which they did not find to the same extent at the begin-
ning. The aim has changed from teaching art to that of
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educating the child thru art. The ideals, purposes,
and methods of instruction, have changed (19, p. 592).

The day is coming rapidly when teachers who in the
past would have proved acceptable will fail to satisfy
the requirements (8, p. 669).

Interestingly enough, the end of the period of study is

marked by the recombining of these two departments. The mer-

ger was lauded as a great step for art education, giving it

more opportunity and strength to serve public need (3, p. 635;

5, p. 688; 6, pp. 564-565; 13, p. 591).

Better response to that need is related by some educa-

tors to their observation of wider understanding and accept-

ance of the term "art" (6, pp. 564, 570; 10, p. 671).

Fenollosa (6, p. 569) states that one of the highest merits

of the integration of art and manual training is its identity

of plan with physical and social life. Recognition that art

education can contribute to industrial advancement helped

make it attractive to the American public (21, pp. 637-643).

Slightly less tangible, but a factor none the less, was the

element of national pride; certainly, the characteristic

drive to excel and lead in all things must include art (6,

10, 21).
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Summary

This study was an historical-philosophical analysis of

art education in elementary, secondary, and normal schools

in the United States from 1883 to 1910 as revealed through

the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National Edu-

cation Association. These were important years in the history

of art education because the beginning date corresponds with

a shift of emphasis from personality-centered leadership to

a trend of organized movements, with advances in art education

more closely allied not with individuals, but with educational

needs and aims. The years 1883 to 1910 also marked the first

period of recognition and organization of the Art Depart-

ment as an entity with the National Education Association;

it was a period during which the Art Department was separate

from the Manual Training Department. The entire span of time

is considered as a unit rather than as a chronological se-

quence because of overlapping in the various philosophies of

the era.

This study has made a significant contribution to the

accumulated knowledge of the history of art education. Its
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purposes were to define and describe the role, practices, and

status of art education as they were related to or influenced

by selected philosophies and psychologies; also considered

were the effects of theories of learning, precursors in the

field, mores of the period, the scientific movement, industri-

alization, and empirical research.

Each volume of the Journal of Proceedings and Addresses

of the National Education Association from 1883 to 1910 was

examined; analysis was accomplished by combining and inter-

preting data thus obtained with that gathered from investigat-

ing philosophical and psychological theories reflected in

those writings. Criteria established for use in categoriza-

tion of a particular philosophy were (1) concept, (2) con-

sistency of point of view, and (3) mode of thought.

Defining the role of art education in public schools

from 1883 to 1910 involved an examination of definitions and

statements of purpose by leading art educators in relation to

prevailing philosophies and aims of education during that

period. The educational aims were: (1) character and moral

development which evolved from the influence of organized

religion on education; (2) mental discipline, firmly estab-

lished in idealistic and rationalistic philosophies for the

cultivation of intellectual powers; (3) literacy and informa-

tion, which shifted emphasis from the exercise to the infor-

mation; (4) vocational and practical, with its roots in the

advances of science; (5) civic and social, stemming from
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promotion of the democratic ideal; and (6) the aim of individ-

ual development grounded in the importance of the individual

in a capitalistic, democratic society, and reinforced by a

developing psychology of individual differences.

Prevailing philosophies were Idealism, Realism, Neo-

Thomism, and Experimentalism. During the latter part of the

nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, Idealism grew

to be the most influential academic point of view taught by

professional philosophers in American colleges and universi-

ties. The substance of Idealism, despite its many variations,

is an assertion that the essence of the universe is spiritual

and not material. The whole cosmos is motivated by spirit

instead of mechanical or natural laws and could not exist

except as the expression of some mind or intelligence. This

universal spirit or mind is usually an equation of God; thus,

the world, including man, is simply an expression of God's

mind.

Realism, in opposition to the metaphysical and mystical

compositions of Idealism, departed from the attempt to con-

struct great systems of perfection and absolute authority; it

focused on the discoveries of natural science and the objec-

tivity of the external world, minimizing the unity of all

things and their dependence upon a supreme moral authority.

Realists declared that real objects are not merely ideas, de-

pending on human knowledge; but are physically, materially

real, and will exist independent of understanding.
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Neo-Thomism asserts that the world is both "Mind" and

"Thing" bound together by Being. Being, in this philosophy,

is God and is accessible through faith and reason. At the

cornerstone of Neo-Thomist thought is a theory of mind or

intellect known as faculty psychology in which formal disci-

pline means discipline of forms of thought.

Experimentalism differs significantly from Idealism,

Neo-Thomism, and Realism. Whereas Idealism and Neo-Thomism

have found the essence of man to be spiritual, and Realism

finds it biological, Experimentalism finds the distinguish-

ing nature of man in his social relationships with other human

beings. Reality becomes a process based on experience as a

moving, flowing event rather than an absolute thing. Emphasis

is placed on change, growth, and practicality in contrast to

the other philosophies' concern with order.

It is apparent in some cases that statements by art edu-

cators are not true reflections of their total philosophy of

the role of art in education, but are attempts at accommoda-

tion or compromise in order to gain a place for art in the

curriculum on almost any basis. There is also some difficul-

ty in separating to a pure state any of the four philosophies

under consideration.

The educational aim of character and moral development

was important to Idealists, who stated that the great problem

is to get a rising generation to know right, feel right, and

do right. Art is a universal language. Art education is of
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moral value either directly uplifting or indirectly express-

ing the search for universal principles. Idealists rely on

Hegel's idea that the Ideal must be found in art rather than

in nature.

Little was said by Realists about the role of art in

character and moral development. One denied the role by say-

ing that art cannot be rediscovered and will not fit into a

scheme of education according to nature. Another acknow-

ledged value of the good, true, and beautiful, and finds them

in nature to be discovered by objective science or observa-

tion--art as the interpreter.

Neo-Thomists accepted the basic aspects of Idealism, but

pre-defined beauty and truth according to Christianity. They

pointed out a natural tendency toward beauty or good in art

and in morals. Children must be guided to recognize in

nature the workshop of God.

Support for the role of art education toward mental dis-

cipline came from Idealists, who felt that art strengthened

the mental powers, cultivated the powers of observation and

enriched the mind as a whole. As a means of expressing truths

of nature, art offers unlimited possibilities. Realists con-

tributed little or nothing in this area. Neo-Thomists accept-

ed mental discipline as an aim in education, but considered

the humanities least important in developing that capacity.

Experimentalists did not acknowledge mental discipline as a

legitimate aim of art activity.
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Art, in literacy and information, is more than nature,

and involved with the most practical affairs of life. Learn-

ing is in itself pleasure. Art aids in developing powers of

accurate observation and skill in expressing them; it also

aids in the learning of other subjects. Not only an aid to

learning, but a source of learning, art serves as a promoter

in the effort of knowledge-getting. Art educators felt that

art was the ocean into which all streams flow; actually, the

nurturing mother of knowledge in all areas.

Art is the universal language of industry. Manual train-

ing courses should be replaced by art and design courses to

combine the elements of beauty and utility. Art education

prepares the designer, worker, and consumer to make goods more

valuable and life more pleasant.

Art cannot be developed or expressed in isolation. Art

education is a potent agency in community improvement. Only

when the child develops an awareness of nature and a feeling

for humanity can art become distinctly social. The state

should provide for training of taste and judgment. America

must educate toward self-choice and liberty.

The aim of individual development is primary to Ideal-

ists. The element of divinity is in the self-hood or individ-

uality of the child. Art gives pleasure of beauty and truth

to oneself and to others. Science only multiplies opportunity

for observation and understanding: therefore, for expression

of that truth and beauty.
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Experimentalists felt that art was the highest form of

self expression; that each person sees and reacts to separate

truths, or reacts differently to the same truths according to

experience.

Practices in art education were diverse in 1883; but the

literature indicates an obviously predominant system typified

by the work of Thompson and Perry. They begin with the idea

that drawing is a language and should be taught as such; its

execution was of two basic types: freehand or with instru-

ments. Freehand includes such as drawing from copy, model,

or object; instrumental drawing includes the geometric, and

varieties of perspective and architectural drawing. Form,

representation, and decoration are the three major categories

with form as the base. Actual instruction begins with obser-

vation and drawing of "facts of a solid." Representative

drawing is attempted only after facts of construction are

understood by the pupil. Students draw from the teacher's

detailed directions, rather than from the object itself in

order to produce uniform and accurate work. Decoration is

taught through discussion of examples presented by the teach-

er. The student is led to conventionalize for purposes of

design, first from copies, then from nature. Thompson recog-

nizes children's stages of development by advocating a course

of study based on a series of spiral circles rather than a

straight line; each small circle being a comprehensive
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coverage of the three main divisions. Dictation drawing and

memory drawing are included in the plan.

The Art Department of the National Education Association

developed a new course of study in 1884 which was suggested

as an outline for all public schools. It was hoped that its

acceptance would make art education uniform and give it direc-

tion and strength. Central to the entire content were three

stages recognized in mental development: perception, under-

standing and expression. The course of study was broken into

four-year blocks intended to be consecutive and progressive.

Children were led from perception and understanding to repre-

sentation and practical or technical application. Normal

school practices were outlined to follow closely the same

pattern, with the addition of theoretical work in lecture

and discussion.

The 1884 course of study was generally accepted by art

educators; however, actual application of it varied. Ideal-

ists, Realists, and Experimentalists applied the course of

study modified by emphasis or omission to fit their respective

philosophies.

Idealists looked within and beyond the exercises for uni-

versal meaning. Realists presented the exercises as the

"teachable" aspects of art and nature, and left the universal

aspects to the individual. Experimentalists used the exercise

to make both the teachable principles and their universal im-

plications an actual part of the experience of each individual
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student. Procedure included both free, spontaneous, imagina-

tive and illustrative, or pictorial work, and the more geo-

metrical, mechanical study of form and its applications.

Need for a new course of study was recognized by leaders

in art education. They saw the growing divergence in actual

practices as a state of chaos and felt that a new outline

might lend a sense of purpose and direction. The new course

of study (1902) was deliberately broad. It included an offi-

cial recognition of the need for both self-activity, and for-

mal training or guidance. An introduction explained that

balance should be struck between the free, spontaneous ap-

proach, and the attention to form, size, conventionalization,

etc. This balance should be accomplished at the teacher's

discretion by emphasis or omission of work from the parallel

sets of exercises outlined for each level.

Direction from the new course of study was sufficiently

broad that it actually sanctioned whatever the teacher had

been doing; therefore, it had little power to direct or re-

vitalize art practices in the years immediately following.

Far more important was the growing demand for practical re-

sults in education. This led to increased emphasis on applied

design for purposes of making and ornamenting "useful" objects

such as pottery, rugs, baskets, or book covers.

Early years of the period found art education in an ad-

mitted state of infancy. Its primary needs were public

understanding, national leadership, a systematic course of
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study, adequately trained supervisors in sufficient numbers,

and facilities for maintenance of the program.

Initial separation from the Manual Training Department

in 1883 gave art education status as an entity, and provided

a focal point for work already being done. The course of

study was presented in conjunction with research, and was

revised in an attempt to keep up with current thought. There

is evidence of some progress in supervision and facilities.

Several leaders in the field speak in optimistic tones of in-

creased public awareness and acceptance.

The end of this period of study is marked by a rejoining

of the Art Department with the Manual Training Department, a

move which seems to have been of considerable benefit to art

education.

Conclusions

The period of years between 1883 and 1910 was one that

marked considerable accomplishment in art education. The

national organization acted as a sounding board to gather,

sort, and give voice to both problems and possible solutions.

Though it rejoined the Manual Training Department in 1910,

it did so not as a handmaiden, but as an equal, having made

several very essential foundation-steps upon which future

building might take place. The role of art in 1910 was not

clearly understood, or indeed, clearly stated; but that there

was a role had been established. A uniform course of study
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had been presented, and attempts made to keep it current with

research and discussion. Some recognition had taken place of

the need to relate course content and procedure to stages in

the child's mental development, particularly in the earlier

years.

The scope of art instruction was no longer limited to

the neat, uniform drawing of type forms, and to reproduction

of historical ornament. Perception and representation draw-

ing had expanded to include concepts of expression in drawing,

painting, and even sculpture. Design as creative activity

had displaced decoration by historical ornamentation. Crafts

were introduced as practical application of art principles.

Art appreciation became important in its aspects of character

and moral development and its relation to public cultural

awareness.

As the role of art education had broadened and applied

itself to a greater range of public need, its status in the

eyes of the public and school administrators had also grown.

There were, by the end of the period, some improvements in

facilities, supplies, and training of supervisors and teachers.

The word "art" had become an acceptable term.

The questions presented in Chapter I as guides for this

study are answered in the following paragraphs:

1. What was the role of art education in relation to se-

lected philosophies from 1883 to 1910?--The role of art in

each of the six aims of education was considered in relation
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to the selected philosophies. Idealists found the aims of

character and moral development almost central to their con-

cept. They were very active in the areas of mental discipline,

literacy and information, and individual development; actually,

Idealism supported and contributed within, all six aims of

education. Neo-Thomists accepted the basic aspects of Ideal-

ism, but made them less universal in their insistence upon

Christianity. Realists had little to say about character and

moral development, and even less about mental discipline.

They considered nature to be the prime source for literacy and

information as well as individual development, and were active

in areas of civic and social, and vocational and practical.

Experimentalists felt that art was the highest form of self

expression; therefore, very important to the aim of individual

development. They did not acknowledge mental discipline as

a legitimate aim of art activity, and seemed indifferent to

literacy and information for its own sake. Experimentalists

could accept the role of art in relation to civic and social,

and vocational or practical aims; but were not aggressive in

those areas. Little was said by them in relation to character

and moral development, probably because Experimentalists did

not care to pre-define precise goals for that development.

2. Was the role of art education in relation to or

defined by the philosophy?--It is difficult to assess exactly

the role of art education in relation to the philosophies

because an overriding factor during the period was the fact
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that art educators, of each philosophy, were willing to con-

cede or adapt in order to establish any role as a beachhead

for art in education. This in part determines the answer to

question 2. The actual relationship seems to have been one

of give and take,--an interaction, rather than an either/or

situation.

3. What were the practices in art education from 1883

to 1910 as revealed from the literature?--This was in itself

an entire chapter, but can be briefly summarized. Practices

ranged from their beginning as neat, uniform drawing of type

forms and reproduction of historical ornament, to concepts of

expression in drawing, painting, and even sculpture, design

as creative activity, crafts as practical application of art

principles, and art appreciation as a sufficient end in itself.

4. What was the status of art education in elementary,

secondary, and normal schools during the period 1883 to 1910?--

Evidence seems to indicate that the status of art education

during the period ranges from that of handmaiden of manual

training, to that of a recognized entity. Foundation-steps

were laid for future building.

5. What theories of learning were most influential

during the period 1883 to 1910?--Mental discipline was the

most influential theory of the period; this was true partly

because it was supported by Idealists and Neo-Thomists. The

emerging psychology of individual differences was reflected

in Experimentalists views.
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6. What effect did the precursors in the field of art

education have on the period?--Bartholomew and Smith seem to

have been the chief contributors in terms of teaching methods

to the period studied. Their drawing systems formed a begin-

ning for those prevalent in 1883.

7. What influence did the mores of the period have on

art education?--The mores of this period were based on the

factors of Idealism, nationalism, and the scientific and

industrial movements. This combination of the true, beauti-

ful, and good, and the desire to excel in all things, along

with the needs of practical materialism were reflected almost

directly in art education practices.

8. What influence did Hegelian philosophy have on art

education during the period?--Hegelian philosophy was of

great significance during the period because of its inter-

pretation and presentation by W. T. Harris as the epitome of

Idealism. Its effects are, therefore, essentially those of

Idealism.

9. What influence did the scientific movement have on

art education during the period?--The scientific movement,

with its general sweep of popularity, gave impetus to the

Realist's views that all answers are available to investiga-

tion and observation; nature, rather than ideas about nature,

should be the source of knowledge and expression.

10. What influence did the industrialization of the

nation have on art education in this period?--Industrialization
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reinforced the vocational and practical aspects of art by

encouraging training of both artisans and consumers (appreci-

ators). It made obvious to the public that art had a legiti-

mate service to offer.

11. What kinds of empirical research were being con-

ducted relevant to art education?--Only two reports of empir-

ical research were reflected in the Journal of Proceedings

and Addresses during the period of study. One was an investi-

gation of color perception in children; the other was concerned

with expression in drawing of children's mental activities.

12. What effect did these studies have on methods of

teaching art during 1883 to 1910?--Effect was not immediate

or direct. The research was evidence of broadening attitudes

in art education, with less reliance on individual personal-

ities for leadership in methods and aims. Reports of such

research, though somewhat inconclusive, caused a re-evaluation

of traditional attitudes in art teaching.

Implications

Two major factors that seemed to vie for position in

the directions and development of art education were Ideal-

ism with all its implications for aesthetics and for ultimate

reality of God, man, good, beauty, and right; and the Ameri-

can society of progress and leadership, requiring practical,

material usefulness. Happily for art education, this nation-

alistic urge to excel included the areas of taste and culture,
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thus producing points of overlap. Idealism recognized, and

made some place for, each of the other three philosophies

studied, and included some aspects of the developing individ-

ual psychologies; but recognizing such principles as "make

the child the textbook," or "find the answers in nature"

changed only procedures, never their meaning, and meaning was

the essence of Idealism.

Recommendations for Further Study

Based on conclusions and implications of this study,

the following are possibilites for further study:

1. Determining if art education profited or suffered

from the merger with the Manual Training Department

2. Determining why the Art Department separated again

from the Manual Training Department

3. Tracing the practices during the interim

4. Determining if the Art Department can stand alone

for its own sake

5. Determining if Idealism remains the dominant philo-

sophical influence after 1910

6. Tracing the growth of Experimentalism in art edu-

cation

7. Identifying current movements which had roots or

seeds in the period 1883 to 1910

8. Exploring the role of art education in relation to

current philosophies, psychologies and aims of education.
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Preface

Of what practical use is the work of the Committee on

Elementary Art Education? On reading the following report

for the first time some may object to the abstract or philo-

sophical form in which some parts of it are expressed.

The fact that the committee was required to determine

the basis, or bases, of a course of study in elementary art

education necessitates somewhat the form of expression of the

report, since these principles cannot be clearly stated ex-

cept in exact language. The manner of expression must be

somewhat abstract in order to include the different concrete

elements in the minds of different individuals. If expressed
in the concrete form of any one individual's thought, such

expression would exclude to a greater or less extent the favor-

ite forms of other individuals. Hence the committee feels that

a general or abstract form of language gives greater liberty

to the individual to read into it his own interpretation, and
at the same time secures greater unity in the result of its
deliberations.

Its [sic] should be further stated that the committee has

not attempted to make out a course of study that would com-

pletely fit the conditions found in any particular school with-

out a single modification. It has endeavored only to lay down

basic principles of any ordinary school.

The report, then, appeals to superintendents, boards of

education, and general educators, rather than to the class

teacher. Many class teachers will no doubt be interested in

it, but there are also many excellent class teachers who are

not conscious of the underlying principles of the course of

study they are helping in an efficient manner to carry out,
and for this reason they may not care to study it.

Report of the Committee of Ten

on Elementary Art Education

Presented to the Art Department of the National Education-
al Association at Minneapolis, Minn., July 9, 1902, by the
Chairman of the Committee, Langdon S. Thompson

The following resolution was passed by the Art Department
of the National Educational Association July 8, 1898, at
Washington, D. C.:

Resolved, That a committee of ten shall be appointed by

the president of the Art Department of the National Educational
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Association, and that the president shall be one member there-

of, for two purposes:
1. To determine, in the light of psychology, environ-

ment, and experience, a proper basis, or bases, of a course

of study in elementary art education, including form study,

manual training, drawing, and the study of art works.

2. To outline, in a general way, such a course of study

for the common schools.

To the Art Department of the National Educational Association:

In accordance with the foregoing resolution, the under-

signed Committee of Ten on Elementary Art Education, appoint-

ed at the meeting of the Art Department of the National Educa-

tional Association at Washington, D. C., July 8, 1898, has the

honor to submit the following report, pointing out the funda-

mental principles of Elementary Art Education, and suggesting

a general outline for a course of study for the common schools.

Langdon S. Thompson, Chairman,
Hanry T. Bailey,
Charles M. Carter,
John S. Clark,
Josephine C. Locke,
Herman T. Lukens,
Harriet Cecil Magee,
M. V. O'Shea,
Gracia L. Rice,
Douglas Volk,'

Committee.

Some General Reflections

Everyone who pursues the vocation of a teacher for any

considerable length of time obeys principles, either conscious-

ly or unconsciously. Man, as a rational being, must think or

reason concerning that which he does. Thinkers demand defini-

tions, clear statements; and hence reasoning on the basis of

right perceptions and true conceptions must result in the dis-

covery of more or less truth, which, when stated in language,

we call principles. The resolutions above quoted assume that

there are principles to be observed in elementary art education

which may be determined. It has been the business of your

committee to determine and state such principles, and, in ac-

cord with these principles, to suggest a general outline for
a course of study.

Here, as in all courses of study, purpose or aim must be

the organizing element. The ultimate aim must determine

'Resigned before report was completed.
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general principles and methods of procedure, while 
the immed-

iate aim, at any particular stage of advancement, must deter-

mine particular methods and devices.

The general aim of elementary art education is the 
same

as of all phases of education. Of the ultimate end of educa-

tion we may safely look to ethics and philosophy for a state-

ment. It is, in short, the grand march, or evolution, or

progressive development of the soul (1) ut of slavery of
mere sense perception of thing and environment, the supposition

of non-relation, (2) into and thru the category of the under-

standing and the reason, the supposition of universal relation,

(3) to the freedom of pure thought, the supposition of self-

relation. Hence all fragments, parts, or departments of edu-

cation should have in view and should tend toward this develop-
ment of the self-active soul.

The particular scope of elementary art education is the

field of the sensibilities, or aesthetics, the leading forth

of the emotions from mere capricious spontaneity to the seren-

ity of the habitual admiration and reverence for all ideal

and aesthetic expression in sensuous matter, and for the esthe-

tic realization of the self-active, free spirit of man and

of God.

The various studies, or sciences, used as stimuli or

food for the development or education of the soul may be

arranged in such general groups as follows: (1) Those derived

from the investigation of the inorganic world, giving rise to

mathematics and the physical sciences; (2) those derived from

the organic world, giving rise to the biological sciences;

(3) those derived from the social world, giving rise to the

sociological sciences; (4) those derived from the spiritual

world, giving rise to the metaphysical sciences or philosophy.

Space-art education, whether elementary or advanced, is

not confined to any one of these groups. So far as art educa-

tion deals with sensuous matter, or with form or space, it

finds its basic principles in the first group, in physics,

chemistry, or in geometry, which last is par excellence the

science of form and space. Here is clearly indicated the

proper use of geometry and geometrical forms.

The different forms assumed by the fine arts, coming

under the consideration of your committee, as ceramics, arch-

itecture, sculpture, and painting, find their sensuous matter

or material for embodiment in the first and the second groups.

Here we see the necessity for exercises in clay-modeling, in

wood-work, and other hard material, in fact for the whole

field of manual training, in order that the pupils may get

some power of manipulation and self-realization in matter.
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The particular forms of expression that works 
of art

will probably take at any period are determined by develop-

ments in the social world, or in the third group. Here is

pointed out the breadth of our proposed course of study. It

must include the elements of ceramics, architecture, sculpture,

painting, decorative design, and something of their history.

The ultimate end of art education, as previously stated,

is best explained in the fourth group, in the realm of self-

activity, or philosophy. Here we have authority for whatever

of self-realization and culture we may find practicable.

What, Then, is Art Education?

Before we can specifically point out the nature or the

purpose of art education it will be necessary to inquire into

the nature of art itself.

And, first, as to what it is not. It is not a mere

recreation of the mind or soul. It is much more than a re-

creation. Art is an expression of the profoundest interests

of human nature and of the most comprehensive truths of the

spirit. But art is not religion, nor can it take the place

of religion, altho it has power to soften human manners, by

giving to man a vision of his ideal self, and indicating what

he ought to be. When he thus sees himself objectified in art

he is led to dispassionate reflection which enables him to

discover higher possibilities for himself. Thus, indirectly

at least, art may be said to have a proper moral end. But

neither in its form nor in its content is it the highest mani-

festation or the last and absolute expression by which the

true and the good are revealed to the human spirit.

Art is not a mere imitation of nature, altho it is per-

fectly natural in that it has its origin in the nature of man,

and in that it uses natural elements thru which to express its

ideals. Art is one of the results of the self-activity of man

on his environment, one of the results of his self-consciousness.

It appeals both to the senses and to the intellect, its object

being something between the sensible and the rational; but in

its use of images it appeals more directly to the imagination,

as well as by its incarnation in a sensible form.

Art is not merely the beautiful. Beauty is not all of

art, altho it is the most pleasing element and one of the most

important elements in it. Beauty is not the merely useful,

nor does it have its origin in the association of ideas. Beau-

ty is the revelation of the free spirit in a sensible form,
and is both objective and subjective.
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The real labor of everyday life is serious; it is work

rather than play, while the real work of art is serene. 
Tears

and sorrow often belong to the real work-a-day life, 
in con-

flicts between sense and duty, while joy properly belongs to

art, the field of the ideal, where the spirit works with per-

fect freedom, where both sense and will may have their way,

and where we may do as we like and no mischief will come of

it. This is the gladsome kingdom of the beautiful, where man

may put forth his supremest creative powers in self-realization.

The mission of art, then, is to represent, under sensible forms,

the free development of ideal life, and especially of ideal

spiritual life.

Limitations of the Subject

In general, the word "art" is a very comprehensive term,

including many different forms of expression. All of these

various forms, however, must find their expression in space,

or in time, or in both; hence all art subjects may be loosely

divided into two general groups, which may be called the space

arts and the time arts. Those of the first group, requiring

space in which to manifest themselves, appeal for recognition

to the eye and to the touch; while those of the second group,

requiring time in which to manifest themselves, appeal more

directly to the ear. The principal arts in the first group

are architecture, ceramics, sculpture, and painting, while

those in the second group are music and poetry.

The resolutions of the Art Department limit your committee

to the space arts, form study, drawing, architecture, ceramics,

sculpture, painting, etc., all of which must concern themselves

in their sensuous expression with form or shape.

Form as the Basis of the Space Arts

These words, "form" and "shape," have several meanings

when applied to actually or potentially visible objects.

There are two of these meanings, however, that must be clear-

ly understood, defined, and distinguished, if we would avoid

interminable confusion. These two meanings of "form" and

"shape" may be distinguished as follows: Every visible ob-

ject, or potentially visible one, has or may have--

I. An Infinite Number of Apparent
or Accidental Forms

These apparent forms, aspects, or appearances can be

known or recognized only thru sight. They are visual percepts
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pure and simple, created by the self-activity of the observer.

The truth of the above becomes evident if one looks at any

common object from many different standpoints. Every change

in position of the eye or in the position of the object, no

matter how slight these changes may be, makes a different 
im-

pression on the retina of the eye and causes a different 
con-

tour or form to appear to the mind. But notwithstanding

these infinite apparent forms, every visible object, as a

definite unified body in space, has and can have--

II. Only One Real Tangible or
Potentially Tangible Shape

This tangible or individual shape of an object is the

result of its extension in space, and is never seen thru the

physical eye as it really is in space. For the mind, it only

exists as a mental concept. So long as the extensions of a

material object remain the same and the object retains its in-

dividuality as such, it can have but one real shape in space.

The above two meanings (I. and II.) are entirely differ-

ent, and the failure to discriminate these meanings and to

keep them separate in the mind has caused the teachings of

many writers to be a mere play upon words. Some writers and

teachers frequently use the same unqualified word "form" in

both senses perhaps in a single paragraph or even in the same

sentence, thus confusing readers and pupils.

Note carefully the distinctions.--The first is the con-

ception of a visual percept pure and simple; the second is a

conception of the mind made up from visual and tactual per-

cepts. The first form can be seen only because only the sense

of sight can perceive it; the second can never be seen by the

eye of sense, because it is an elaboration of the mind, and

cannot be imaged; it can only be defined. The first, by the

observer's long experience, has taken on the attitude of sug-

gesting the second to the mind; but the second, by itself,

never intimates any one of the innumerable aspects of the

first except thru the return process of scientific perspective.

The first pertains to line only, or to colored surface, or to

both; the second pertains to line, to colored surface, and to

solidity. The first gives us the beauties and the pictures of

vision; the second gives us ideals for making, modeling, archi-

tecture, sculpture, and manufacturing in real materials. The

first can have but one or two dimensions; while the second

may have one, two, or three dimensions.
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The Two Phases of Appearances

Space art recognizes two phases of appearances in ob-

jects: (A) the aesthetic results of vision, or the apprehen-

sion of pleasing space and color relations through the eye;

and (B) the images or appearances themselves, derived from

objects thru visions. These will be explained in order as

follows:

A. The Mere !Esthetic Appearance, of the

Beauty of an Object or of a Scene

The beauty that is apprehended thru the eye, or a beauti-

ful visual percept (and we are speaking of no other kind at

present, such as may be apprehended thru touch or hearing,
etc.), is a matter of appearance, something to be seen only,

something pertaining to pleasing space or color relations in
outline or as colored surface, but not to solidity as such,
because the appearanae [sic] of solidity is not solidity
itself.

Most objects appear more pleasing from some points of
view than from others, because by changing our point of view
we may change the space and the color relations in our field

of vision, which field is always apprehended on the retina of
the eye as colored surface rather than as solidity. If the
beauty pertained to solidity as such, it could not be appre-
hended by the eye alone.

The beauty of objects may consist (a) in their color
(analogy, contrast, harmony), (b) in their light-and-dark
(value, proportion, space division), (c) or in the composition
of line, light-and-dark and color (regularity, variety, unity).

In general these ideas of color, light-and-dark, and com-

position may have their outward expression in the pleasing
arrangement of natural or other objects in the field of vision,
in a scene, or in given geometrical spaces, but more especial-
ly in the division of surfaces into pleasing proportions for
ornamental purposes. Of this specific form of expression
there are two principal methods of composing an ornamental
design, the analytic and the synthetic.

As the practical, concrete expression of the preceding
ideas, we have the historical ornament of all ages and coun-
tries of the world and modern decorative design. The scienti-
fic outcome of this study of the beautiful should give us the

science of aesthetics, or the science of beauty.
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How expressed.--Visual beauty is its own most complete

expression. It exists for itself and expresses only itself.

It is its own raison d'etre. Its images as seen by the mind

thru the eye may be imitated on a flat surface by drawing,
painting, printing, weaving, or other method of transcribing.

The second phase of appearances may be stated thus:

B. The Pictorial Appearance,
or the Picture of an Object

Under B we must remember that the graphic representation

of a visual percept of an object gives us a picture, an appear-
ance, a visual image; not the object as it is in space, only
one of its innumerable visual aspects. The purpose of a pic-
ture may be (1) to inform the understanding, or to teach
something; (2) to arouse the feelings, and thus to incite to
action; or (3) simply to give pleasure in the presentation of
the beautiful. When "(3)" is the purpose, the picture is not
considered as a visual image of some real object, and in truth
it belongs under the head of A instead of B.

The study and the record by drawing of our visual percepts,
or images of objects, if done to illustrate general school
work, may be called "illustrative drawing;" if done for the
purpose of learning the principles and their applications to
the drawing of appearances, we call the process "model and ob-
ject drawing," "pictorial drawing," or "free-hand perspective."
The scientific study and the representation of appearances
yield us the science of perspective, both linear and aerial.
In the execution of a pictorial drawing there may be one, two,
or three stages: (a) outline, (b) light-and-dark, and (c)
color.

How expressed.--Under phase B, the picture is the only
complete and perfect expression, or outward realization, of a
visual image, or percept. (Oral or written language, model-
ing, making, or working drawing cannot form a substitute, nor
can they give any direct help.)

See Appendix A.

The Two Phases of Real Shape or Form

We may distinguish two phases of real shape or form, as
we direct our attention to the real shape of an object as a
whole, or as a solid, or to the real shape of its various
planes, sections, and edges, and their relations to one an-
other. The first phase may be stated as follows:
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C. The Real Shape in Space of an Ob ject
Having Three Dimensions

The study and the analysis of the real shapes of objects

may reveal to us certain fundamental, ideal, or type solids

which are useful as units of comparison in dealing with the

concrete forms of all objects. For our subject the following

is a convenient classification of artificial objects: (1)

Regular geometrical solids, or type solids; (2) objects of

ordinary manufacture and building construction; and (3) ob-

jects of art. The study of the first group gives us the

science of geometry; of the second, the principles of build-

ing construction; of the third, the laws of ceramics, archi-

tecture, sculpture, and all plastic art in general.

How expressed.--The only really complete and logical ex-

pression for the real tangible forms of these three-dimension

objects is in solidity, in some material having three dimen-

sions. (No vocal or written language can portray solidity

directly. No pictorial, conventional, mechanical, or other

kind of drawing can do it.) Remembering that pictorial draw-

ing and pictorial painting of any kind can show us appearances

only, not real three-dimension forms, it then becomes evident

that mechanical drawings are only conventional symbols.

The second phase of real shape or form may be stated as

follows:

D. The Real Shape in Space of the Planes,
Sections, or Edges of an Object

Under D the objects to be considered are mostly artificial,

and their planes may be classified as follows:

(1) Faces, horizontal or vertical; (2) sections, cross

and longitudinal; and (3) the single-plane surface, showing

all the faces of an object arranged and joined in one plane.

All these planes with their edges may be studied as concepts

derived from visual and tactual percepts. When we study the

edges, faces, sections, or surfaces of type solids and other

regular objects, as buildings, furniture, machines, etc., and

record by conventional drawing their real one-or-two-dimension
forms (not our visual percepts of them), we call the results,
(a) plans or elevations, (b) sections, (c) developments, or
patterns.

How expressed. --It will thus be seen that the only ade-

quate and true expression for our concepts of edges, faces,

sections, and developments, composed from visual and tactual

percepts, is in so-called "mechanical," or "working" drawing.
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Such drawings do not show us objects as they really are in

space; they are only conventional representations of the sepa-

rate and detached edges or faces, with their relations conven-

tionally indicated. The synthesis of these separate concepts

forms in the mind a whole or a unified concept, which may be

realized only by a constructed object in space.

The basis for the conventional representations of these

mental conceptions formed in the mind, or of the corresponding
objects in space, is orthographic projection, a branch of des-

criptive geometry, with its practical departments of architec-

tural, machine, and engineering drawing.

See Appendix B.

[Note. --Working or mechanical drawing is the most abstract
and conventional of all drawing that deserves the name of draw-
ing. It is a mere symbolical language, making no attempt to

show the external unity of the object suggested. Pictorial
drawing is a natural language that can be read at sight, show-
ing the unity of the object in the drawing itself, while work-
ing drawing is an artificial or conventional language, suggest-
ing the unity of the object in the mind as a conception, and
requiring a rocess of reasoning and imagination to be fully
interpreted.j

To some art teachers the preceding analysis of form may
appear too formal, and, even if true, unnecessary. The com-

mittee has tried to make it express the truth, and if they
have succeeded they cannot but think it of vital importance
in determining a course of study.

To know the psychological relations of the different
kinds of drawing and the different branches of art to one

another, and to education in general, would certainly help to
give confidence and stability to our procedure in this important
work. To want of such knowledge the committee believes is to
be attributed in part the feverishness and vacillation of many
teachers, educators, and directors of art education. They
have become dissatisfied with what they have been doing, many
perhaps rightly so, and instead of endeavoring to know, to
formulate, and to apply the educational principles well known
to practical as well as to philosophical educators, they ig-
nore the thought and experience of the past and suppose the
path of progress to lie in the direction of further experi-
mentation, sometimes of the most random character.

The committee is aware that a breaking away from, or
rather an earnest questioning of, previous processes and sup-
posed principles is desirable as a step forward; yet it also
knows that after this self-estrangement there must come the
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return process in which the old has not been cast aside, but

taken up into a higher unity with the new.

When the committee is further reminded of the help that

has come to practical teaching and to the adoption of rational

courses of study from such philosophers as Kant, Hegel, Her-

bart, Rosenkranz, Spencer, and Harris, it is inclined to ask

if it is not about time that some effort be made to unify and

to arrange in somewhat scientific order what is known about

modern elementary art education.

If the present work of the committee should incite the

leading thinkers in our chosen line of study to seriously

discuss their report for the purpose of finding the truth or

falsity of its theses, it believes much good may yet come
from its efforts.

Suggested Outline of Course of Instruction in

Elementary Art Education for Graded Schools

Introductory

For the last few years elementary art courses have been

passing thru a transition period, and at the present time

there is still much confusion in the minds of even the most

thoughtful educators. The old unifying principles have been

somewhat discounted and the new are not yet well established.
In such an unsettled condition there are those who, having

seen the abuses in the almost exclusive use of geometrical
solids and mechanical methods in vogue some ten or fifteen
years ago, are now inclined to go to the other extreme and

throw out these so-called type solids altogether, and so much
has been said in a plausible manner against the abuses of

such solids that some teachers in high places have been tempt-
ed to discard even their proper use.

Again, the rapid growth of the fascinating exercises

called "nature study," in general education, and the pleasing
and advantageous use of drawing in connection therewith, have

tempted many to say that such work should be the basis of the

course of study in drawing.

Again, others have looked with confident hope to child

study and the investigation of children's spontaneous drawings

for assistance in making out a natural course of exercises in
drawing and elementary art.
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One or two members of the committee have taken a promin-
ent part in the investigation and study of children's draw-
ings, and its members are all familiar with what has been done
in this line. While the results are sometimes very interest-
ing as knowledge or information, which is very valuable in
individual cases, it is perhaps unfortunate that the profession-
al investigator is very seldom in a position to put into prac-
tice what he thinks he has discovered, in a system of schools
where the classes are large, the teachers inexperienced, and
where practical, visible results are demanded by school author-
ities. Again, in this connection it must be noted that pro-
fessional investigators are no more agreed among themselves as
to the best methods of procedure than those who have approached
the subject thru actual experience in the schoolroom. In view
of these considerations, perhaps none but the most enthusiastic
devotees of child study thru the spontaneous drawings of child-
ren would claim that we have received any revolutionary ideas
as yet from this source.

The committee, however, is inclined to be conservative in
suggesting a moderate use of the type solids, while acknowled-
ging the value of nature study as a practical application of
object drawing and as furnishing indispensable material for
ornamental design, and giving due credit to child study for
emphasizing the importance of conceptual and imaginative draw-
ing at the beginning of the course.

In general, then, the committee wishes to say that it has
tried to conserve the good of the past and to welcome the aid
of the present and the future, believing that those who dis-
card the type solids now will call them back again later on,
and those who now depend on nature study so confidently will
yet see their need of more regular and definite forms from
which to derive general principles, and, still further, that
the child-study adherents will yet see that it is too soon to
throw aside what has already been successfully done in elemen-
tary art education for many years in the past.

The committee is not so presumptuous as to expect the
entire approval of all who read their report, and they only
suggest this general outline, hoping it will afford diversi-
fied and verified topics and material from which selections
can be made conforming to any circumstances likely to be met
in our public or private schools.

A proper course of instruction in elementary art educa-
tion for graded schools should provide for the development of
the self-activity, the spontaneity of the pupils on the one
side, and for the restraint, the guidance, or the discipline
of this self-activity on the other side. Unrestrained sponta-
neity is one-sided and in the end self-destructive by
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exhaustion. Too much guidance or restraint is also one-

sided and self-destructive by repression. The true educator

understands and acts on the principle that both self-activity
and guidance are necessary elements in the education of self-

determining human beings, and that a well-balanced course of
instruction must provide for the harmonious combination of
these elements.

In accordance with this principle it would seem that a
model course of instruction in elementary art should provide
in some degree such exercises as the following for developing

self-activity: (a) A series of free hand and arm movement
exercises; (b) exercises in invention and composition; (c)
exercises in free-hand brush and color drawing; (d) illustra-

tive sketching in connection with nature study, geography, and
history, stories read or heard, and literature; (e) exercises
in clay-modeling and free paper cutting with scissors; (f)
exercises in drawing animals and the human figure in various
attitudes of activity.

For developing the guidance of self-activity, so as to
prevent waste and dissipation of energy, there must be exer-
cises of definite form, size, and position by which the child-

ren shall learn the conventionalities of form expression as
established by the best usage. Such exercises as the follow-
ing will be found useful for this purpose: (a) Exercises in
drawing from well-executed copy, conventional forms, and his-
torical ornament; (b) drawing from type solids and other
regular objects, as well as the careful drawing of natural
objects based on them; (d) mechanical or working drawing;
(e) decorative design.

With these principles and general exercises in view, the

following details are suggested by grades or years. It is not
meant that every school shall be required to carry out every
detail here laid down. Something, perhaps much, must always
be left to the judgment of teachers, their qualifications in

drawing and other art work, the environment of the school,
and to the apparatus and materials at hand. Care, however,
should be taken to select work from the two series of general
exercises presented above, so as to keep about an even balance
between the two, neither emphasizing nor slighting too much
the self-active spontaneity or the conservative force of con-
straint or guidance.

In carrying out this or any other course of art instruc-
tion, the order of procedure at each step, lesson, or topic
should be "observe, think, then express." Again, after this
first expression, compare the results with the previous and
with renewed observations and additional thinking, so as to
be able to correct errors. Compare again, and again.
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Time devoted to drawing.--In some schools not more than

one hour per week is given to drawing. The committee thinks

this is too little time in which to do satisfactory work, but
one hour per week faithfully given to this subject is much
better than none. In other schools as much as three hours or

more per week for drawing and manual training are allowed.

This is none too much time for the best results in both sub-

jects. The committee, however, believes that two hours per
week for drawing alone ought to produce excellent results.
The average time thruout the United States is not more than
one hour and a half per week, which is not fully satisfactory.

Outline by School Years or Grades

First Year

Form study and modeling .---Study and model in clay the
sphere, the cube, and the isometric cylinder (a cylinder of
equal dimensions), and some natural objects based on them, as
cherries, grapes, peaches, oranges, nuts, apples, etc. Study
the shapes, the directions, and the relations of the edges
and the faces of the cube with one another. If preferred, the
natural objects may be modeled before taking up the geometri-
cal forms.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Lay leaves, seeds, sticks,
and circular and square tablets for borders, illustrating the
idea of simple repetition. Place dots in symmetrical posi-
tions and draw simple symmetrical figures. Use the brush and
ink, or brush and color, in free-hand work in border making.
Study pictures, such as the "Pet Bird," by Meyer von Bremen,
"Pony and Dogs," by Barber, or "An Interesting Family," by
Carter.

Distinguish and name the six standard leading type or
positive colors, as standard red (or positive red), standard
orange, standard yellow, standard green, standard blue, stand-
violet. Ornament with color or by drawing the faces of the
cube made under the head of Working drawings.

Pictorial drawing.--In all kinds of drawing thruout the
course, give special attention to the shape and size and col-
or of the paper and to the arrangement of drawings upon it,
so as to produce a well-balanced and pleasing effect.

(a) Imaginative drawing.--Draw imaginative land and water
views, representing simple visual appearances of the land,
trees, water, and sky; as a hill with a house, a road, a path-
way, or trees; a boat on the water, as a lake or the ocean; a
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rainstorm, a snowstorm, or a snow scene; the sun rising over
the water or the hills; what can be seen thru a window; etc.
Illustrate fables, simple stories, or myths, one scene at a
time, told or read by the teacher.

(b) Sight drawing.--Draw with the brush or pencil the
appearances or direct views of a cake, a cookie, a coin, a
plate, the sun, moon, ball, soap bubbles, balloon, fruits,
grasses, grains, leaves, and other natural objects based on
the sphere, cube, or isometrical cylinder. Use drawing free-
ly in all nature-study work. Use very freely large and small
free hand and arm movement exercises based on circles, squares,
and long, straight lines. Frequently draw appearances from
memory. Many of the above drawings may be executed in mass
treatment.

Working or structural drawing.--Learn definite distances
from one inch up to four inches, by measurement first, and
the unaided eye later. Draw a pattern for a two-inch cube,
by measurement and ruler, and construct it in cardboard. In
designing, draw around the sticks, seeds, or tablets used as
units. Cut free-hand, with scissors from paper, the faces of
the sphere, the cube, and the isometric cylinder mentioned
under Form study and modeling, and also the forms of weather
signals, toys, lanterns, boats, birds, other animals, and
persons in interesting attitudes.

Second Year

Form study and modeling.--Review the solids of the first
year. Study and model in clay the hemisphere, the prolate
spheroid, the oblong-square prism, and the oblong cylinder
(a cylinder whose axis is longer than its diameter), and some
natural objects based on them, as bowls, hats, lemons, plums,
melons, pecans, potatoes, peanuts, birds, other animals, drums,
spools, etc. Study the shapes, the directions, and the rela-
tions to one another of the edges and the faces of the oblong-
square prism and the oblong cylinder. If preferred, take up
the natural objects before the artificial ones.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Lay leaves, seeds, and cir-
cular, square, and elliptical tablets for borders and rosette
forms, to illustrate the ideas of alternate and radiate repe-
tition. Continue the drawing of symmetrical figures. Use the
brush in free-hand border making. Study pictures, such as
"A Fascinating Tale," by Madame Ronner, "Pussy and Family," by
Reichert, "Angels' Heads," by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and "Dignity
and Impudence," by Landseer.
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Review previous color study and distinguish and name six

intermediate spectrum hues, as orange-red, red-orange, yellow-

orange, orange-yellow, green-yellow, and yellow-green, with
their tints and shades. Ornament with color or by suitable

drawings the faces of the square prisms constructed under the

head of Working drawing. For this purpose practice the divi-

sion of squares by spots, lines, or bands, so as to produce

pleasing effects.

Pictorial drawing. (a) Imaginative drawing. --This will

be similar to that described in the preceding grade: Only
the simplest elements of natural scenery are to be attempted.
The different seasons of the year may be illustrated. Also,
calendars may be drawn illustrating the different months.

(b) Sight drawing. -- Draw with the brush, in ink or color,
the pencil, the pen, or crayon, hedges, grasses, leaves, and
objects based on the circle, sphere, hemisphere, prolate
spheroid, the oblong-square prism, and the oblong cylinder,
as clock face, jockey cap, umbrella. Use drawing in all na-
ture study, whether of animals or plants, and for illustrating
fables, simple stories, as "Jack and Jill," myths, or fairy
tales of not more than two scenes, read or told by the teach-
er. Use very freely large and small free hand and arm move-
ment exercises based on squares, oblongs, and circles. Draw
appearances frequently from memory.

Working drawing.--Learn the distances one-half and one-
quarter inch, and from one to twelve inches from a scale or
ruler. Draw by ruler and measurement the shapes of the faces
of the solids studied, and also the shapes of common objects
having no appreciable thickness, based on these faces. Draw
a pattern mechanically for the square previously studied and
construct it in cardboard. Draw around the tablets or other
units used in designing borders, rosettes, or all-over pat-
terns. Cut with scissors, free-hand, from paper, the faces
of the prolate spheroid, the oblong square prism, and the ob-
long cylinder mentioned under the head of Form study and mod-
eling, also umbrellas, boxes, toys, wagons, wheelbarrows,
vegetables, fruits, and animals.

Third Year

Form study and modeling. -- Review rapidly the solids of
the first and the second years. Study and model in clay the
oblate spheroid, the square plinth, and the circular plinth,
and the circular plinth, and some natural and artificial ob-
jects based on them, as lemons, potatoes, turnips, tomatoes,
pumpkins, squashes, melons, onions, square and circular boxes,
toys, etc. Study the shapes, the directions, and the relations
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to one another of the edges and the faces of the square
plinth and the circular plinth. As usual, natural objects
may be taken up first if so desired.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Lay tablet forms for bor-
ders, rosettes, and all-over patterns, to illustrate repeti-
tion in a line, around a center, and in all directions.
Continue the drawing of symmetrical figures, as rosettes and
shields, from copy. Use the brush in free-hand ornamental
work and in the drawing of plants or animals in circles, so
as to result in pleasing space divisions. Study pictures,
such as "Can't You Talk," by Holmes, "School's Out," by
Geoffroy, "Baby Stuart," by Van Dyke, or "Lending a Hand,"
by Renouf.

Review rapidly all previous color study and distinguish
and name six more intermediate spectrum hues, as violet-red,
red-violet, blue-violet, violet-blue, green-blue, blue-green,
with their tints and shades. Ornament with brush and color,
or by suitable drawings, the faces of the square plinth and
the circular plinth constructed under the head of Working
drawing. Use the method of radiation from a center for the
pleasing division of square, circles, and oblongs.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the brush, the pencil, the
pen, or the crayon, grasses, leaves, shells, and other objects
based on the lens, the equilateral triangle, and the ellipse.
Use sight drawing in all nature study, whether of animals or
plants, and imaginative drawing for illustrating sports and
pastimes of the seasons, the seashore, or the country where
the pupil has been, autumn and winter pastimes, as fishing,
hunting, nutting, coasting, skating, a sunset scene, fables,
simple stories, myths, or fairy tales of not more than three
scenes, read or told by the teacher. Use very freely large
and small free hand and arm movement exercises based on cir-
cles, squares, oblongs, and ellipses. Draw appearances fre-
quently from memory, also in mass, from some child posed be-
fore the class in interesting attitudes.

Working drawing.--Learn large distances, as foot, yard,
etc., and use them in drawing the shape of a door, a window,
or the schoolroom. Draw mechanically the shapes of the faces
of the plinths studied and the shapes of common objects based
on their faces; draw the circle, the square, the oblong, and
also the lens. Draw around the tablets used as units in dec-
orative design. Cut from paper the faces of the solids
studied under the head of Form study and modeling; also cut
out fruits, animals, etc.
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Fourth Year

Form study and modeling.--Review very rapidly the solids

of the first three years. Study and model in clay the ovoid,
the square pyramid, and the cone, and the common objects,
natural and artificial, based on them. Study the shapes, the
directions, and the relations to one another of the edges and
the faces of the square pyramid and the cone.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Lay more complicated con-
ventional tablet forms for borders, rosettes, and all-over
patterns, reviewing the ideas of simple repetition, alternate
repetition, radiate repetition, and all over repetition. Con-
tinue to draw symmetrical curved-line figures, as rosettes and
conventional forms, more difficult of execution. Use the
brush with color in ornamental work. Study pictures, such as
"The Song of the Lark," by Breton, "Lions at Home," by Rosa
Bonheur, "The Balloon," by Dupre, or "The Sower," by Millet.
Review rapidly all previous color study and learn to lay with
colored pencils, a "scale of hues" and a "scale of tones."
Make simple designs for a paling, or an iron fence, gate,
grating, or grille, plaids, napkins, tablecloths, to illus-
trate the pleasing division of spaces by lines, bars, or bands.
Ornament with brush and color or by drawings the faces of the
square pyramid and the cone mentioned under the head of Work-
ing drawing.

Working drawing.--Review the study of distances and mea-
surements, and draw mechanically the shapes of the faces of
the solids studied and the shapes of some common objects
based on them. In the same way draw the shape or plan of a
school yard, a garden, a field, a town, a part of a city.
Draw around the tablets used as units in designing. Cut with
scissors free-hand, from paper, the faces of the solids stud-
ied, as well as fruits, animals, and artificial objects of
interest.

Fifth Year

Form study and modeling. --Review the study of the pre-
vious solids and planes, especially circles, ellipses, spheres,
spheroids, hemispheres, cylinders, cones, and ovoids. Con-
struct the cylinders and cones in cardboard. Model such
natural objects under nature study as may be convenient. Mod-
el geometrical and conventional forms in relief, as simple
crosses, etc., on tiles. Model simple, regular, curved-line
conventional objects in relief, as trefoils, quatrefoils,
cinquefoils, etc., also natural leaves and fruits on tiles.
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Esthetic study and drawing.--Continue the designing of

borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns in color, using the

brush where needed. Give attention to esthetic form compo-
sition and the pleasing division of surface areas applied to

decorative arrangements for school programs, title pages,
tailpieces, and book covers. Conventionalize some of the

natural forms studied under the head of nature study, and use

them for units in design. Study pictures, such as "The

Shepherdess" and "By the Riverside," by Lerolle; "Queen Louise

and her Sons," by Steffeck; "Washington Crossing the Delaware,"

by Leutze. Review previous color study and take up the broken
colors and use them in design, such as the neutrals and the

colored grays, as the russets, the citrons, and the olives.

Study Egyptian ornament.

Pictorial drawing. --Draw with the brush and color, the

pencil, the pen and ink, or the crayon (occasionally blocking
in the outlines), flowers, sprays, plants, or animals, used
in nature study, and objects, natural or artificial, based on

objects circular in action, as spheres, spheroids, hemispheres,
cylinders, cones, and ovoids, singly and in groups of two or

three. Treat inductively, that is, derive principles from

observation and experiment. If circumstances favor, some
systematic shading may be introduced. Use drawing freely to
illustrate simple stories, geography, history, literature, and

imaginative compositions. Use very freely free hand and arm

movement exercises based on circles and ellipses. Draw fre-
quently from memory, and draw in mass from children posed
before the class in interesting attitudes.

Working drawing.--Draw mechanically common objects having

but two dimensions and no appreciable thickness. The use of
compasses or dividers may be introduced where needed. Draw
and cut from cardboard patterns for cylinders and cones, and

all units used in designing, and mark around them, instead of

drawing the separate units free-hand. Draw diagrams to illus-
trate other studies, as comparative weights and measures and
fractional operations in arithmetic.

Sixth Year

Form study and modeling.--Review the study of previous

solids, especially of objects bounded by straight edges and
plane surfaces, as square planes, cubes, oblong squares, and
triangular prisms, square pyramids, and hexagonal prisms and

pyramids. Construct some of the above in cardboard. Model
conventional leaf forms in relief on tiles.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Design and draw more elab-
orate borders and all-over patterns, divide definite surfaces
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ornamentally, and give some attention to landscape composition.
Conventionalize natural forms for spots or units in design,
and use units derived from historical ornament. Study pictures,
as the "Horse Fair," by Rosa Bonheur; "Christ and the Doctors,"
by Hoffman; "Lost," by Schenck; and "Moses, Joshua, Elijah,"
by Sargent. Review rapidly previous color study and take up
the complementary colors by the use of colored papers and pig-
ments, or water colors, and use them in designing. Study
Greek ornament.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen and ink,
the crayon, or the brush and color, flowers, sprays, whole
plants and animals, used in nature study, and objects, natural
or artificial, based on objects bounded by straight edges and
plane surfaces, as square planes, cubes, oblong, square, and
triangular prisms, square pyramids, and hexagonal prisms and
pyramids, singly and in groups of two or three. If circum-
stances permit, bring in more shading. Draw frequently from
memory and from some one posed before the class interestingly
costumed. Use very freely large and small free hand and arm
movement exercises based on the square, the oblong, the tri-
angle, and the hexagon. Treat inductively.

Working drawing.--Continue the mechanical drawing of ob-
jects of two dimensions. Use compasses and draw from scales
preparatory to the solution of geometrical problems. Cut out
units for design in cardboard, and draw diagrams to illustrate
other studies, as in history and geography. Draw patterns for
the construction of the solids mentioned under the head of
Form study and modeling.

Seventh Year

Form study and modeling.--Model historical ornament in
relief, especially the Egyptian, the Greek, and the Roman
elements. Model natural objects when convenient. Model the
human hand and the foot.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Design and draw patterns
for book covers, grilles, gratings, or screens. Review the
elements of Egyptian and Greek ornament, and study and draw
the elements of Roman ornament, using the brush where needed.
Conventionalize natural forms for spots or units of design.
Continue the use of water colors, illustrating the three anal-
ogous harmonies, that is, harmonies of tone, harmony of hues,
and harmony of grays. Study pictures, such as "Aurora," by
Guido Reni; "Columbus at the Court of Spain," by Von Brozik;
and "The Edge of the Woods," by Rousseau. Practice pleasing
space division, illustrating the analytical and the syntheti-
cal methods of designing. Design or select several spots as
units and use them in surface patterns.
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Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen, the

brush, the crayon, or charcoal, flowers on sprigs or branches,
fruit-pods, seed-cases, or whole plants, and animals, as

birds, used in nature study, and objects, natural or artifi-

cial, based on objects circular in section, and those bounded

by straight edges and plane surfaces, as cylinders, cones,
frustums, square frames, and crosses, singly and in groups,
using shading where possible. Give special attention to
balance in arrangement and balance of a house, a hill, a tree,
or several trees, and a pond, in an oblong inclosing form.
Draw occasionally from memory, dictations, and from someone
posed before the class. Use very freely large and small free
hand and arm movement exercises based on curved and straight
lined forms. Use drawing and painting freely in nature study
and to illustrate stories, geography, history, and literature.

Working drawing. -- Draw patterns for the construction of
some of the frames and the crosses mentioned under the head
of Form study and modeling. Cut out units for design and
draw diagrams to illustrate other studies, as mensuration,
square and cube root in arithmetic, inventional geometry, etc.
Make a special study of the solution of geometrical problems
by means of compasses and ruler, and use drawing board, T-square
and triangles, preparatory to orthographic problems in the next
grade.

Eighth Year

Form study and modeling.--Model historical ornament in
relief, especially the elements of Byzantine, the Saracenic,
the Gothic, and the Renaissance styles. Model natural objects
if convenient. Model a medallion of the human face in profile
in relief, and of the head and face in the round.

AEsthetic study and drawing.--Conventionalize natural
forms for units of design. Make ornamental designs for grilles,
iron gates, a screen, or stained-glass windows. Study and draw
the elements of historical ornament, as Byzantine, Saracenic,
Gothic, and Renaissance ornament. Continue the use of water
colors illustrating the three contrasted harmonies of tones,
hues, and grays. Review all the harmonies. Study pictures,
such as "The Gleaners," "The Angelus," by Millet, and "Oxen
Going to Labor," by Troyon. Continue the practice of pleasing
space division, and the composition of spots, of line, and
mass.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the pen, the
crayon, the charcoal, or the brush, flowers, insects, butter-
flies, groups of beautiful objects, as vases, interiors of
rooms, historic houses, as Washington's various headquarters,
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or the cottage of Edgar Allan Poe, trees, or landscapes.
Compose landscapes with pencil or brush. Draw Byzantine,

Saracenic, Gothic, and Renaissance ornament from the cast.

Study pictures that clearly illustrate the convergence of

lines. Use drawing and painting freely in nature study, and
to illustrate stories, geography, history, and literature.

Use very freely large and small free hand and arm movement

exercises based on ornamental forms.

Working drawing.--Make a special study of the solution
of simple problems in orthographic projection; that is, the
drawing of plans, elevations, sections, and developments of

simple geometrical solids and their applications to the work-
ing drawing of the mechanic's shop, using ruler, ruling pen,
compass, drawing board, T-square, and triangle.

Suggested Outline of Course of Instruction in

Elementary Art Education for Ungraded Schools

(One-Teacher, Common or Rural)

In drawing for the ungraded schools, the aim has been to
construct a course of study that is practical and flexible,
one that the ordinary teacher can teach and the ordinary pu-
pil can comprehend. In ungraded schools, or one-teacher
schools, it is impractical to have a grade or division in
drawing for each school year. The youngest pupils just be-
ginning to read and to spell may make simple, imaginative
drawings on their slates, some symmetrical drawings and free
arm and hand movement exercises, without much special instruc-
tion. All the pupils above these should be divided into two
groups, corresponding somewhat to the ordinary primary and
grammar divisions. Both of these groups, altho doing differ-
ent kinds of work, may be taught simultaneously, or at the
same recitation period of time, by the aid of some suitable
published system of drawing. If, however, time can be spared
for a drawing period every school day, it would be better to
take the two groups separately on alternate days. The order
of treatment of subjects in each of the above groups and the
amount of work that can be done must depend upon the condi-
tions. What is entirely practical and convenient in one
school may be almost impossible in another. In some cases
more can be done than is here suggested, while in many other
cases not so much can be accomplished. Much of the detail
must be left to the intelligent teacher or to the particular
system of drawing that may be selected.
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In all parts of the course of study in elementary art,

care should be taken to cultivate an appreciation of the sim-

ple elements of beauty and to develop a love of the beauties

of nature and in art. To this end the schoolroom should be

furnished with some examples of good art reproductions, and

artistic drawing books should be placed in the hands of the

pupils, since such pupils have but little other opportunity
of seeing art products worthy of careful study.

There should be at least three lesson periods for draw-

ing per week of twenty minutes each in Group I, and at least

two periods of thirty minutes each in Group II.

Color. --Teach the spectrum colors from the prism and from

the colored-paper spectrum. Teach standard colors, hues,

tints, and shades, and apply them in nature-study drawing, in

map drawing, in designing borders, rosettes, and all-over pat-

terns, in the division of surfaces into spaces having pleasing
relations to each other, and in the drawing of natural objects,
as fruits, animals, imaginative stories, etc.

A Suggested General Outline

For Group I

The pupils in Group I, which corresponds somewhat to the

higher primary grades, should draw very simple, familiar, and

natural forms of beauty and interest, as grasses, grains,

leaves, fruits, nuts, shells, etc., according to the season.
Where it is practicable, color should be used in drawing
leaves, apples, peaches, plums, lemons, oranges, and other
convenient objects.

There should be some drawing from copy, as from such con-
ventional forms as squares, oblongs, circles, ellipses, re-
versed curves, spirals, etc., combined in pleasing symmetrical
figures, and so taught as to exercise the invention and culti-
vate the taste of the children.

The bisection, the trisection, and the quadrisection of

lines should be taught in connection with the drawing of in-
teresting figures.

Memory drawing, dictation drawing, and sketching from
imagination are interesting and important methods of teaching

drawing not to be neglected in primary grades or Group I in
ungraded schools.
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Inventive drawing, that is, the arrangement and the

drawing of tablets and other conventional units so as to form

borders, rosettes, and all-over patterns, is delightful as

well as cultivating to the taste of pupils in this first
group, and should not be omitted.

Much use should be made of free hand and arm movement
exercises, based on circles, squares, oblongs, triangles,
ellipses, etc. No other means will so quickly give strength
and certainty to the movements of the muscles and steadiness
to the nerves of the hand and the arm.

Well-directed picture study is a powerful means for the
cultivation of the crude tastes of children, and it should be
the subject of at least an occasional lesson all thru the
period of Group I.

A Suggested General Outline

For Group II

Form study.--Study such geometrical planes as squares,
triangles, oblongs, circles, ellipses, ovals, and such solids
as spheres, spheroids, cylinders, cones, ovoids, cubes,
prisms, and pyramids. Study the shapes, the directions, and
the relations to each other of the edges and the faces of the
above. Construct some of them in card-board, especially
those having straight edges.

Esthetic study and drawing.--Design borders, rosettes,
and all-over patterns illustrating the different kinds of
repetition, as simple, alternate, in a line, radiate, or
around a center, and all-over. Squares, triangles, oblongs,
circles, ellipses, any geometrical figures and conventional
forms derived from natural ones may be used for units of
design.

Draw simple and more complicated symmetrical figures
than those used in the first group, using both straight lines
and curved lines, and copy approved elements in historical
ornament. Use the brush freely with ink or color in free-hand
work, in designing, and in the division of surface areas, so
as to produce pleasing space relations.

Study pictures, such as the "Pet Bird," by Meyer von
Bremen; "A Fascinating Tale," by Madam Ronner; "Angels'Heads,"
by Sir Joshua Reynolds; "Can't You Talk?" by G. A. Holmes;
and "The Song of the Lark," by Jules Breton.
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Distinguish and name the six standard spectrum colors

and the principal intermediate spectrum hues, with their

tints, shades, scales, and harmonies, and use them in dec-

orative design.

Pictorial drawing.--Draw with the pencil, the brush, with
ink or color or the crayon, the appearances of grasses, grains,
leaves, flowers, and other objects, natural or artificial,
based on the circle, ellipse, oval, triangle, square, spheroid,
cylinder, cone, ovoid, cube, prism, and pyramid.

Use drawing freely in all nature study, whether of ani-
mals or plants, and for illustrating stories, real or imagin-
ary, geography, history, or literature. Use very freely
large and small free hand and arm movement exercises based on
circles, ellipses, reversed curves, spirals, squares, oblongs,
triangles, and conventional forms. Frequently draw appear-
ances from memory, also from poses of children or animals.

Working drawing.--Learn definite distances from eighth,
quarter, half-inch to inch, inches, foot, feet, yard, and rod
by measurement and by the unaided eye. Draw mechanically, by
scale and ruler, patterns for making cubes, prisms, pyramids,
cylinders, and cones in thin cardboard. Draw mechanically
the shapes of the faces of some of the solids studied under
the head of Form study, and cut them from paper with scissors.

Draw mechanically the shapes of windows, doors, black-
boards, wall-divisions, schoolroom floor, school yard, a town-
ship, a county, or a state. These last will of course be
known as "maps," and they may be colored.

Appendix A

Notes.--Why is model-and-object drawing so difficult?
When we look at a familiar object (a material object occupy-
ing three dimensions) we have at first a general concept of
it. This general concept is made up of sight elements, tactu-
al, taste, and other elements, which help the mind to a gen-
eral notion as to what the object really is in space. This
general concept as to what an object really is is the almost
universal aim of all external observation of things. We seek
percepts and hold them only long enough to lead us to true
concepts, when they, the percepts, are cast aside as a bridge
might be that has done us a service.

Now, notwithstanding the supreme value of these general
concepts in all thinking and in all practical life, they are
not what we must transcribe when we wish to draw the picture
of an object. When we would transfer from the mind the visual
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image of an object on a surface, we must cast aside the gen-
eral concept and give attention to one, and only one, visual
percept, sighted from a fixed point, and transcribe that. To
do this we must lay aside, or inhibit, all the general notions
we may have of an object, such as its real size, shape, taste,
smell, beauty, color, etc., which the world and our fixed hab-
its have taught us from infancy, and have forced us to regard
as the essence of knowledge, and look for one of the infinite
number of appearances suggested by the object. This appear-
ance, or visual percept, which hitherto has been cast aside
for the truthful concept, is changeable, ephemeral, and elu-
sory, a mere passing shadow or image, created by the specta-
tor. Is it at all wonderful that children find it difficult
to do all these things to once?

It will be useful to study the following steps in seeing
the appearance or the picture of a material object, because
if these steps are clearly seen the instructor may the more
easily lead the pupil to lay aside his concepts and give at-
tention to one, and only one, visual percept.

1. We usually first see an image of a material object
in connection with other images of material things in space.
It is seen in a vague unity, or in a state of unseparateness
from the general stream of visual sensations coming from many
different objects. This image is unconsciously united in-
stinctively with us in this stream of sensation. This is the
vague, hazy, general, or indefinite stage. It is merely the
beginning of distinct visual perception. We are merely con-
scious of something within the field of vision.

2. We must now give attention to this particular image
of the object, by separating it in mind from the general
stream of visual sensation. We must separate this image from
the previously sensed something, and against this something,
as a sort of background, hold it (the image) before the mind.
This is the stage of analysis, the stage of isolation, dis-
crimination, or separation.

3. Finally, this visual image must be seen again in its
relations with the other and surrounding images. It must be
compared and unified with these surrounding images in a way
not to lose its individuality, and still be distinct in
thought. This is the stage of completeness, of synthesis,
the stage of creative activity.
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Appendix B

Notes and definitions.--The following discussion and the

consequent definitions seem to be necessary here because, ow-

ing to the newness of the subject no doubt, there has been

much confusion of thought and vague expression in speaking of
matters which ought to be well settled, at least among thought-
ful educators.

In general, a drawing is the result of placing signifi-
cant marks on a surface, usually flat, so as to express real

or apparent space relations. More specifically, any drawing,
diagram, or painting, when completed, may be considered in

itself a conception of some mind made visible on a surface.

This conception may refer (1) to some image created by the
mind thru the aid of the memory and the imagination; (2) to
some visual appearance or percept of an external object; or
(3) to the actual relations in space of the points, edges,
and planes (real or imaginary) of an external object.

From the above it will be seen that there can be but
three general kinds of drawing, each representing one of the
conceptions just described: (1) We have the arranging and
the drawing of the parts and the whole of a creation as the
mind and the taste wish them to be, or "decorative" or "in-
ventive" design; (2) the drawing of the appearances of exter-
nal objects, or "pictorial drawing;" and (3) the drawing of
conventional diagrams to show the actual relations of the
parts of an object as they are in space, or "working drawing."

Decorative design.--It is the pleasing division, break-
ing up, or diversifying of plane surfaces of regular or
accidental shape, by means of spots, lines, light-and-dark,
or color; or by cutting, carving, or molding; or by any one
or all or any combination of these.

Pictorial drawing.--It is drawing or transcribing on a

surface, usually flat, what the mind, thru the eye, sees in
the presence of a material object having length, breadth, and
thickness; or it may be expressed as the drawing of an imagi-
nary visual image of an object; or putting on a flat surface,
by means of some marking implement, an eye percept; or the
graphic record of a visual percept; or simply drawing appear-
ances.

Working drawing.--It is the drawing of or making visible
such conceptions as plans, elevations, sections, and develop-
ments.

N. B.--Drawing from memory, drawing from copy, drawing

from dictation, free-hand drawing, and instrumental drawing
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are not kinds of drawing at all. They only pertain to the

methods and the circumstances of execution.

Drawing from memory.'.--It is drawing a past or remembered

visual percept, or visual image of an object, or a remembered

visual concept of an object or of another drawing, neither

the object nor the remembered drawing being present to serve
as a copy.

Drawing from copy.--It is drawing from or imitating an-
other drawing in sight as it is in space, or as the mind
conceives it to be in space, not as it may appear; or it is

drawing from or imitating the shape of a real, limited, con-
crete plane in sight.

Drawing from dictation.--It is making a drawing entirely
from a word description, in the absence of the object or any
drawing of it.

Free-hand drawing.--A drawing is said to be free-hand
when made with the hand and some marking inplement [sic],
without the aid of instruments, as rulers, compasses, etc.

Instrumental drawing.--A drawing is said to be instrumen-
tal when such implements as ruler, compasses, etc., are used
in making it. These two methods may be applied to any kind
of drawing.

Signed by Langdon S. Thompson, Chairman.
Henry T. Bailey.
Charles M. Carter.
Herman T. Lukens.
Harriet Cecil Magee.
Gracia L. Rice.

Appendix C

Dissenting Opinions ]2y Members of the Committee

I regret that I cannot see my way clear to sign the re-
port of the Committee on Art Education, sent me by its chair-
man. My view of art education is fundamentally different
from that taken in the report--at least in its theoretical
part. I find there is much relating to the aim of education
and the psychological process involved in the educational
activities that I do not understand, and I think it quite
probable that if I could comprehend them I should find myself
disagreeing with them.
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Take, for instance, the statement of the aim of education

made in the report, that it is "the grand march or evolution

or progressive development of the soul (1) out of the slavery
of mere sense-perception of thing and environment, the sup-
position of non-relation, (2) into and thru the category of
the understanding and the reason, the supposition of universal

relation, (3) to the freedom of pure thought, the supposition
of self-relation. Hence all fragments, parts, or departments

of education should have in view and should tend toward this
development of the self-active soul." These propositions mean
very little to me. I cannot conceive of any such mental pro-
cesses as are here indicated. To my mind the purpose of edu-
cation is to bring the individual into harmony with the envir-
oning world, to give him an understanding and a mastery of it.
Every individual is related to his environment in a physical
way, a social way, an intellectual way, and an esthetic way,
and the purpose of art education should be to perfect the
individual's relations to the world on the aesthetic side.
In achieving this on the mechanical side the learner must be
led to apprehend facts of form and color as they are presented
in the things which he will come in contact with in his daily
life, and he must begin at a point where these facts are ap-
prehended in a relatively simple and isolated way, and move on
constantly to things more complex and involved. There must
also be developed in him the ability to reproduce in all ways
possible what he sees, that he may keep a record of it and
that he may express it to others. In the course of his educa-
tion the pupil must be led to appreciate the most agreeable
relations of form and color, first in relatively simple and
then in more and more complex situations, and be trained so
that he can create esthetic objects and situations in which
will be embodied these principles of harmony.

The process of accomplishing this end is a simple one in
its fundamental features. The pupil must be led to see the
distinguishing form and color characteristics in things to be
represented, and he must associate with these the proper man-
ual activities required to reproduce them in drawing or paint-
ing or any other form. This relation between motor expression
and visual apprehension must be made so facile that the appro-
priate expression will follow more or less automatically upon
the visual perception of facts to be represented. The whole
process, on the technical side, consists in leading the pupil
to give discriminating visual attention to the things he wish-
es to represent, and then making their motor expression so
perfect that they can be reproduced without conscious effort.
Of course in the larger aspects of art education there are
involved many problems relating to the development of taste
and the creation of artistic things; but these questions have
not been taken up in the report.
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The theoretical part of the report, it seems to me, is
based upon a metaphysical or even verbal psychology, which is

likely to confuse the teacher and lead her astray rather than

to lend her any assistance in her practical work. Terms are
used describing mental processes with which I am not familiar.

Take in illustration such a proposition as "the conception of
a visual perception." I am unable to determine what this may
be, and I find many statements of this character to which I
cannot subscribe.

I was placed on this Committee of Ten, I think, because
of my interest in the psychological questions underlying art
education, and I shall not attempt to do more than to offer
a suggestion or two regarding the course of study which the
report outlines. I am not competent to pass an opinion upon
many of the details of this course, but while much that ap-
pears in the course seems to me to be sound, still I have
noticed a few things which appear to be founded upon an erron-
eous educational philosophy. At the very outset the child is
expected to study pictures, but for what reason is not appar-
ent. If it is designed that he should study reproductions of
great paintings in order to gain principles of technical and
esthetic value, then I should say that this work is altogether
beyond the novice. If pictures are to be studied at all they
must at the outset deal with the situations in which the child
is frequently placed, and he must study a picture for what it
expresses in the way of content, and not for its technique.
He would not be expected to analyze words at the fifth year
to become familiar with their mechanical properties.

Then the report indicates specific objects which the
child is to represent at different stages in its development,
but I cannot see that any principle of selection has been fol-
lowed, except the principle that to some extent the objects
must represent form and color characteristics similar to those
presented in the type forms being studied at the time. To my
mind the report does not allow sufficient spontaneity and free-
dom in the selection of these objects; it would be better if
provision were made for choosing the objects and situations
with which the child has interesting relations in the exper-
iences of everyday life. Then the objects would not be just
the same in Utah as in Madison or Boston, and could not be
indicated in any comprehensive way in a report of this sort.
The child would keep close to his environment at all times,
acquiring drawing as a means of expressing the objects and
situations of interest to him. I should give a larger place
to what the report calls "imaginative" drawing, where the
child illustrates stories, indicating how he conceives the
situations described. Imaginative drawing is, in the report,
confined at first to isolated objects; whereas a child is
interested in situations where such objects are related to
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one another in causing some event. At the outset the child
does not profit greatly by critical study of isolated things.

Again, illustrative drawing should occupy a more promin-
ent place than the report provides for it. In this work the
child acquires the right attitude toward drawing. He employs
it as a medium of expression, and by means of it the teacher
can keep in intimate contact with a pupil's mind, and see how
he conceives objects and situations, and she can make good
use of it to help the child to correct erroneous notions, and
get him into the way of regarding things in their natural
relationships instead of in isolation.

(Signed) M. V. O'Shea.

I subscribe to the above report, approving, as I do, of
its main features. The report is quite conservative, and yet
attempts to be appreciative of all that has been clearly
established by a study of children's drawings.

The chief objection I have to the report lies in its
omission to even discuss the stages of development in a child's
drawing power. Yet this discussion clearly belongs in a report
whose main object is "to determine, in the light of psychology,
environment, and experience, a proper basis or bases for a
course of study in elementary art education." Many of the
most important questions in this field were formulated by the
committee but have never been discussed or in any way incor-
porated into the body of the report. This is a most serious
omission, leaving, as it does the report as a merely logical
discussion on a deductive basis.

It seems to me that the question of sequence of material
is the vital question in the curriculum. That, however, is
not a question for logic to decide at all, but for child
study. What material, what objects, what method, what tech-
nique are best adapted to develop the artistic nature at each
successive period of growth? (1) On the side of appreciation?
(2) On the side of production? What is the course of develop-
ment in (a) appreciative power, in (b) executive skill?
Should either be stimulated beyond the others? What is the
relation of race and individual development in art? What is
the relation of the adolescent period of a child's develop-
ment to the unfolding of his artistic nature?

That these are still unsettled questions is no reason
for ignoring them.

(Signed) Herman T. Lukens.
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I offer the following statement of dissent from the re-
port of the committee:

1. The psychological section of the report does not
take into account the latest and most authoritative statements
regarding the essential nature of art nor of the action of the
mind in art creation.

2. The courses of study included in the report do not,
in my judgment, meet the needs of the schools at the present
time. They lay out sequences of class-room work which could
have been followed ten years ago; but the betterment of school
conditions and the awakening of more general and intelligent
public interest in art and elementary education make possible
a distinct advance beyond the ground covered in these courses
of study.

Respectfully submitted,

John S. Clark.

"Report of the Committee of Ten on Elementary Art Education,"
Journal of Proceedings and Addresses 1902, National
Educational Association, Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1902.



APPENDIX C

SUMMARIES OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

Color in Public Schools

It has been learned in the last two or three years that

the color-sense faculties of children or untrained persons

are in an undeveloped state. They grow only through wisely

directed exercise. The methods of color instruction should

be geared to the capabilities of the pupils; these capabili-

ties should be determined by careful study.

Numerous experiments indicate that younger children do

not perceive the darker colors as well as they do the lighter

or brighter colors; they find no definite character in some

colors. Testing of pupils' color perception becomes an im-

portant part of the course.

Systematic investigation as to the children's power of

color perception was begun in 1891 with the cooperation of

C. E. Meleney, superintendent of schools at Somerville, and

Elizabeth Herrick, supervisor of drawing at Somerville.

Children tested were from the first to sixth grades with

testing done first in the lowest primary grades and contin-

ued in order.

All color experiments used the Prang standards of color;

the regular sequence in the color unit is red, red-orange

175
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orange, yellow-orange, yellow, yellow-green, green, blue-

green, blue, blue-violet, violet, and red-violet. A complete

set of twelve cardboard tablets of uniform size showing these

colors was given to each child along with a piece of gray

cardboard. The children were asked to take out the color

cards and spread them on the gray cardboard, then choose the

colored card that he preferred. The preference was decidedly

for colors red, red-orange, orange, yellow-orange, yellow,

yellow-green, thus showing a decided inclination to colors

tending toward yellow and occupying the left half of the

standard spectrum arrangement. Out of four hundred eighty-

one children, ninety-seven preferred yellow, but six pre-

ferred green and only four preferred blue-green. Up to the

sixth year the preference for red was marked, eleven out of

a class of forty-six preferring it. This investigation show-

ed that the great preference was for yellow and colors con-

taining yellow. An investigation made in Boston kindergar-

tens showed a similar result.

The next experiment was to determine whether children

saw all the colors with equal distinctness. A large chart

of twelve Prang standard colors was hung where the children

could see it. They were asked to arrange their cardboard

pieces the same way. Many laid out the left half correctly,

but indiscriminately arranged the right half containing the

greens, blues, and violets. Only eleven out of two hundred

fifty of the first and second year pupils succeeded in
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laying out the entire unit correctly. The inference is that

colors in the right half of the color unit are not perceived

as readily as those in the left half; and that cultivation

of color-sense is necessary for even the twelve simple colors

of the standard unit. The conclusion was drawn that, in most

cases, the study of individual colors should begin with yel-

low and continue through orange, red, violet, blue, and

green, according to the power of color perception in the

children.

Different groups of children were then asked to arrange

colors in families, that is, to group the ones which were

alike. This experiment was designed to determine if child-

ren could discover for themselves or must be told color af-

finities such as that red-orange includes the color nature

of red and of orange or that orange partook of the color

nature of red and of yellow. There was, again, considerable

success with colors of the left half of the unit, but not

with those of the right.

Similar experiments were performed in Newburgh, St.

Louis, Oakland, California, and single schools such as the

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and the Carlisle

Industrial Indian School. With slight variations (Indian

children showed an inclination toward blue and colored child-

ren inclined toward blue and violet) these investigations

confirmed the original studies.
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The results of all experiments seemed to show: (1) that

yellow should be the starting point in the study of individual

color, (2) that the orders of individual color study should

be yellow, orange, red, violet, blue, and green, (3) that

children have the powers of discovering color affinities, and

can, through proper cultivation of the color-sense, attain

to the perception of color compounds.

It will be seen that a foundation is being laid for

color instruction being given according to the power of color

perception in the child; but it must also proceed according

to educational method. Children may associate the name of a

color with some object of that color, still failing to recog-

nize the same color sensation in another object.

What the child needs is association with, and close ob-

servation of various colored objects to awaken his color

perception. Instruction must also be given in color according

to art principles; perception alone is of little value.

Aesthetic feeling should be cultivated by study of colored

decoration from the Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Saracenic and

Gothic art. The pupil should study and learn to produce har-

mony of color.

Hicks, Mary Dana, "Color in Public Schools," Journal of Pro-
ceedings and Addresses 1894, National Educational Asso-
ciation, St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Co., 1895.
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Children's Expression through Drawing

For about two years several lines of investigation have

been pursued related to children's drawings as expression of

their mental activities. Most of the experiments have been

carried on in the Mankato Normal School and several public

schools of Minnesota. This report states briefly the nature

of the experiments and presents several interesting points

of information; but conclusions are left tentative pending

further evaluation of some ten thousand drawings and the ex-

tensive records accompanying them. Records were kept concern-

ing tests of vision and motor ability, along with observations

from teachers of the physical and intellectual characteristics

of each child. At least six drawings were kept from each

child, and an average of thirty-five were kept from groups

of fifty children selected for intensive and comprehensive

study.

Two principal lines of study were made. First, a study

was made upon the general form and characteristics of objects

drawn to tell a story. Drawings made from objects seen and

from memory were studied in the same way. Second, the rela-

tions in time and place and the proportions shown were studied;

an attempt was made to discover if they represented relations

actually conceived by the child.

Stories such as "The Three Bears" were read or told

twice to the children, who were then asked to tell them back

in drawings. There was an attempt to discover if children
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refrain from drawing objects in a story because of difficulty

of representation. Records from five hundred drawings show

that only about one per cent indicated they could not repre-

sent certain objects. It seems that children from about four

to nine years old show little hesitation to represent even

invisible things such as the wind. After that age, there is

less confidence and satisfaction in the work. The older

children seem to perceive or remember qualities of things

that require deliberation to picture.

An attempt was also made to discover if children repre-

sent those objects or events that appeal most to their

interest. No real conclusions were made due to several dis-

turbing factors; influence of the reactions of one or two

leading classmates to a story, or inflections from the teach-

er are examples.

An interesting study was made of the diagrams and sym-

bols used by children to represent objects. This was done

to determine, if possible, the origin of the peculiarities

or individual characteristics of each child's drawings. It

was found that certain symbols are universal (human face is

round, with dots for eyes, etc.). It seems that one basis

for the diagram is the child's comprehension of the distin-

guishing characteristics of that class of objects. The sym-

bol or diagram is always the same for any one child; and while

it will conform to the fundamental characteristics, there

will still be some features which make each child's peculiar
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to himself. One experiment showed that the younger children

will continue to draw their own symbol or diagram even while

observing a person that is different or in a different posi-

tion. Children of ten, or older, react to the difference; but

usually the reaction is a reticence to draw at all. As age

increases more individual characteristics of shape, dress or-

namentation, etc., are noted.

The last study made was to discover if the relations and

proportions shown in the drawings corresponded with the child's

actual thinking of these. Some children place objects or

events anywhere on the paper as they come to mind and only

very few of nature's actual relations are indicated; other

children will represent a rather logical relation of events

and proportions. Some children crowd events into one picture;

others use a series of pictures to separate events. It can

be said, in general, that children up to the age of eight or

nine will crowd a whole story into one or two pictures which

makes it somewhat illogical and confused. It may not be

possible to conclude that the relations and proportions ex-

pressed in a drawing are an exact measure of a child's mental

operations and conception; but it is noted that children who

impress their teachers as being bright usually make drawings

that preserve logical arrangements with fairly good propor-

tion. The lack of proportion may be due to the relative im-

portance of parts in the child's mind; there is no doubt,

however, that some children are able to hold only one thing
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in the mind at a time, and when it is finished the next part

takes full possession of consciousness. For that reason,

drawings may consist of unrelated parts. Future study of the

evidence gathered will be examined to determine if there is

also a relation between illogical drawings and an illogical

order in their making; that is, in the sequence the parts of

each object were represented.

O'Shea, M. V., "Children's Expression through Drawing,"
Journal of Proceedings and Addresses 1894, National
Educational Association, St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer
Press Co., 1895.
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